


BOLT ACTION RIFLES

'rhe MUSKETEER

CARBINE $139.95

The Musketeer is a stronq modern rifle

desiqned to the most demandinq requirements of the America~

Ilunter. Combininq the safety and reliability of the newest

commercial Mauser actions with the proven accuracy of top

quality button rifled barrels, these rifles are enqineered for a

lifetime of top performance.

You can own this rifle, with features that few production

quns can duplicate, at a smaller cost than that of convertinq

a surplus military rifle. Price - $128.30

the fine features of the sporter but equipped with a 20" barrel and full

stock. Regularly available in calibers .30-06, .308 Norma Magnum and

THE M Sp:tEER FEATU
W U

SI
GRI

ARD • 1" WIVELS •
USER SUPREME \\CTION •

WOESIGNED WALNUT STOCK WI
CARLO CHEEKPIECE • NEW HOOD fRONT
SIGHT, ADJUSTABLE FOR WINDAGE AND
ELEVATION • PRECISION RIFLED BARREL
• STREAMLINED RECEIVER DRILLED AND
TAPPED FOR CONVENTIONAL SIGHTING
EQUIPMENT • FULLY ADJUSTABLE SAKO
TRIGGER WITH S1LENT SLIDING THUMB
SAFETY.

The F.I. LINE of top-quality sporting arms includes a wide selection of rifles, shotguns, handguns, actions
and barreled actions, designed and en ineered with the American shooter in mind.



•nnounclng

the association of Savage Arms
and J.G. Anschutz GmbH

Savage Arms takes pride in bringing to
American shooters the world famous Anschutz
small bore target and sporting rifles.

In an unprecedented agreement with J. G.
Anschutz GmbH, of Ulm, West Germany, Savage
presents an entirely new line of sporting and target
rifles under the trademark Savage/Anschutz.

In addition, Savage becomes the sole source
in the United States and Canada for the renowned
Anschutz Match 54 target rifles, used by many of
the winners in'major international rifle matches.

Anschutz and Savage/Anschutz rifles will be
available nationwide through Savage distributors
and dealers. Spare parts, accessories and service will
be readily available.

The Savage/Anschutz line will include a su
perb sporting rifle in .222 caliber, a custom-grade
rifle in .22 long rifle and .22 magnum and a moder
ately priced small bore target rifle made to the same
standards as all Anschutz Match rifles.

Anschutz Match rifles now available from
Savage are the unexcelled Super Match 54 model
1413 free rifle and the Match 54 model 1411 de
signed especially for American competition.

These Anschutz and Savage/Anschutz rifles
meet the growing demand among serious shooters
and lovers of fine guns for the ultimate in small
bore target and sporting rifles.

For full information, write to Savage Arms,
Westfield, Massachusetts.
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~a service armament co.
W 689·G Bergen Blvd. RIdgefield. N. J

KNOW YOUR
LAWMAKERS

"Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am most grateful for
the opportunity that has been afforded me to express my views on the
subject of firearms legislation and on the efforts of this Committee to legislate
against the nationwide probll!ms resulting from mail-order firearms.

"There is a growing prejudice against firearms in many segments of our
society. More excuses constantly are being found to propose legislation
which denies the right to use firearms for protection, for marksmanship
training for national defense, or for the recreational pleasures of shooting
and hunting. The members of the Committee are well aware of the great
number of firearms bills that have been introduced in Congress since the
assassination of President Kennedy.

"Many laws are presented by persons who believe that the laws will
prevent crime and accidental shootings. Others are advanced by individuals
or groups who seek, through legislation, greater assistance in the arrest
and conviction of lawbreakers. Some are advocated by those who would like
to see America a disarmed and weakened nation.

"Present-day firearms legislation is pointed in the wrong direction. It
disarms the law-abiding citizen while it fails miserably in its avowed purpose
of disarming the criminal. It is aimed at outlawing the gun, which is incapable
by itself of doing evil, rather than at punishing criminals who use a gun for
illegal purposes. No legislation can prevent gangsters from securing and
using guns, but proper legislation can severely penalize illegal use of guns
and can send to prison for long periods of time criminals caught doing so.

"Despite the painful history of other countries, there are those who sti/l
contend that some form of national or state firearms registration law should
be passed in the United States to aid law enforcement. Others advocate
laws designed purely for the convenience of law enforcement officers or for
the purpose of circumventing due process of law in order to obtain convictions
more easily. The desire to see our laws adequately enforced is never justifica
tion for any law which can make a prudent, law-abiding citizen an unwitting
violator, or infringe his right against illegal search and seizure.

"In my experience as a prosecuting attorney and as a maker of laws, I
realize the need for regulations in order to maintain an orderly society.
I do not propose that this Committee adopt any 'head in the sand' policy
in hopes that the mail-order gun problem will go away. But please bear in
mind that many law-abiding citizens utilize this legitimate means of pur
chasing firearms and the firearms so purchased are used in the peaceful
enjoyment of the sport of target shooting and hunting. If the entire mail
order gun industry is so severely regulated as to ultimately cause its demise,
in an effort to 'weed out' the unscrupulous dealers or to curtail the nefarious
deeds of people after they have purchased firearms, you will have done
nothing more than cured the symptom, but killed the patient.

"Gentlemen, you have in your hands the power to place in motion a
legislative vehicle that can arrive at only two destinations. The first destina
tion, i.e., the eventual destruction of our right to keep and bear arms, will
be reached if the vehicle is overloaded with highly-restrictive regulations
geared to penalize all citizens in a shotgun approach to a solution. The
second destination, i.e., the continuation of the peaceful and legitimate
enjoyment of shooting activities by citizens of good repute, will be reached
if the vehicle contains legislation designed to penalize criminal activities
with a firearm and make more difficult the accessibility of firearms to

, criminals and unauthorized or unsupervised juveniles.
"The legislation that results from the studies and investigations of this

Committee will be used as guidelines for future legislation on this subject
in all state governing bodies throughout the land. Mr. Chairman, I know
that you and your Committee will weigh carefully all factors involved in
the matter of proper and sound firearms regulations. To this end, I pledge
my wholehearted support and cooperation."

Statement of the Honorable John D. Dingell, J5th District, Michigan,
before the Senate Committee on Commerce, hearings on Firearms
Control-S. 1975, S. 2345, Bills to amend the Federal Firearms Act.

:::::::::::::":::"":::::::::;;:;;;;;::::;;;;:;":::":"-~

NEW MARTIAL REFERENCE EDITION CATALOG
Every sportsman, hunter, shooter or
collector will find something to
whet his appetite. This is the
world's most complete modern and
antique ARMS & ARMAMENT CATA
lOG. Free with every edition - a
genuine U.S. Army .45 pistol dis·
assembly tool worth the price of
the catalog alone! $1.00 q ....

_ ',;:;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;::::"::

Per 100
DUTCH Mannlicher 6.5 mm $6.00
SWEDISH 6.5 x 55 mm 6.00
7 x 57 mm Mauser 5.00
7.63 mm Mauser & Tokarev Pistol 4.00
7.65 mm Mannlich er Pistol 4.00
7.62 mm RUSSIAN Rifle 5.00
7.65 mm ARGENTINE Mauser 5.00
30 cal. CARBINE 6.00
30-06 Springfield (corrosive) 4.00
30-06 Springfield (non-corrosive) 5.00
303 BRITISH (non-corrosive) 5.50
8 mm FRENCH Lebel 5.00
8 mm Mauser (non-corrosive) 4.00
9 mm Luger (corrosive) 3.00
9 mm Luger (non·corr. boxer primed) .. 4.00
43 SPANISH 7.50
45 Auto Colt 6.00
43 EGYPTIAN (new mfg. S. P.l per 20 7.50

Add a new sensation to your plinking &
target shooting. Upon direct hit these targets
explode with a loud bang giving off a cloud
of smoke on the style of a baby atom bomb.
Finished in a brilliant day-glo red they come
with an adhesive back that adheres to any
surface. Any caliber rifle, air gun or shotgun
will explode these targets. Packed by the
dozen in a convenient I handsome storage
tube. Price $1.25.

SEE THEM AT YOUR LOCAL
DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT

Jf¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥Jf.

AMMO

EXPLODES WITH A
DIRECT HIT

SELF FASTENING·
ADHERES TO ANY
SURFACE

CLEARLY VISIBLE AT
RANGES UP TO 1000 YDS.
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The double borreled smoothbore pistol
ha.s a caliber of /4 mm, and barrels are
simulated damascus; gun was made when
damascus barrels were all the rage. The
grips have elaborate silver inlays and
gun is in near-mint condition. Photo by
J. E. Robertson, Birmingham, Alabama.
Camera was 0 4 x 5 Speed Graphic and
the illumination was by electronic flash.
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FRONTIER
GUNBHOP
BY JAMES :Ivr.. TRIG G S

PIONEER A]Y.[ERICAN
HANDGUNS:

H ENRY DERINGER established his arms manufacturing business in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania in 1806, producing both flintlock and percussion arms for civilian

and Government sales. Soon after 1840, Deringer made a small, pocket-size percussion
pistol that was to make his name an American byword.

The Deringer pocket pistols were very small, single-shot muzzle loading percussion
arms with rifled iron barrels. Calibers ranged from .31 to .55, and barrel lengths were
from Fh" to 6". The pistols were rugged and finely made; their compactness and
reliability made them a great success i~ the West where they were eminently suited
as easily-concealed, self-defense weapons. The smallest Deringer pistol is the model
shown, made around 1855. The caliber was about .44 and the pistol was just a little
over 5 inches long.

While there were numerous copies made of this design by other firms, the original
Deringer pistols were stamped both on barrel and loekplate, "DERINGER, PHILA·
DELa." The Deringer design was so successful that manufacturers of copies stamped
tllCir arms "DERRINGER" to capitalize on the Deringer name. The term "Derringer"
has become a generic one describing almost any small, easily concealed pocket pistol.

Disassembly of the Deringer pistol is as follows: Half cock the hammer (5) and
remove sideplate screw (15) from left of stock (1). Remove lock plate screw (16) and
lift lock out of stock. Unscrew tang screw (12), drive wedge (9) out sideways and
lift barrel (2) up out of stock. Remove trigger guard screw (20) and turn trigger
guard (19) to unscrew from guard plate (18). Drive trigger pin (13) out and remove
trigger (14). Remove buttplate screws (21) and buttplate (22) hom stock. Care
should be taken in removing parts, escutcheons, etc., set into stock to avoid damaging
wood. The conventional back-action lock is easily disassembled after removal from stock.

II

22

Longitudinal
Section
(LOCK OMITTED)

5

3

/

1. Stock
2. Barrel
3. Front sight
4. Nipple
S. Hammer
6. Hammer screw

(not shown)
7. Escutcheon

6

PARTS LIST

8. Stock tip
9. Wedge

10. Wedge escutcheons
(not shown)

11. Breech plug & tang
12. Tang screw
13. Trigger pin
14. Trigger

15. Side plate screw
16. Lock plate screw
17. Side plate (not shown)
18. Trigger guard plate
19. Trigger guard
20. Trigger guard screw
21. Buttp'ate screws
22. Buttplate {with trapdoor}

Deringer Back-Action Lock Mechanism

A. Lockplate
B. Bridle Screws

C. Bridle

D. Tumbler {with mainspring stirrup}

E. Sear screw
F. Sear

G. Mainspring
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ROUND MUZZLE LOADING
BARREL BLANKS

CLOSE OUT-513T BARRELS

Add $2.00 per barrel for threading for our
new breech plug and nipple advertised below.

[.

WE BUYDUNSI
Also gun parts, Close-outs, Job lots, Sporting
Goods. Any Quantity. smnll or huge, We pay
instant cash-no ha~~ling-no stalling-no
crazy trade offers-just money! Write us de
scribing what you have to get immediate
actiou..o....Qr easier yet, ship in & we airmail
check at highest market valuet

BREECH PLUGS: )'fa·

~
chlned from Ordnance

. . Steel (not. cheap casl·
.' .~ in~s) - uses standard

:!i/sxI8 thread. Oct. mod
el 15/16" across, round

model Ills". Made specially for use with our fine
muzzle loading barrel but acceptable to any. (Add
$2.00 to barrel price for threading at factory for

~~1cti)IU§n)IY~i~~9;.orA[~~n~va¥rabi~tal~frabaA~a1t
desired.

NEW.22 IIJUIUEL SIZE

NOW IN
.36 Caliber
(1 turn in
40") or .45
caliher (1 turn
in 56"). 8 groove
rifting. handsome &
smooth inside and out.
15/16" across flats. 32"
lon~, either cal., only $15.85
plus 85t post. 42" lon~, .45 cal.,
only $19.95 .plus $1.50 shipping. 45/
70 caliber-l turn in 22". 8 groove, 32"
long ... $15.50 plus 95t.

New .22 Cal. tapered barrels Chambered, crowned,
6·gToove rifled-.600 on shank. 3/4" on shoulder
.550 at muzzle. 22" lon~-SPECIAL-Only$3.95
each + 40¢ pp. SAVE 20 0/o-0rder 3 for only $9.48
+ 9ri¢ postage.

S.M.L.E. 5-SHOT MAGAZINES For .t:4, and itS
rifles-gives slim, 'sporter' appearance to rifle
NEW. $4.75.

A FINE

Oiler is lower
sling holder

Fit in eut in butt stock.

Muzzle Loading
PISTOL

*

One of the world's rarest cartridges. triangular in shape, case of special
plastic using standard primer with adapter..38 caliber-usually $1.50
to $2.00 apiece-Company now out of business--our Special-Full, original
Factory box of 20 Trounds, plus 5 other experimental Trounds including
the extra rare hiirh l>ower rifle Tround, .22 Tround, Monogrammed Tround,
etc. (You can make money on these or use for rare trading stock. Only
small quantity ever made.) All for only $12.50 (via Express).

* SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED *

", ~ GWAf"NW M~

HOPKINS &. ALLEN I.OADIMG/Rim•

ORDER YOUR H&A TODAYl
Order any H&A model now direct from this ad
and we'll send. you FRF:E--cxtra, valuable muzzle
loadi~g pre~lUms. Each order, with all the
shooting eqUIpment. sent RR Exp. (not prepaid).
Inc!u.de a statement you are over 21. not a
fugitive, drug addict or under indictment. Addi
tional interestinR' information on Hopkins &
Allens rifles, pistols and shotguns free-just send
self·addressed. stamped, long envelope.

**1**** ***** ** **1*'**** *** **** ** ** *** *

"'I~ OLD TIMEI ;, "_ HOODED GLOBE FRONT SIQHTS
. _ h. Usable on all rifles, modern & an-
- '! Uque Standard dovetail. Extra in-

. '.~ terchangeable sight aperture in-
cluded ...._n_ Only $2.25 ppd.

•

a~'!! n~I~~~~r~~~~TcN~fB~d~Hs~~rr Ideal
barrels and fast IgnitIOn under ham~

• .. : - . ~~~ a~~~n·e:~~:p~dOP;~~~ a,,~~~I~en for Hunting,
• I , t ~~~~~u~~~nt sight .. extra Plinking, Target &

Match Shooting • • .
all at lower cost than .22 l.R.

CHOICE OF 6 ~@Gf3l.S0
NEW BUGGY RIFLE-light and fast, only 5% lbs. Octagonal
cut rifled 21" barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber.

• MOST POPULAR "Offhand" model, 32" full octagon cut rifled
barrel. Either .36 or .45 caliber. About 7% lbs.

(A few very specially selected guns • MODEL .45 TARGET, 32" cut rifled round barrel, favorite of
with finish near perfecl-$44.50J match shooters. 10 lbs., .45 caliber only.

• 12 gao FOWLER, only 4% lbs., 30" choked barrel.
(Add $1.75 for post. & ~andling 1----"--'"--::E.;-A-:=-=C~H7=-..:;R:::-:-:E;:;A:::::::D~Y~-..::Tq-:O;::::.:.-:...S==-=H-:.::.:O::::::O:::-:T:::.:-:.::.:..:----

or specify R.R. Express. Send Y t-Fl k
"Firearms Affidavit" stating B~~k~eSavesa~hc~ou~e;'a~~Priio:ea:c~l:;!e~~dsta~i\~Ahl\tg~~~ec~obvu1T~t~~l:t~iz:;e;:t:iinin~:;ie~~ii~C
you are over 21, not under Powder loads.

indictment or a fugitive, not
a drug addict, etc.).

USES REGULAR 10 GA. LOADS

OR THE NEW 3lf2" MAGNUM

Greatest bong around Duck an·d Goose
gun ever. Each with brand new proof
tested long Range barrel, each mechan.
ically perfect with extra large, extra
strong action. All AMERICAN MADE.
Condition as specified below refers to
both wood and receiver finish.

32" Lang Range Full Choke Barrel
H & R Heavy Breech Actian-apprax.
wt. 8112 Ibs.

Visit NUMRICH ARMS' NEW
GIANT SPORTATORIUM

1,000's OF GUNS-TONS OF SPORTS
EQUIPMENT IN OUR GRAND NEW

BRA..'J"D NF:W STORE
WE BUY • WE TRADE • WE SELL

West Hurley is 90 minutes from N.Y. City.
via New York Throu~hway, Exit 19 (Kings.
ton) follow Rt. 28 North 6 Miles to West
Rurley. Store open daily-Monday tbru Satur
da -9 Al\.1 to 6 P1o.L

Change
Windage
Scale
with. dime
Made by Marbles
to sell for $3.95

MUZZLE LOADING-l1j8" straight 8 groove rifled
leng1.hs--l turn in 56"-super accurate ... 32"
long $10.95 plus 95¢. Above barrel, only full 48"
bench rest model ... $18.95 plus $150 (Add
$2.00 PeT baTTel fo1' breech plug threading.)

15/u~~ r::u~~"~l~~s$I~.l;,oc:,l~Sr~~1' Ills" o.d.,

Has the "hang" and feel of the early duelers. d~:. tP;'~~B~:r ~~~nds~~ta~SMiJ::~,ng4:/18/k~~
Ultra strong design allows extra heavy black ~~i f~~~is~~eu~~~5.95 :~u"~04g~u~O~~.¢· 12"
powder loads. In either .36 or .45 caliber-with .357 MAGNUM (.38 Special & 9mrn Luger) blanks.
extras • • • checkered tenite grips • •• 1 turn 16", .357 groove dia., 26" long, .940 o.d.

a Only $26.50. (Add $3.00 for checkered Walnut -;~Jal~Xar~rri: i~c~M~trR"M~~~S~~~e~f.~i~c~;~~eJ
ON 0 5 E ~ . NOW-Long Range Rear Sight grips.) ·Send pistol permits from states reo- plus SSe post. 12" lenRth for pistol use-$5.95

US
•. E ~ ~;v'inf3~g:l~ ~~~~~n~j~~~~::'t:o~i~t~ ~~;~in2gi. A~~~ ~n~~~~~iV~,~~gst;~:~~~tc:::~~~ ;~{R~O~I:~~ .22 barrel bJ'ankS. Full Ivr" dda.

ADJ TABL " :~~e ~l:vrtd~[Il~sc& (t~b~~Af~;ci~r~ under indictment. etc. ~ctf~~~~e2~~rl~~g~u~ta~f~~"c~n:e~ g~l;$8.;;OPE" ~ ';S.llligh.t.-iiiiiiiio.nl_.$.3•.9ii5 ",:, --'i :.,p_'U_S_9_0.;.¢..;P_o_s_t. ~

SIGHTS a~r:::-'::a1-::ope (1!?'lJr L~~~~~~
SEMI-BUCKHORN OR flAT-TOP $2 37 FOR SPRINGFIELD 45/70 or 50/70 RIFLES
Or even better $18.95 per doz. ·ea. RUGGED ALL STEEL MOUNTS THAT' R:AL ~ct;j~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili:= _
AOJUSrABLEHEiGHTFRONTSiGiiTS---- PUT SCOPE DIRECTLY OVER BORE BARGAIN ...

t&
.PERCUSSION BARREL DROPS INTO STOCK-

Min. Ht. 1\.tax. Ht. Min. Ht. Max. Ht.. BEST OF All-So simple to install. Just one hole to drill & tap, plus a READY TO SHOOT.
;~ :~gg:; tg :5~g:; ;~ :~5g:; ~~ :~gg:: ~ ~ second's work with a pocket knife for single screw head clearance. No ••• • ~rlRE,skNN~E'tZ~TAHNGl:CBHLEB:~:.~1(~SION HAM·

Add fiR" 705 ii~~0'~/~o~8~~~ on Ramp. -.. need to butcher and weaken your stock. Each mount made for any stand- ~ • ~~~U~~IG1~A~R~~k~~ BY SIMPLY REPLAC·

~~1~~sai~~5so~~. f~~ '2·:~z.eaiorYo$ulf~.(~~~1) ard 1" scope-each packed with easy installation instructions. If you do • ~fT~t~iG~;.G~~~~~A\tS~uN~pi~t~~'~TlLUED,
not have proper drill and tap, we will supply #20 drill, 10/32 top ot This conversion barrel is the same match quality

II ;!I;'AV£'n ." only $1.00 for both. MOUNT WITH INSTRUCTIONS t~ ~te15y~00~dH:o"I'~ou~~l:aJoJ~P~-~~~f~gW:ides~

• n,,~ I/OC/" SPECIAL-SAVE 200/0-3 Mounts $16.50 l~lSN~::D g~T~\dtba';i~rf~dgr'e~~~r!in~nilile~u~i~~yb~:~! l (DEALERS AND GUNSMITHS INQUIRIES INV T I" SCOPE and chan~e hammers-gun is ready to shoot. Origi-
1-- ----:-------------;;=~:_:I::_E:-:D:7)~....;..=:..:..::.:..:::_:__::_:_7::::~;_:::_:_:::-1ytalr~PI~c~s"~~~~I~..fr'~~~ss~~~~~ei~~~~iU~~ng:Ir a r.. r~Ir'"J'O SAVE SOGA: ON THIS KIT OF Have essential replacement parts immediately Price complete and ready to use-$26.50 plus 8St

~iJ. (.~..r, ~I-! U.·S.- CARBolNE SPARE PARTS ;;;~~':,e':.e~~~d;,;~~g~o.;':f:~~tg:,'P.:G;gC~I~~;,;::,~ pp. (nullet mold-AS caT. for above-only $2.25.
mer spring. recoil spring, extractor plunger .45 CALIBER PISTOL BARRELS

;4$ 1f100!=,.QN',4$ rOUORROfl/ and slide stop _mmmm_b_. mm.On,y $2.65

U.S. CARSINE U.S. CARBINE (.~777"-"'::<--a
wmoxccm~ MAGAZINES REAR SIGHTS :~t~adlg:~v'an~/~~g~in~;nt\~fol t~~e~s.8.ra;;;.ot~~

~ Here is your opportunity rifling, only $3.95 ea. or two for $6.50.
~~~Aal'MJ~ to get a brand new rear
~- ......~'"~ Magazines are NOT supplied with DCM sight adjustable for wind- NOW YOU CAN BUY TAPERED .45 barrels

Enfields are fine actions BUT do cock on closing CARBI NES---ORDER YOURS NOW tftac~r~~~~~~iOs~id~~tsi~l~ Eit.her muzzle loading or for 45/70. Our usual
stroke and have an extremely slow "muddy" fir- • All our magazines are guaranteed. to have per- receiver dovetail-2 min. barrel Quality-Tapered from Ills" at breech to

~~~alrtof:~~ ~~~n~tt~~i~ga~°u:d:~~:~~~,:ga~~ feet feed lips-none are part of the rejected lot $i~~Jo ~~J~all. As issued, §f~~6~~I~tw~~~~~3~sOhp~~S 8~¢ l~~e time.
duction-for just $5.95 and 2 minutes time. I h f A

g~v~.?i~;efouc.;e~~~~c~~~se :rg: ~e~~eac~~~~~ni~f :n~ p:s~~~! I~a~h ~~i:e~::e:a7eer~~~~~p~:t:: SLING & OILER
~~*id~kil~:;raSa~d ~:g~~:.stsim~f;n\~~rt' i~pr~~tf; proof as issued. rubber cap.
bolt. ReR'Ular safety works as usual. Normally a CHOICE OF 2 TYPES

f~~T~Ll.$~~ ~bnJ:r~g~T?~~ ~~~1"T::~'?YT~~ 1. 5 shot capacity - re-
UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF $5.95 PPD. quired by law for hunt-
(For 1914 or 1917 Eddystone, Remington or Wln_ ing, tits flush with
chester Models only-state which-not for British guard-streamlines ap-
SMLE) pearance. Solid rna-

Easy to use liquid-not a "Gooey" paste chined bottom - not
~15"raJr.viln nn @. All All '" All tR\ "raw" appearing over-
U-~I.J\S.U\/UI..8Jl.!::::::JlJ=U C:::i.?~ C:::i?~ sized fold over $3.45

~
2. 15 shot, In originalWnWi.. ~ wrap, only $1.99 ea.

;Q~";liE: ~~.~ofor $3.50, 5 for

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes ISSUE DOUBLE CARRYING CASE FOR ONLY

:~~~;c~~. t~e::P~~u~ ;e;m~~~~~r-:~iS~ 75 SHOT MAGS-ONLY· 85_ $1.00
:;t;~I~~mrt~~e~~ade;u;hf:ct:t~:~.e~esr~~ "C-A--R--T-R--.-D--G--E---C-O--L-L--E-C--T--O--R--S---_----L-O--O--K--/~
where. Guaranteed to be the best
cold blue you ever used-or your

money back. R ARE DAR D • C K T R 0 U N D S
3 GUN SIZE-SEND $2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE
PINT-SEND $7.50 ppd.
SOLD THE WORLD OVER



Gewehr43
I would like to have some information on

a rifle that I have. It is a World War II
Mauser semi-automatic rifle bearing the
sta:llping G-43, serial 4895D. It is in good
condition, and seems to be in excellent work
ing order.

It is a Luger, caliber 9 mm, four inch
barrel. The recciver is stamped 1918 on top
and 1893 on the side. The barrel also has
the 1893 stamp plus the number 884. The
front toggle is stamped 93 DW.M. The frame,
near the safety is marked Gesichert. The
bore is in good condition, and the gun has
been reblued.

William Morgan
Ontario, Canada

The Gewehr 43, German semi-auto rifle
is an outgrowth 0/ the earlier Gewehr 41.
The G-43 almost always displays crude work
manship but the design was good.

In this area G-43 arms, in excellent con
dition, are sold for usually about 850 to $60
each. From what I can tell there is no heavy
demand for the ri/le.-c.B.

M. D. Meier
N. Hollywood, Calif.

Your Luger is the 1914 D.W.M. military
model which is found with dates running
from 1914 through 1918. It is a very com
mon Luger and Luger collectors usually have
a specimen in pristine original condition.

The "1893" is a serial number and not
a date.

Being reblned and with not all matching
numbers it is worth only as much as a func
tional Lnger is worth.-c.B.

Jungle Carbine
I would like to have your opllllOn on the

M·95 Mannlicher Jungle Carbine in .303
British caliber. Is it a good rifle for hunting
as issued? What is the barrel length with
and without the compensator?

Bruce BennecofI
Mays Landing, N.J.

I was nnaware that there was a Model
1895 Mannlicher "Jungle Carbine" in .303
British cnliber.

The British short magazine Lee-Enfield
(SMLE) Jungle Carbine in .303 British is
a practical hunting arm.

It is listed as Ri/le No. 5 Mk. 1 and has a
barrel length 0/ 18.7 inches. I do not know
i/ this length inclndes the /lash-hider or
not.-C.B.

Varmint Rifle
I am interested in a low priced varmint

rifle for shooting at about 120 yards. The
two rifles I have thought of arc the Savage
219 single shot and the Harrington & Rich
ardson "Topper" in .22 Remington Jet.

Are either of these two rifles capable of

By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

QUESTIONS
and

ANSWERS

Questions submitted must carry a Shooters
Club 0/ America number or must be ac
companied by one dollar. Questions lacking
either number or dollar will be returned.
If yon want a personal answer, enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Bruce S. Farquhar
Wilmington, Delaware

Since you are having the problems that
you are--<md from this end it sounds as
though something is wrong-I strongly sug
gest that you have a Lyman 57 micrometer
sight monnted on that Springfield. The
Lyman 57 is not expensive-retailing at
$8.50. I have two of these sights and find
them more than satis/actory.-c.B.

Sight Problem
I have had trouble sighting in my 1903

A3 Springfield. First I had only a 100 yard
range available and the following military
ammo: 150 grain M2; 173 grain Match; and
160 grain A.P. Using the 173 grain Match
ammo, and a sight setting of 100 yards, I
got a fair four inch group, but six inches
low_ The 160 grain A.P. shot five inches low.

I then moved the rear sight up to 200
yards and still shot about three inches low.
I realize that different bullet weights and
types will group differently, but I had
thought that with a setting of 225 yards I
would be on at 25 yards; three inches over
at 100 yards and on again at 225 yards.
Actually, I'd like to get on at about 150
yards, as most of our local chucks are shot
at about this range.

I can't figure out this A3 sight-I think
it's goofed up. Could you recommend an
inexpensive receiver peep sight for this rifle
that wouldn't be hard to mount?

Jack J. Reese
Princeton. Indiana

DWM Luger
If possible, I would like any information

you could give me on the following pistol,
including its value.

Your best source for this information is
Bob Brownell's book, "Encyclopedia 0/ Mod
ern Firearms." It is available throngh the
Shooters Club 0/ America, and your mem
bership entitles you to a disconnt.-c.B.

Shotgun Disassembly
I need detailed instructions for assembly

and disassembly of the Winchester Model 42
shotgun. In particular, the rcmoval of the
bolt, trigger, sear, hammer and other parts
from the receiver.

Is there anything you can do to help me?
Can you refer me to a source of this in
formation?

Ample leverage for case forming, full
length resizing, bullet making and swag
ing. Includes "Jr" Press, Primer Catcher,
Removable Head-Type Shell Holder,
Head and Universal Primer Arm, plus
your choice of one set of Reloading
Dies in the following calibers.
22 Var (22-250) / 222 Rem / 222 Rem
Mag / 243 Win / 6mm Rem / 257
Roberts / 264 Win / 6.5x55 / 270
Win / 7mm Rem Mag / 284 Win· /
30 Carb / 30-30 WCF / 30-06 WCF
/ 300 Wby Mag / 300 Win Mag / 308
Win / 8x57 (8mm) / 221 Rem / 256
Win / 9mm Luger / 38 Spec / 357
Mag / 44 Mag / 45 ACP. $3990Ask for the RCBS "Re-
loader Special" and speci-
fy caliber. Reg. $45

JR PRESS less Reloading $3150
Dies. Specify Caliber

JR PRESS less Universal Primer $2610
Arm. Shell Holder Head, Dies.

SLIGHTLY HIGHER IN CANADA

\~\ .

HeBS "JR" PRESS

Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

write for FREE CATALOG!
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good accuracy-say Ph minutes of angle?
Will these rifles stand up under extensive
use, and which action would you prefer?
Would the Weaver B-6 scope be satisfactory,
even if these rifles were later rechambered
for a heavier cartridge?

It seems to me that a repeater is useless
as a varmint rifle, so a single shot seems to
be the answer-what is your opinion?

David W. Hodgson
Henderson, Ky.

Both the Savage 219 and the H & R "Top
per" would give you varmint accuracy at
the stated range. I would not suggest that
you have either one of them rechambered.
The choice of which would be best for you
rests upon which one you like best by han
dling and viewing.

I would suggest that you do not use a "B"
model scope as they do not hold their ad
justment well when used on arms more
powerful than the .22 Long Rifle.

I have a soft spot in my heart for the
old "Topper" as I used one in 16 gauge
years ago. I also had a Savage 219 rifle and
found it very satisfactory.

I agree that a varmint rifle might just as
well be a single shot. If you wish to do the
job with a minimum amount of cash outlay
you are doing v~ry good thinking.---G.B.

Colt Single Action
I have a single action revolver, serial

number 169005, which I believe to be a
Colt. The caliber is, or seems to be, .41,
though .38 Specials fit fairly well. This gun
is in near mint condition. It has a case
hardened frame, blued cylinder and barrel,
nickel plated hammer. I suspect that barrel
and cylinder have been reblued. There are
no markings other than the serial number.
According to the Colt records, the gun was
made sometime in 1897, and as black powder
models were discontinued at serial # 165,000,
this would further indicate it to be a Colt.

Possibly the name Colt was burnished off
the barrel when it was reblued, but that
would be a stupid thing to do. It is also
possible that the cylinder and barrel are
replacements.

Could you shed any light on this gun, and
give me a fair estimate of its value?

L. Bellows
Palatine, III.

If your single action revolver has been
reblued, I would not say it was "near mint
condition." Such description should be re
served for very fine specimens in original
factory condition.

I would guess that the usual Colt mark
ings were buffed away when the revolver was
cleaned prior to the rebluing. It may have
been a stupid thing to do but people do
stupid things to guns all the time.

I would suggest that you make a cast of
the chamber and bore to determine correct
caliber. If chamber is .410-.413 and bore is
.394-395, then it is .41 caliber.

A reblued single action Colt is worth
about $60 on the current market-assuming
it is in excellent mechanical condition.-G.B.

7.65 mm Ammunition
At the present time, I am the owner o,f a

Argentine Mauser, Model '91, in 7.65 mm.
caliber. I have only one problem, ammuni
tion. Where can I obtain some ammunition

for my carbine in soft point sporting style?
Would it be worth while to have my car

bine converted to .308 Winchester? Can the
action stand it?

Bruce R. Janis
Phoenix, Arizona

If the import houses that sell those 7.65
mm (.30 cal.) Mausers cannot supply ammo,
try Philip Jay Medicus, 35 East Main St.,
Elmsford, N.Y.

I would not recommend altering that Mau
ser to .308 Winchester. If you had an 1898
Mauser, I'd say go ahead.

The 1898 Mauser can be used for the bulk
of our factory ammo that will normally feed
through the '98 action. Any Mauser earlier
than the 1898 model is a poor bet for any
conversion. Those earlier actions were lack
ing in strength, both as to design and the
steels used.-G.B.

Colt Cartridges
Is there any difference between the original

.45 Colt cartridge and the 1909 type of .45
Colt cartridge? 1£ there is a difference, which
cartridge is it that is now being manufac
tured commercially? 1£ both types are being
manufactured commercially, is it safe to
shoot one of the cartridges in guns cham·
bered for the other?

G. Rodney Shewchuk
Alberta, Canada

There is a difference between the original
.45 Colt cartridge and the .45 Colt army
round model of 1909.

The 1909 cartridge has a larger rim, and if
this round is used in a .45 single action Colt,
only every other chamber of the cylinder can
be loaded.

Otherwise the cartridges are identical.---G.B.

Rare Winchester?
I have a Winchester Model 94, caliber

.38-55, serial number 923736. The rifle is in
perfect working condition, and I would like
to know its approximate age and value.

Randall Odell
Riverdale, New York

The Winchester organization can tell you
when that particular rifle was shipped from
the factory.

If I knew the details of the condition, I
could give you an evaluation. An 1894.rifle
witA all of the original finish recently sold
for about $150. One with no original blue,
but in good tight condition, is worth about
$40. Yours fits somewhere in between, but
I'm not sure just where.-G.B.

Peruvian Mauser
I recently purchased a Model 1909 Peru

vian :Mauser, caliber 7.65 mm. I am consider
ing having it restocked, the barrel cut to 26
inches, and, in general, having a custom rifle
made out of it.

Before I go putting money into it, I would
like some information as to the suitability of
this' caliher for hunting, and what type of
bullets are available for reloading.

James J. Traynor
Tacoma, Wash.

Your Peruvian Mauser would make an ex
cellent sporter. I would 'suggest that you
shorten the barrel to 24 inches or less-but
this is a matter of personal choice.

The 7.65 Mauser cartridge is a good hunt
(Continued on page 58)

REDFIELD GUN SIGHT CO. is NOT opposed
to sane, sensible gun legislation. However,
certain bad laws, prompted by a lack of
understanding, might be introduced and
enacted. We urge the sportsmen of America
to unite in an effort to prevent the passage
of such laws.

We are legally and morally right in op
posing bad gun legislation through the
Second Amendment of the Constitution.
But, we must believe in our cause; then,
we must take action.

What action? What strategy? 1. ~et's

prevent passage of laws which would in
volve the mass registration of privately
owned firearms at any level of government,
now or ever. 2. Let's prevent the intrusion
of owners' fees and licenses that would
limit a decent citizen's constitutional right
to purchase and possess firearms. 3. With
reason and open-mindedness, let's listen to
the well-intentioned sponsors of gun legis
lation-but be on the alert for provisions
which would (a) disarm the responsible
citizen, or (b) try to legislate morality.
4. Let's get answers to two questions:

A. Will the proposed legislation prevent
firearms from falling into the hands of the
irresponsible ... particularly the criminal, or
the person with criminal intent?

B. In proposed registration or licensing
programs, what wi II assure us that confis
cation will not eventually follow-which has
been the historical result in all such pro
grams?

United, concerted action is required.
The National Rifle Association, and other
responsible citizens' groups need your
Whole-hearted and enthusiastic support.

If you are not already a member of the
National Rifle Association,* we urge you to
join immediately. As a responsible citizen
sportsman, YOU can help insure the. rightful
passage of sane, sensible gun legislation
and prevent bad gun legislation which not
only infringes, but is dangerous!

REDFIELD GUn SIGHT co.

Ei)
".1315 SQ. Clarkson, Denver, Colo. 80210

*Membership fee in NRA is $5.00
. - Send your application to:

National Rifle Association
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, NW

. . Washington 6, D. C.
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HE""
SPEER

RELOADING MANUAL
- Re""ri••en -
-Enlarged-
Very La.e••

DATA

SPECIAL GUEST WRITERS AND
SHOOTING AUTHORITIES:

Dean Grennell of GUNsport writes
on Rifle reloading - Kent Bellah,
Guns Magazine, Handgun reloading
-Francis Sell, Shotshell reloading
-Bob Steindler, Guns Magazine,De-
veloping a loading system-George
Nonte, Shooting Times, Forming
special cartridge cases-New step
by step reloading procedure by mem
bers of the Speer Ballistics Staff.

PLUS SPECIAL COMMENTS ON
TIMELY SUBJECTS BY

WARREN PAGE, Field & Stream
"Better Reloads for Game and Fun"

JACK O'CONNOR, Outdoor Life
"Pressures and the Handloader"

PETE BROWN, Sports Afield
"Practical Ballistics for Shooters"

PLUS THESE NEW, EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES:

Computer processed data for opti
mum rifling twist. Chronographed
velocities of commercial ammuni
tion. New glossary of reloading terms
... Easy end-tab index.

The New Speer Manual #6 is posi.
tively the latest, most comprehensive
and authoritative reloading reference
book available. Over 300 pages-all
new photos and illustrations-load
ing data on newest available cart
ridges. Still just $2.95 ... at your
dealer or send cash, check or M.O. to

SlFIEIEIR.
INCORPORATED

P. o. BOX 244, LEWISTON, IDAHO

CANADA, 1310 WEST 6TH AVE., VANCOUVER, B. C.

NEWS from the

SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA

The response to the March GUNS article "A Pro-Gun Law Now!" has
been immediate and vocal. Here are a few excerpts from the
many letters.

A Congressman:
"This is a very fine article indeed, and one which is certainly
thought-provoking and stimulating. You have a valid point in
that sportsmen and gun lovers will do well to seize and hold
the initiative on gun laws rather than awaiting the worst. We
should never be placed on the defensive on a question of this
nature."

Representative Bob Sikes
First District, Florida

High Ranking Police Official:
"I find it (the article) almost entirely in keeping with my own
ideas on the subj ect ... I am for it all the way, and of course
there is always the faint glow of hope that it could be suc
cessful.
"Whatever is done, efforts must accompany the 'pro-gun' drive
to make it hurt like hell when.§: gyn of any kind is used in crime
... otherwise we will lose the backing of a great many influen
tial people, or perhaps even gain their opposition. PUT ME
DOWN AS BEING VERY FAVORABLE provided criminal use is fought
as actively as unrestricted ownership is fought for."

Harry Reeves, Inspector Detroi t
Police Department

A Renowned Collector:
"In my opinion, we must extend every effort now to prevent
enactment of undesirable amendments to the Federal Firearms
Act or the National Firearms Act and try to get Congressman
King's amendment enacted regarding the interpretation of sev
eral parts of the Federal Firearms Act. I believe it is only
through amendments to the existing acts that we can make progress
... by the co-ordinated efforts of all individuals and all
organizations we can present a united front on certain basic
facts:

1. We are firmly opposed to all forms of firearms registra
tion.

2. We are opposed to any law denying a citizen the right to
purchase and possess a pistol, rifle, or shotgun unless
he may have a criminal record or is shown to be incompetent.

3. We favor severe and mandatory sentences, not subject to
easy parole, for anyone convicted of a felony involving the
use of firearms. "

James E. Serven
Military Leader, Firearms Expert:
"I agree whole-heartedly that the time to act HAS COME ...
NOW! Our gun clubs, sportsmen, and the National Shooting Sports
Foundation should form a capable committee to draft and follow
through on a bill to clear up the fuzziness contained in the
Second Amendment. At best we are clinging to and basing our
RIGHTS on wording that can technically be misinterpreted. Let's
clear up the position of the honest American citizen once and
for all, with regard to his God-given right to protect his
family, his property and his INHERITED love of sports afield."

Lt. Col. Lyman P. Davison, National Director,
National Police Officers Association of America

Marine Hero, former Governor:
"I read wi th considerable interest the article entitled, 'A Pro
Gun Law Now,' and want to commend the author on a job well do~e.
"I am happy to see positive steps taken, in place of.lett~ng

the negative side continue to flood the press and leg~slat~ve

halls with a lot of misinformation."
Joe Foss, Commissioner

American Football League

The May issue of GUNS will contain an article of great importance
to all gun owners everywhere. You can reserve your copy by join
ing The SHOOTERS CLUB of AMERICA (see page 63).
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If you want firepower, see the Harrington and Richard son
.22 caliber, 9-shot Sportsman Model 999 at your sport
ing goods dealer now. This top-breaking revolver has
automatic ejection, target weight barrel and is excellently
balanced for greatest shooting comfort and accuracy. It's
the quality gun you want-at a price you want to pay!

H & R Guardsman Model
732 .32 caliber revolver
with safety lock and adjust·
able rear sight.

H & R Ultra Sidekick Model
939 with exclusive safety
lock, many other features.

H & -R Snap-out Model 900
.22 caliber, 9-shot revolver
with choice of 6, 4, or 21f2
inch barrel.

MODEL 999

;;;

_LAMI
_LAMI

Ask your dealer to show you the
complete H & R line of revolvers,
rifles and shotguns. You're sure to
find what you want.

New catalog.
Send 10 cents to cover handfing and mailing cost._ WRITE DEPT. GM-l

'H:apping-to:n. & Richapdson,-Inc.
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

Early in September '63, we wrote
to a number of Congressmen, ask
ing them for statements about
their attitudes toward guns and
gun ownership for our "Know Your
Lawmakers" column (see page 4).
One Representative from New
York, John V. Lindsay, replied:
"XQ!! !!!~y J2g 9.i§~.I2.12Qi!l1gg 1Q
learn that I am not a shooter and
don I t even -own ~ gyn. 
"Nevertheless, ]; dee.l2ly res.l2ect
the fundamental American Right
of gyn ownership, wi thin proper
.l2olice and safety regulations.
"Fifty words sounds like ~ great
deal, particularly in view Q£
the fact that ]; am already sev
eral months behind on articles
that ]; am supposed to be writ
ing. "
Now we see that given the proper
inducement, ~ Lindsay was not
too busy to wri tg ~ few thousand
anti-gun words for the Saturday
Evening Post.
The SEP article, February I is
sue, was headlined "Too Many
People Have Guns." In sweeping
statements and conveniently
forget ting FBI statistics and
statements from leading police
authorities, Mr. Lindsay favors
highly restrictive gun laws, in
cluding "making the gunslingers
present their credentials."
He claims to be a "strict consti
tutionalist" giving "literal
meaning to the 'words of that
great charter." He therefore
feels free to judge the second
amendment as outdated and anti
quated, and the Constitution
"must be interpreted in the
light of changing times . . ."
Mr. Lindsay has not yet proposed to
change the freedoms of speech or
religion, but he may try that
yet, in the light of changing
times, of course. "We the people
of this country have no more
right to the indiscriminate,
unregulated acquisition and
ownership of guns ... The con
stitutional right to 'keep and
bear arms I doesn I t mean that you
or I have a right to walk down
the street wi th a bundle of hand
grenades tied to our waist, or to
enter a streetcar with a loaded
shotgun, or to obtain a high
powered rifle with a telescopic
sight by mail order. " One can only
scratch his head in amazement
as he considers what town or
street in America the sometimes
vocal Congressman can be refer
ing to. His grossly exaggerated
illustrations are not only un
fair but ridiculous.
Mr. Lindsay was too busy to make a
statement for GUNS Magazine, but
he did find time to call gun
ownership "an unchecked, ungov
erned pestilence," when given
the right kind of SEP encourage-
ment! .
For GUNS Magazine, we will continue
to ask for and publish FREE
statements - in every sense of
that wonderful word.

When Are SO Words
A lot?
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OVIVIO
LABELMAKER
Make permanent, raised letter plastic
labels... in seconds. Professional quality
labels for pennies. Dial letters, numbers,'
symbols, squeeze handle. _ 1001 uses
for the gun enthusiast. - At fine stores
everywhere. Suggested price $9.95

ROSSFIRE'

APRIL 1964GUNS

Donald E. Pullen
Venice, Florida

It is quite, refreshing to learn the active
steps your organization is taking to blanket
not only the anti-gun laws, but the devious
and subtle tactics used to disguise the mo
tive behind the gun restriction laws.

possesion of firearms get to work studying
a means of making the militia clause mean
something. You might study the Swiss mili
tary system, and that odd force known as
the Norwegian Home Guard. The Swiss are
officially armed, and the Norwegians do not
have lists of their guns for stock records!
Most of them are veterans of the fight against
Germany and they had enough experience
with the fate of unarmed folks ...

John P. Conlon
ewark, Ohio

I will most happily and heartily endorse
a new amendment to the U.S. Constitution
which will spell out and forever (I hope)
protect and preserve the right of responsible,
reputable adult citizens to own, keep, and
bear arms for the purpose of protection (per
sonal, family, and property), education and
instruction, and recreation.

The NRA has done a fine job to date, but
always the shooter and collector has re
mained on the defensive. This has been a
continual frustration. At long last you have
put my dream into words ... a pro-gull
law! I feel very strongly that the preservation
of the right to own, keep and bear arms is
absolutely essential to the preservation of
all other human rights.

To solve our social problems, we need not
abridge our rights. Attempting to legislate
against the effects of anti-social behavior
will only cause its eruption elsewhere. To
try to eliminate it, we must concentrate on
making anti-social behavior unattractive and
unhealthy. Present attitudes of pampering
criminals, both adult and juvenile, will only
result in more offenses. But we need not
penalize the just to control the unjust. It is
time to act in a positive, rather than a nega
tive, manner. Let us reaffirm our Constitu
tion's Second Amendment, and our basic
freedoms, and at the same time properly
strengthen our laws against the abuse of it.

D. D. Lethert
St. Paul, Minn.

I am definitely in strong fovor of a Pro
Gun law, and believe that anti-gun laws
would endanger the safety of our nation ..•
Minute Men are never obsolete!

Jonathan Beatty
Vallejo, Calif.

W. Robert White
Clarkton, Mich.

Second Amendment

More and more, every day we see and hear
people on radio and on television, and in
the newspapers, who seem to get all of the
publicity they need to promote their views
on the current firearms situation. Far too
often, these people are not at all aware of
even the most basic points involved, yet they
are quoted as if they were the answer to
all of the world's problems. One fantastic
example of this appeared in a New York news·
paper where the reporter was interviewing
police officials from all over the country
who were attending a seminar on photogra
phy at the Kodak plant. All of t4e police
officials, quoted in the article, were against
any further gun laws, and most of them
pointed out that criminals would get guns
no matter how tough the laws. Yet, in this
same article, one of Kodak's photographic
consultants: ". . . suggested that firearms
restrictions be kept intact, but that control
of ammunition be instituted. Ile suggested
that laws could be passed to require sports
men to present "subscriptions" when buying
ammunition. Such prescriptions would be
issued by local law enforcement agencies."

Fred Ramos
Tremont, N.Y.

I agree that the 2nd Amendment is not
enough, but in view of the events of Nov. 22,
we may not even have that much left soon.

Did you ever notice that the 2nd Amend
ment opens with "A well regulated militia
..."? In addition to the National Guard,
most states also have a code covering the
bulk of the male population in certain age
brackets. This is the unorganized state militia.

I propose that all those in favor of lawful

Editor's Note: The response to our article
"The Second Amendment Is Not Enough,"
in the January issue of GUJ\"s, was tremen
dous. It would be impossible for us to print
all of the comments we received, but we are
publishing excerpts from several of them
here. We want to thank all who wrote, not
only for their support, but also for their
constructive comments.

I grew up in the East Side of New York
City ... where the honest citizen has to go
through so much red tape (to get a pistol
permit) that when he finally does get one,
he isn't sure it was all worth it.

In closing, it is a proven fact that in the
history of mankind, "The armed citizenry is
the free citizenry." Keep these articles

FREE: Label samples and liter·
ature. Write: Dymo Industries,
Inc., Dept. G-4-4, Box 1030,
Calif. Priced same in Canada.

©
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Penny-pinching plinker
with a punch!

Membership List
Enclosed is my $7.50 for charter member

ship in The Shooters Club of America. I
am thoroughly convinced of the evils of gun
registration, and I would like to see it com
pletely done away with. However, I hope you
realize that by forming an organization of
this kind, you will have succeeded where the
gun registration advocates have failed. The
Communists would have tremendous aid in
locating weapons simply by seizing your
subscription lists. While I firmly believe that
the Communists will never "take over" the
United States, I do believe that you should
keep close watch on your list of members.

Stanley Zielinski
Bellows Falls, Vermont

caliber .44-40, with a 5Y2" barrel. The story
also relates how Bob Dalton purchased ten
brand new Colts in preparation for a double
bank holdup.

Now, the purpose of this letter is to in
form you that this gun was one of ten nickel
engraved guns sold to "Hartley & Graham"
in New York City on September 31, 1882.
This was ten years before the bank robbery
took place on October 5, 1892. It seems that
these Colts found their way west and it
would be interesting to know if the D.altons
bought the entire shipment.

J. Gannon
Colt's Pat. Fire Arms Mfg. Co.

Pro-Gun Promoter
I'm a new subscriber to GUNS, although

I bought it· on the stands for a long time
it's the best $6.00 I ever spent.

I've got a new oampaign going for me out
here, going to the non-shooters. If I can get
them to spare 30 minutes, I show them a
range, and a very healthy way to release
built-up tension. I then slap them with the
scarey fact that there are those who would
like to take this away from us, or reduce it
to BB guns in a concrete building, to pacify
us.

I have so far created 12 new converts;
3 who know the problem; 6 or 7 who don't
shoot, but own a "protection" .22 for the
house, and 2 who are absolutely not inter
ested in ,shooting or glms, but subscribe to
the NRA and GUNS· just to keep informed,
because, as they silld, "If they take this away
from you people,tlley can take away my
interests, too."

I've got so automatic, that if someone hits
me with a spotlight, I do 3 minutes of my
routine. Keep up your fi~e· work.

R. D. Peasley
Portland, Oregon

If each of us got i2 n·ew supporters, we'd
really be able to squash bad gun laws. Let's
all take Mr. Peasley's lead, and work at
promoting the shooting sports.-Editor.

Take along your DAISY C02 200 when
you're fishing, or set up a range in
your basement. This handsome hand
gun shoots inexpensive B. Bs at 400
feet per second. Gets its constant,
controlled velocity from giant or

We'll watch our lists! But the situation is standard Jett® C02 cylinders (more
not quite the same. A gun registration proves than 150 shots from the large size).
you bought a gun. I was once a (tennis
Playing) member of a Yacht Club, but no- Adjustable sights. A lot of gun and
body can prove that I ever owned a yacht! fun for any shooter. $17.95

.":::~;~~.!.O~I~.~INTI~~~,i§y
Send SOc for year around bargain mailings For more information, see your local dealer

: • • RAY tiLING ARMS BOOKS CO. or write DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Depl.G,6844 Gorsten St. Philadelphia 19, P CO2 Division, Box 464W, Rog~rs, Ark. 72756

Olen Casteel
Hillsboro, Ohio

From the December 9, 1963, Scoreboard, Sports
Illustrated, Time, Inc. Reprinted by special per
mission.

We have received many letters saying that
pro-gun thoughts have not been published in
magazines going to the general public. Here's
one item that was seen by the many thou
sands of "Sports Illustrated" readers.
Editor.

Ray Riling
Philadelphia, Pa.

These are but parts of the picture puzzle
before the average citizen today, and we feel
that the Shooters Club of· America is not,
and will not, be confined to "shooting the
breeze."

A Pro-Gun Sheriff
I wish to inform you that because of the

efforts expended in this county, and the
rallying of the sportsmen's groups behind
me, the county has now decided that they
will build a target range for rifle shooters.

John Misterly, Sheriff
Sacramento, California

December Cover
In the box, concerning the cover, is a neat

description of the photograph and credit,
but there is a connotation that the cannon
was made by an individual. Actually this is
a .produot of Centennial Guns that Ray
Riling, Jr. of 6835 Gorsten Street, Phila
delphia, Pa. (l9119) is selling for discern
ing collectors. They are $35.00 each, com
plete with walnut base.

Arms and The Law
There are in the U.S. some 35 million

persons who own firearms of some kind
rifles, shotguns, handguns and a varied as
sortment of war souvenirs. Two of these 35
million-two assassins-turned up in Dallas
a fortnight ago and shocked the world. Re
sult: further impetus for the long crusade
to register all firearms, including hunting
rifles and shotguns, with state and federal
authorities.

Many who oppose firearms ownership al
together, and some who desire arms regis
tration, are afraid of guns, do not under
stand them and therefore are antagonistic
to them. It is these, in the main, who would
make it as cumbersome as possible for
Americans to own and use guns, even for
recreational hunting and target shooting.

The contention that mandatory registra
tion of firearms would prevent such tragic
crimes as the assassination of President
101m F. Kennedy, and the subsequent mur
der of Lee Harvey Oswald, is ludicrous.
Even the most stringent laws, such as New
York's Sullivan Act, cannot prevent crim
inals, fanatics and lunatics from obtaining
guns illegally. Rather the effect is to disarm
the law-abiding, while muggers run free.

Dalton's Colt
I just happened to pick up a copy of the

March, 1962, issue and read the story by
George Virgines, entitled "Guns that Rode
with the Daltons." Near the end of the story
it says that, "Emmett Dalton's Colt is in the
Los Angeles County Museum of California."
It is a Colt Single Action Army, serial 83073,
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Moto·Tool
Ever tackle a job on your loading bench

or work bench, only to find that you needed
a small grinder, or cutter? And, of course,
you did not have the tool you needed to
finish that simple job, and had to take the
whole thing down to a friend or to your

(Continued on page 48)

form cases, and the turret hcad indexes eas
ily. The linkage of the tool can be set up
so that it can be used with either up or down
stroke. We have used the Spar-T for a num
ber of rugged jobs and found it to be highly
satisfactory. We especially liked the Auto
Primer Feed. Once mounted, it delivered
primers easily and smoothly without tipping
or cocking primers in the tube or the primer
cup. The primer arm did need a touch of a
fine grinding wheel from our Dremel tool to
make it fit into the slot of the ram easily
and this made the primer feed operation
butter-smooth. With the tool came a set of
.30-06 dies-and like the other Lyman tools
and dies we have used over the years, they
were well made and did a fine job. The
Spar-T is a fine loading tool, and will ap
peal to beginner and expert alike since it
does offer a great deal of versatility, and in
a small tool, the M A (mechanical advan
tage) obtained from the linkage is amazing
-and that is important to all of us.

Spar.T.Press
The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. offers a

dandy, new press. Based on the Lyman
Spartan press, the new C-type loading tool
offers the versatility of the C construction
and the convenience of a turret tool. The
tool is strong enough to swage bullets and

reasonable price, and our gun is now ready
for some serious shooting. Tele-Optics can
handle scopes that have not been on the
market for years, and they can even furnish
parts for them.

Case Length Gauge
McKillen & Heyer, Inc., Dept. G, 3871 N.

Kirtland Rd., Willoughby, Ohio, now offers
a much-updated version of their well-known
Case Length Gauge. If you have never used
one of these gauges, you have missed some
thing, and the new ones are even better than
the one we have been using for a number of
years. The new gauge covers all of the latest
calibers, and unlike the finish of the older
gauges, the new ones have a chrome matte
finish. This makes using the gauge -a lot
easier, and there is virtually no reflection
from the metal, even when you look at the
gauge under a big workbench light. If you
load your own rifle ammo, especially several
calibers, you owe it to yourself to get one of
the new McKillen & Heyer gauges. They are
a bargain at $4.25.

Scope Repairs
About a year ago we swapped some ammo

and dollar bills for a German Mauser sporter.
The gun was complete, including a German
scope, but the scope was in need of repairs
and cleaning. Since the manufacturer of thc
scope does not have a U.S. office or plant, we
s.couted around for someone who would try
to clean, repair, and realign our new acquisi
tion. Tele·Optics, 5514G Lawrence Ave., Chi
cago 30, Ill., undertakes this kind of work
on scopes, binoculars, and other optical
equipment. I shipped the scope out, got a
reasonable estimate a week later, and three
weeks later, the refurbished scope arrived.
The Tele-Optics people did a fine job at a

RCBS Powder TrickIer
Long rumored, Fred Huntington has finally

shipped out the first of the completely new
Powder Tricklers. There are several features
about this RCBS TrickIer that are worth
noting. First of all, the powder reservoir is
large enough to be satisfactory for the guy
who loads a great deal of ammo at one sit
ting. The knob of the trickling tube is large,
and best of all, is covered with a rubber
handle that gives you a positive feel of the
movement of the tube. Last, but not least, is
the fact that the base of the TrickIer is big,
and wide, and hollow. Rough up the inside
of the base--the Trickier is cast of some
lightweight alloy-with a file, a drill, or a
small grinding wheel, fill it with hot lead,
and your TrickIer will never topple over on
your bench. If you don't want to go through
the fuss of melting lead, fill the base of the
TrickIer with shot, and close the opening
with a 'large cork. If you weigh your charges,
then you should not be without one of the
RCBS Powder Tricklers.

Easily slips on to any shotgun
or rifle. "Progressive Action"
absorbs shocle Wi II gi ve years
of service. Only $2.00.

Unique design offers gradual resistance to
recoil, instead of "mushy" cushioning or
abrupt "bottoming." There is a model for
every purpose, whether rifle or shotgun.
For quality. long life and unexcelled shoot
ing comfort, insist on "White Line" Recoil
Pads. Deluxe (show,,) $3.75.

Deluxe Slip-On
RECOIL PAD

"White Line" Recoil Pads

NEW IMPROVED
Mershon Sure Grip Shell Packs

Unique pat. pend. "0" ring segment design
holds variety of calibers securely, releases
them easily. Protects shells from loss, danl
age. Specially formulated of durable, light-

~~ilf~t~ne~~~~~h~rOlfr~~r~~5~\~ w;~~OI?e~:
Fits any belt up to 1 ~If wide. Red, brown,
black. Only $3.00.

SURE GRIP
HANDGUN CASES

3, 4 & 5 gun models
Compact, light,
these beautiful
sturdy cases have
rack for 8, 4 or 5
guns, space for ac
cessories and spot
ting scope. Avail.
with or without
back door. Exterior
is finished in choice
of 8 attractive col
ors and materials. Fully linert
to match. 3 gun model without bacl~ door
$27.50. Adjustable handgun tray extra.

NEW "SURE·GRIP"
WALNUT TARGET

GRIPS
Designed especially for the
target shooter, these fine
imported walnut grIps
feature finger & thulnb
grooves. Gives you better

End view Side view control, higher scores. Ex
pertly checkered with hand rubbed oil fin
ish. Avail. in reg. or large sizes for popular
Colts, S & Wand S & W Magnum models_
Only $15.50 pl'. ~

"10 Point" Grips
Fits all modern Colts and S & W
Revolvers and pistols. Easily

~':..~~~ll~reJ~r~o;~~f~g~i~npap~;~~
Can be cut or shaped to fit your .
hand. Only $5.75. _ .. _._,
Bee flour Mershon Dealer or write lor FREE literature

F;ERSHON

rWIIIIE®
I UHE
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"To ride. shoot straight. and speak the truth

This was the anCient Law of Youth

Old times are past. 0 days are done

But the Law runs true, lit e son
-Cha es

STURM, RUGER
& COMPANY, INC.
Southport, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Manufacturers of Firearms for the Responsibl~ Citizen-Sportsman





ALASKA STATE POLICE FiREARMS INSTRUCTOR

REVEALS FINE POINTS OF SHOOTING PRACTICAL PISTOL COURSE

By JOSEPH S. RYCHETNIK

AT THE SIGNAL, the shooter crouches and fires.
.tl.- Six fast shots from his .38 Special revolver
slam into the vital K-5 area of the target. But it is
still not over; he must reload and fire four more
rounds-and the clock keeps ticking away. This is
the seven yard draw and fire sequence of the Prac
tical Pistol Course, where shooters sometimes dis
cover that reloading is often more difficult to master
than keeping the ten rapid shots in the btills;eye.

Wadcutter ammunition, in addition to the nerv
ousness that accompanies shooting under pressure,

Belt carrier (above) holds six rounds securely, and permits
three rounds to be withdrawn quickly. They can be loaded
into cylinder with one motion (below), the cylinder dosed,
.and the firing can be quickly resumed in an emergency.

GUNS • APRIL 1964

turns the fingers into thumbs and, in the eyes of the
shooter, reduces the chamber size to something like
.32 caliber, letting the sharp shouldered .38 Specials
somehow go astray.

On the range, while practicing or during a com
bat type tournament, no real harm is done-a re
loading hang-up may be embarrassing, may even
cost valuable points. But in a life and death situa
tion, an empty revolver is less than useless, and
unless it is loaded quickly and safely, disaster can
result. Learning a standard method of reloading

The two-handed method of closing cylinder is faster
and much safer than flipping it shut with one hand.
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With eyes on target, empties are ejected with
right hand, keeping left free for reloading.

your gun, and pr~cticing it regularly, is mandatory
if all-around proficiency in combat or self-defense
shooting is to be maintained.

Although police officers, and others charged with
the protection of life and property, are normally
faced with these problems, shop-keepers, home
owners, and persons carrying handguns for pro
tection against dangerous men or animals should
practice some technique for returning their pistol
to a firing capability after the first load is expended.

Many home protection handguns are kept out of
sight and unloaded for home safety reasons. When
needed, the jmmediate danger is unknown, and
darkness co4pled with this uncertainty creates
panic. Thesenome guns must often be loaded from
an ammuniti9n supply some safe distance from the
gun. To do this quickly takes practice and firearms
familiarity. A few dry runs are necessary to bring
the process to perfection.

Police officers, and others who carry a handgun
regularly, can become even more efficient in reload
ing, if their pistol, spare (Continued on page 65)

In reloading system shown at left, gun is held securely while cylinder is rotated with the fingers.
Open palm of left hand catches any dropped cartridges. Simple motion (right) then closes cylinder.

AlASKA PPC
Sequence shows .45 Colt magazines changed with gun pointing at target. With slide locked back, empty
clip is released into hand which holds fresh clip. With practice, this can be done in two seconds.
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THE RIGHT GUN FOR THESE WILY BIRDS

YOU NEED SKILL. LUCK. AND

The bandtail's wide wingspread makes their
flight patterns erratic as well as speedy.

HI,,, Velocity
-, PI,e ill

By FRANCIS E. SELL

Author's favorite 20 gauge Magnum double bags
another bandtail-this one was coming in fast.

GUNS APRIL 1964

TRAVEUNG 60 MILES AN HOUR, at a range from 25
to 55 yards, and coming up at the most unexpected times

and places-this is a target that can make strong men weep
this is the western bandtail pigeon.

Last season, standing on a high pass in the hills of south
western Oregon, this uncanny flight of the bandtail was under
scored by the first solitary pigeon that passed over-he was
easily making 88 feet per second. Though my gun was as right
as a custom-made pigeon gun could be, fitted beyond the least
cavil of gunning doubt-I waited his approach with something
less than full confidence in my ability to take his measure. I
took my two shots just as he caught a stiff northwest wind on
a wing tip and arrowed directly overhead. Range-50 yards;
shots-two; results-none!

Bandtail pigeon shooting such as this is apt to make a gun
ner ponder the question of proper gauge; proper shot size;
proper gun weight and barrel length. And, as Al Lyman, my
hunting partner once said," 0 matter what gun you have on
a bandtail pigeon pass,· you'll probably end up wishing you
had some other." But there are ways (Continued on page 49)

Perforated filler wads and Alcan PGS wads are used in
special pigeon loads. The cupped wads may also be used.
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BASICS FOR BIGHORNS

20

Spending long hours in saddle are requisites for the sheep hunter. After long ride, base camp is set up,
and then the arduous hunt can begin. At far right, hunter Jack Antrim and guide Fred Rattray admire ram.
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HERE ARE TIPS FOR BIGHORN

HUNTING THAT CAN HELP INCREASE YOUR

CHANCES OF GETTING A TROPHY RAM

During the rugged climb, guide and hunter stop
to rest and unwind, before tackling the crest.

21

. Guide Eric Kjos and hunter John Moxley begin
their hard climb into Alberta's sheep country.

APRil 1964GUNS

WHEN ERIC KJOS and I reached the crest of the lonely
ridge, we simply slumped down on the soft, gray shale.

My legs felt like worn-out rubber bands and my lungs were on
fire from the long and terrible climb. But we were practically
on top of Alberta and, except for snow squalls circulating all
about, we had a panoxamic view of some of the world's best
sheep country in every direction.

"As soon as I stop blowing," Eric said, "we'll try the glasses
and see what's out there." .

There was plenty. Four hundred, maybe five hundred yards
away to the east were five bighorn rams. Three were bedded
down, but two were already on their feet and watching us. Any
minute all five of them would bolt, but that didn't make much
difference. What really mattered were the two rams he spotted
in another direction-both were once-in-a-lifetime trophies.

Eric studied the rams and their location for a long time
before he lowered his glasses. "They're in a helluva spot to
approach," he said, "and we will have to make a wide circle.
to get close enough for a shot. Do you think we can make it
before dark, or should we plan an earlier start in the morning
and try to find them again?" It wasn't an easy decIsion to
make. The afternoon was wasting away, and I was .beat. Tomor
row I would be fresher and we might conceivably find the rams
in a more accessible spot. Then again we might not find them
at all. othing about bighorn hunting is really predictable.
"Let's try them no\~", I answered.

Our retreat from our position on the ridge wasn't bad, nor
was it too tough to hurry across a long slope punctuated with
bunch grass, sheep tracks and pellets. But negotiating the deep

By ERWIN A. BAUER

chasm which separated us from the sheep was another matter.
We moved inches at a time because we needed handholds as
well as footholds to proceed at all. Once I felt a cold chill when
a loose rock fell away underfoot and made me claw to keep
from sliding to eternity. But all the toil was in vain. We
reached the far rim just in time to see the light rumps of the
rams disappearing over a rise. Talk about feeling completely
defeated; I did.

It was no' pleasant descent in darkness to our horses. Nor
was it a happy ride back to camp. Once we settled down to relax
in a warm tent, bourbon-and-branchwaters in hand, it was pos
sible to be somewhat philosophical. "I've struck out other times
before today," I said, "and no doubt will'do so again." Eric
answered, "Amen."

I've hunted in almost every corner of North America, and
elsewhere besides, but sheep hunting in the Rockies has a special
fascination and character, and even a charm which is com
pletely unique. It's almost a science; at least that's the way the
most serious sheep guides I've known (Continued onpage 44)



NIKEZEUS
MISSILE KILLER!
THE LATEST U.S. ANTI-MISSILE MISSILE IS NOW A

COMPLETELY AUTOMATED. AND DEADLY SHARPSHOOTER

By LAIRD HARDING

ANIKE ZEUS AMM (anti-missile missile) shot it out for the eleventh time
with an Atlas ICBM (intercontinental ballistic missile) on the 5,000 mile

Pacific Missile Range. The first intercept, on July 19, 1962, was one of the
greatest days in the history of weaponry.

Poised in its concrete silo on the Pacific island of Kwaj alein, the lithe and
lethal Nike Zeus waited for the Atlas to blast off its launching pad at Vandenberg
AFB near Point Mugu, California, and come streaking half way across the
ocean at over 16,000 miles per hour. About 30 minutes later, indicators in both
missiles announced that the Zeus had again scored a bull's eye!

Both protagonists in this mighty duel, high above the waves, were named
after the mythological gods of the ancient Greeks, though the Pentagon could
have named this AMM the "Wes Hardin," after the gunfighter who, decades
ago, allegedly gunned down a desperado who had a pistol pulled on him with
the hammer cocked. This the Nike Zeus is called upon to do, and does it
phenomenally well. The incredible reaction times of the professional gunslinger,
or an Ed McGivern are as slow as a turtle wading through molasses when
stacked up against the new hypersonic rocketry.

When the ike Zeus won the military's "fast draw trap shoot" in the mid
Pacific, the world's first completely automated weapon system made its success
ful debut. Neither automatic nor a weapon, in the traditional sense, the Zeus
Defense Center is a fully automated weapon system which-without human
help--spots intruding hypersonic ICBM's; determines speed, trajectory, point
of impact; rejects decoys; assigns each incoming warhead to one of its many
"birds;" launches it without outside aid; calculates lead and guides it to the
cataclysmic intercept with closing speeds above 25,000 miles per hour, or 36,960
feet per second.

Since 1955, when Bell Laboratories completed feasibility studies, $1.5 billion
has been spent on the Zeus with the result, according to the experts, that "its
operating parameters (speed, range, intelligence, accuracy) are incredible ...
The sheer magnitude and complexity of such a system is enough to make its
successful development seem impossible even to the initiate." Recently, an
additional rocket, the Nike X "Sprint," faster and smaller, has been added.

Ze!1s, the third generation Nike, is a solid propellant rocket over 48 feet long,
with its- 3 stages packing 450,000 pounds of thrust to produce extreme accelera
tion at blast:off to reported 7,200 mph necessary to kill ICBM's which have

, re-entry speeds over Mach 15. (Mach number is the ratio of flight speed to the
speed of sound--761 mph or 1,116 fps. Thus, the Army 30-06, at 2700 fps,
travels at Mach 2.4.)

An early Western Electric announcement about the "bullet that will hit a
bullet" explains why the Zeus had to be automated':

"The Nike Ajax and Nike Hercules systems were supplemented by human
beings who determined: I-whether or not the sighted (Continued on page 60)
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The world's largest "skeet" layout spans the
Pacific Ocean. "Claybird" is a deadly ICBM.
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Text compares a hunter-scattergun-duck system to a semi-automatic anti-aircraft weapons system.
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By JEROME RAKUSAN

COMBAT RIFLE

GUNS • APRIL 1964

The shorter. lighter. and smaller caliber
AR-18 (left), and the standard Army M-14.

•
THE

The new AR-18 automatic rifle, by
ArmaLite, is shown above during a
recent demonstration. Close-up of
AR-18 action shows the extensive use
of low cost sheet metal parts.
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Extremely light recoil of the AR-18 is demonstrated by shooter who holds
rifle to his chin with one hand while firing full-automatic. Note empties in the air.

T HOSE OF US who thought that the Colt AR-15 raised about as much havoc
with the. proponents of the Army's M-14 rifle as possible, haven't seen any

thing yet, judging by a release that I've just seen.
The background of this "controversy" was covered in "The Truth About The

M-14," March, 1964 GUNS. After the big Colt contract for AR-15 rifles was
announced, everybody waited for what promised to be a battle royal. But the
M-14 article pointed out that the AR-15 and the M-14 are two different weapons,
designed for different purposes, with really very little conflict of employment.

Now comes ArmaLite Inc., the original developers of the AR-15, with their
announcement of a new rifle, the AR-18, and this promises the renewal of the
controversy, since this rifle is designed to do the same job as the AR-15. Let's
look at this new development, comparing it to its kissin' cousin-the AR-15.

ArmaLite, who developed the AR-lO rifle, the U.S. Air Force-adopted AR-5
survival rifle, the AR-16 rifle, and the .223 caliber AR-1S, had three primary
design considerations in mind when the AR-18 was planned. First, they wanted
a rifle that would give maximum performance under the most adverse combat
conditions; rain, snow, sleet, dust, sand, extreme cold and icing, mud, and high
humidity. To achieve this, they designed the bolt carrier to travel on two spring
loaded rods which operate through the bolt carrier, preventing foreign particles
from getting into the mechanism and causing fouling, which could result· in a
stoppage. In addition, the gas system is simpler than that of the AR-1S, and the
firing pin is spring-loaded, eliminating primer sensitivity as a major misfire
causing factor.

Next, ArmaLite desired a rifle in which all functional operations were kept
as simple as possible to permit rapid training of personnel in its use and mainte
nance. That this has been achieved is shown by complete field stripping which
takes only a few seconds, and is done without the use of any tools.

The third design consideration was the reduction of manufacturing cost. To
achieve this, the AR-18 makes use of sheet steel stampings and automatic screw
machine parts wherever possible. The expensive, time-consuming milling opera
tions have been held to a minimum. A breakdown of the major metal com
ponents of the AR-18 shows that 26 parts are stampings, 31' are screw machine
products, and only nine require machinin~. (Continued on page 62)

The destructive force of the small
but mighty .223 cartridge is shown
in this series of photos. Concrete
block wall was turned into a pile
of rubble in a few seconds time,
by sustained bursts from an AR-18.

THE NEWEST INFANTRY RIFLE PROMISES TO CREATE A NEW TURMOIL

IN THE ARMED FORCES AND IN CONGRESS WHEN IT COMES TO APPROPRIATIONS
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and Tom watch, as Dad "powders" a bird from the station 8 high house, picking up pointers on
lead, and follow-through. Inset photo shows results of training as Tom "pops" a dation 2 incomer.
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TEACH YOUR SONS TO SHOOT AND HUNT

FOR A REWARDING EXPERIENCE

By GEORGE C. HOUSE

THESE DAYS,. constant stress is placed on family activi
ties, especially those that include the father. Find If young
ster beyond the control of his parents, and in difficulty with
the law, and I'll lay you odds that he and his dad had
few, if any, common interests or activities. The inclusion
of your son on your hunting trips, as well as an occasional
target shooting session, will be appreciated by him.

It is difficult to find a boy who is not interested in guns,
and therefore every shooter and his son have a natural,
rapport-building situation just spoiling to be capitalized.
Some of my fondest memories revert back to my childhood
and my early hunting experiences with my dad. Dad
didn't talk about love and affection but he expressed it
abundantly to my brother and me by including us in all
hunting trips. We loved him for it, realizing that his
inclusion of us meant self-sacrifice on his part.

I was playing college football the day my oldest son
was born, and the attending physician said, "God, what
a fullback he'll make." He gives every indication that he
will; also he's a real competitor in Little League Baseball
and school athletics. However, r can only be a spectator
to this. Right from the start I planned that we'd hunt and
shoot together.

I spent hundreds if not thousands of pleasant hours
pouring over gun catalogs, brochures, and books so that
he {and his brothers} would not only own a gun-but
the right gun. My wife and I agreed that we'd buy each
boy a shotgun and allow him to hunt at the age of ten.
We live in a densely populated area and in the fastest
growing city in the U.S.A., San Jose, California. We
bought a family pellet gun, and all the boys learned to
shoot the gun in the back yard.

Since we could only afford to buy one shotgun for each

left, boys examine pattern of a new
dove load. Above, after shooting is
over, each gun is cleaned and oiled.

Supervised sessions at the rel~ading bench are
enjoyed by both boys; Harlan, left, and Tom.

boy, the gun selected would have to satisfy many needs.
First it had to be a gun which would lend itself to proper
handling by a ten year old, yet it should serve him well
until the age of maj ority and preferably beyond that.
Thus, there was the question of what gauge for a ten year
old boy. At first I leaned heavily towards a 12 gauge, since
I load my own shells and knew that I could load 1 ounce
loads for them as a starter and then increase the loadings
as the boys matured. Any decision would have to be based
on my own experiences. I stand six feet tall and weigh
225 pounds. I was shooting a 9Vz pound, 3" 12 gauge Mag
num on wildfowl with great success and a lighter 12 gauge
on upland birds. Then I happened to use my wife's 6~
pound 12 gauge pump on pheasants and quail. It was a
dream by comparison. Then season after season, it no
longer seemed to be as light and fast as it had at first.
In fact as I grew older, it sometimes actually seemed
heavy by afternoon. {Continued on page 52}
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By DAN KLEPPER

KILLING A WILD PIG

IS EASY IF YOU CAN PIN

HIM DOWN AND

YOUR DOGS ARE GOOD

SOME DAY, one of my hunting companions is going to laugh himself to
death, reading about the big calibers that some outdoor writers believe

are necessary for hunting javelina-he's killed quite a number of them with
a slingshot loaded with ball bearings.

I am_ referring to the collared peccary, the rather small wild pig found
in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and throughout much of Mexico and Cen
tral and South America. Reference books tell us that the larger white-lipped

, peccary, which ranges from the rain forests of Mexico, south, is much more
aggressive and dangerous. I wouldn't know, I never met one. But the animal's
smaller cousin is neither aggressive nor dangerous-most of the time.

It is not my intention to berate these little brush 'pigs-far from it. These
fine game animals deserve respect from any hunter, since they are capable
of shredding a man's leg or arm. In fact, they have done it - though
documented attacks on man are extremely rare.
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And it is possible to kill one with a .22 rim-fire gun
almost all of the time. All you must do is ram the muzzle
of a .22 caliber pistol just below the hog's ear and pull
the trigger. How do you get the muzzle that close without
losing a hand? Place your foot, preferably a heavily
booted foot, firmly against the pig's almost non-existent
neck and pin it to the ground. And th~t's all there is to it;
except, of course, getting within kissing distance of the
javelina. That's not too difficult, if you use a hog dog
man's best friend and the javelina's traditional enemy.
This, then, is the way many native Southwesterners hunt
javelina. And, contrary to what you might have read or
heard, they find the handgun the most practical firearm
to use for this type of hunting.

Seldom do I shoot a pig ... except with a camera. And
then I try to do my photography from a tall rock. "Height

always gives a javelina picture better perspective .•." at
least that's what I tell my companions. Actually, I am not
particularly interested in becoming intimate with a
crowded, cornered, or wounded javelina. It's not that I'~

afraid of them-it's just that I take my own advice and
treat them with the respect they deserve.

It's easy to understand how the many stories concerning
the ferociousness of these animals originated. The javelina
is, to be sure, a formidable looking and acting creature.
Both boars and sows are equipped with upper and lower
tusks, either straight or slightly curved, from an inch to
two and a half inches in length, and sharp! The uppers
rub against the lowers, and this continuous whetting action
produces needle-tipped tusks with razor-sharp edges.

The stories about javelinas "treeing" hunters usually are
nothing but exaggerations, or incidents involving hunters

Well-trained hog dogs can "worry" a /'avelina for some time,
giving you the chance to get in a kil in-g shot-on the pig.

A herd of six javelinas streak through the patches of thorn
covered brush-pursued by a pack of hog dogs in full cry.

- Big Mike, Tommy Timmerman's hog dog. keeps an eye on
the pig, in case the boot should slip from the hog's neck.
Tommy almost always uses a .22 automatic on the javelinas.
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"Ol~, D01~ &. "ahdluh~
thoroughly unfamiliar with the animals. In most cases,
when these nearsighted pigs burst from cover, two or three
invariably race toward the hunter, who doesn't realize ·that
this is a natural occurrence.

The hunter usually enters the dense thicket-the hogs'
preferred habitat-by the path of least resistance, such as
a game trail. Pigs disturbed in the thicket attempt to leave
along these same trails of course, and the hunter, seeing
himself on a collision course with advancing javelinas,
hies himself up the nearest mesquite tree, and much later
contends that the savage animals "charged" him.

Though I have never seen a man seriously injured by a
javelina, one fellow I was hunting with lost a portion of
his pants to a set of sharp teeth. Another hunter, with a
hefty rear end, was backed into a prickly pear cactus by
an enraged sow. Fortunately, one of the three dogs we
were using sank his fangs into the sow's rump and dis
tracted her long enough for the hunter to disengage him
self from the cactus. Both he and the sow suffered not only
embarrassment, but sore rears.

Anything I say in defense of the javelina does not
apply to those raised in captivity and considered pets.
From past experience, I am firmly convinced the so-called
pet javelina is one of the most unpredictable, belligerent,
vicious animals man has attempted to domesticate. The
wild javelina, on the other hand, is shy and elusive. The
brush-infested country of South and Southwest Texas har
bors a rather large population of the animals, but you can
hunt for days without sighting one.

Deer hunters, who take stands in the brush, kill quite a
few of the pigs, but for the most part, they are taken as
an incidental trophy.

One afternoon last December, for example, I was hunt
ing near the Rio Grande. From my stand in a gnarled
mesquite, I spotted almost two dozen j avelinas, feeding on
succulent pear pads in a whitebrush draw. I hadn't seen
a decent buck in two days, and decided to take a shot at a
large boar standing to one side of the herd. I put the
crosshairs of the scope just back of the pig's shoulder and
squeezed off-it was a perfect miss. The hogs stampeded
over a ridge toward the next draw. It was still too early
in the afternoon for deer to start moving to any great
extent, so I elected to try stalking a pig, something that's
next to impossible in the thick brush.

I was packing a .38 Special revolver for rattlesnakes, so
I left the rifle near my stand and began the "stalk," mak
ing almost as much noise as a bull elephant in heat-at
least it seemed so to me. I caught up with one javelina
just over the ridge, and didn't realize it until I was within
a dozen feet of the big boar. He didn't chomp his teeth,
emit his musk, or move. His black hide blended perfectly
with the dark shadow of a huisache, and we stood there
staring at each other for at least half a minute before I
managed to put a 146 grain semi-wadcutter bullet into his
brain, entering over his left eye.

At the sound of the shot, javelinas burst through the
brush in almost every direction-I had wandered into the
middle of the entire herd. Inci(lentally, none charged.

But if you want a good javelina trophy, plus the excite
ment of the chase, follow the hog dogs. They usually make
the difference between a successful (Continued on page 47)
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Left, a young sow, captured alive, was given to a local
zoo. Right, Duane Holloway, an Arkansas duck hunter,
examines the wicked looking tusks of one boar he killed.

Three of the author's favorite handguns are pictured
here. From top to bottom they are: S&W K-38; Colt
Woodsman .22; and a .45 caliber Colt Single Action.

Trail scooter serves as handy transportation for Chuck
Cadieux, of San Antonio, and his two fine javelinas.
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'7~~01
lEWIS BROADWEll'S
PISTOL...

By GRAHAM BURNSIDE

The breech-loading pistol of Lewis Broad~e", though
designed by an American, was manufactured in Germany.
Photo below shows action opened-ready for loading.

L. W BROADWelL.
Brf;O('Ch-loadiIl8 F1~c.'-arlO

1'lU,.".... ,,",.::::.I.~

. Lewis Broadwell's patent for breech
loading carbine offered to the South.

EVERY ONCE·IN-A-WHILE a firearm, or some fact about a firearm,
. comes along that either upsets the conventional apple cart, or in

some way adds just enough knowledge to force us to re-evaluate that
which we' had previously taken for granted.

Such a thing happened to me when I saw the pistol shown above,
which employs the same breechloading system as found in the Civil War
carbine that was patented by Gilbert Smith of Buttermilk Falls, New York.
To find a pistol of the Smith pattern is noteworthy in itself, and if the
piece were marked as a Gilbert Smith product, we would certainly have
an outstanding, unusual, and very valuable American firearm.

At first glance, this single shot percussion breechloader appears to be a
product of foreign manufacture, and subsequent examination disclosed
that indeed the piece is not American. The wood appears to be European;
the fit and finish of the metal parts is not up to the standard of quality
that one would expect--even from military arms of the Civil War.

It could be explained that it is nothing but a foreign copy of the Smith
mechanism, and the mark on the barrel of a crown over a letter typically
German would reinforce such a conviction. The general style of the
hammer, grip, and trigger guard also show the characteristic features of
a German firearm.

Then comes the problem! On top of the spring-latch that locks the
breech, are found the words "Broadwell Patent". (Continued on page 43)
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Mixed Ammo
N EARLY EVERY ONE OF US has been guilty, at one

time or another, of unknowingly causing our pet gun
to shoot anywhere from a few inches to several feet off zero.
We accomplish this dastardly act in many ways. By pur
chasing ammunition of different makes, types of bullets and
bullet weights or, if we are handloaders, by putting too
much faith in our ability to remember all of the loading
data instead of clearly marking this information on the
cartridge box.

When buying new ammunition, it is sometimes difficult
for the few-times-a-year hunter to recall if the half-full box
of cartridges at home is loaded with 180 or 150 grain

bullets. A guess is made, and there is a 50-50 chance that
it is the wrong guess, and our hunter now has mixed ammo,
and is set for what could be a disappointing hunting season.

In addition to the obvious problems that arise when your
gun is not zeroed in, different bullet weights and types
react differently on animals, and the inadvertent switching
of bullets could produce unexpected results.

At one time I was quite happy with the big wound chan
nels and deer-stopping power of a certain handload using
the Speer 150 grain round nose bullet. A little too much
boasting, and one of my friends said, "You gotta show me."
The opportunity came when we spotted a three-point buck

The author studies one of the targets fired in elaborate "mixed ammo" tests. Rifle is a Remington Model 700, in 7 mm
Magnum. Target shows wide spacing of groups from two different bullet weights in both 7 mm and .30-06 calibers.
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Won't Score!
IF YOU'RE HAVING TROUBLE KEEPING YOUR PET RIFLE

ZEROED IN. SORT OUT THAT CONGLOMERATE

OF DIFFERENT BULLET WEIGHTS. MAKES. AND LOADS

By WILLIAM SCHUMAKER

Three types of factory .30-30 ammunition, from 94
Winchester at 50 yards, gave point of impact span
that could cause a miss on game at IO~ yard range.

33

These two groups were shot with a Model 34 Remington equipped with
a 4X Bushnell Banner scope. At left, shot with .22 Shorts, Longs, Long
Rifle, hollow point and solid. Right, group made with .22 LR HP ammunition.
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about 100 yards away. At the rifle
crack, the buck flinched lightly and
sped away into cover. As I listened to
my friend's snide remarks, we heard
the deer pile up some 80 yards away.
Examination revealed a good heart
shot, but nothing of the large wound
channel I had expected.

I later discovered that some time
prior to this hunt I had been using
some 180 grain Ackley controlled ex
pansion bullets but, because control
was too great, I had stopped using
them for deer loads. It was obvious,
then, that I had mixed a few remain
ing rounds loaded with these bullets
with my newer loads, the points of
the bullets being quite similar.

Since the average hunter is not a
gun technician or ballistician, he is
often baffled as to why mixed ammo
causes these problems. Briefly, it is
mainly a matter of barrel vibrations. Bullets leave the
muzzle at various stages of vibration, with the barrel actu
ally pointing in a slightly different direction. Velocity
changes, bullet design, and other unseen gremlins all work
toward scattering the point of impact. Some of the reasons

. for these problems have not yet been discovered or solved
by the experts, so the best the average shooter can do is
be aware that the problem does exist, and be sure that his

. rifle shoots where he aims it with each load he uses.
Over the past years, I have sighted in hundreds of rifles

for my customers, who often supply the ammunition to be
used. In a good many cases they hand me a mixed lot of
bullet weights, makes, etc., the explanation being, _"Sight
'er in with this old stuff, and I'll buy a new box to hunt
with." This may be fine for saving money, but it could
mean the difference between a hit and a miss in the field.

There are, in commercial .30-06 caliber alone, no, 125,
150, 180, and 220 grain bullets. Rifles are as individualistic
as humans. A few will digest such assorted fuel with fairly
consistent results, but this is quite unusual. Even at 50
yards there is often a big difference in point of impact
from one bullet weight to the next. (Continued on page 54)



SWISS ARMY REVOLVER!
Cal.
7.5

Absolutely superb crafts
manship and ALL with
ALL matching numbers.
Commercial finish, "bead"
type front sight. Imagine,
NRA Very Good condition ONLY
and only 516.95. someS
excellent only $3.00 more 1695 f
New 1960 production 7.5
Swiss Revolver ammuni- _
tion only $3.95 per 40 rds.

ONLY

53995!

FREE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!
Extra MagaZine - Takedown
Tool - Cleaning Rod - Official
Swedish Army Holster.

;
Superb NEW French '::
production M.A.B.
.22 Caliber Automatic
pistol. l.atest, modern
design combined with
tested dependability makes
this the most attractive dollar
for dollar pocket plsWI on the
market today. Light-weight,
fast-handling and accurate. An
outstandin~ quality pistol at a
rcasonablE" price and BRAr-."D
NEW! Strictly factory new,
complete with cleaning rod and
official French registration cer·
tiflcate included. A fine buy.

Cal. 9MM
Parabellum

M.A.B. MODEL GZ AUTOMATIC!
BRAND NEW!
Cal. .22 L.R.

Ori~inal Model 40 LAHTI Pistols
designed by the famous Finnish
.....eapon designer Amio Lahti and
manufactured by the great Swedish
Arms Factory. HUSQVARNA. Mono
,.,rram of the beautiful Swedish emblem
bedded in grip. ALL NRA VERY GOOD and
A 1.[, acc('ssorles Iisted below included FREE.
Some NRA EXCELLENT only $10.00 more.
1)MM T'arabelIum ammo only $4.00 per 100 .

A premium pistol of
truly modern style
and dcslgn. Clcan post-
war lines with proven con·
sU'uctlon at a price unbelieve
ably low-only a meager $22.95
and In N RA Very Good condi
tion. The dollar for dollar bar
gain of the day that will never
again be matchcd. Features
both handy thumb safety and
extra safe grip safety. Full
nine round magazine capacity.
A pistol you need not be
ashamed of in ANY company
a perfect utility side-arm to
compliment your collection. Be
amonS! the first. Order now!

Cal. .32 ACP

RARE MODEL 1940 LAHTI!

FRENCH M.A.B. MODEL D!

The bandgun bar·
cain of an time.
Genuine, ordnance
built, time-tested.
Enfield Commando Revolvers. ONLY
Carried in World War II by $
the illustrious battle·worn 14951Commandos. Cham bered
for the papular, standard a
.3S S&\V cart. NRA good!

Cal•
.38
S&W

ENFIELD COMMANDO
REVOLVERS!

3000!

RARE ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES!

Original Black LEATHER Deluxe HOlster~
\V /extra Magazine Pocket $4.95!

THE "WORLD'S GREATEST PISTOL!" THE
ONE PISTOl... IN THE WORLD THAT NEEDS
NO INTRODUCTION. The famous creation of
the world renowned Georg Luger. Officially
dcsij.."T1ated by the manufacturer as "Pistole
ParaheHum Model 'OS"-the ycar it was origi
nally adopted by the German Army. Guartl.ll·
teed completely serviceable in NRA GOOD
condition but showing prolonged holster wear
only $39.95. Plenty of superb non-corrosive,
boxer primed 9M1o.1 Parabellum Ammunition In
stock only $4.00 per 100 rounds! Some cus
tom commercially reblued With "like new"
grips and NRA GOOD barrels only $<19.95.

Each pistol attractively boxed.

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

ONLY

$1995!

The finest of the
Enfield-Webley ser
ies! The first time
avaHable on the U.S.
market. The model that su.

~~~~~~h:hSela~3~;~Y.;AKsXW ONLY
ca,trid". both singl. and $16951double action. NRA GOOD
condition and only 516.95.
some NRA V.G. $3.00 mOl'C': a

ENFIELD No. 2 MK
Cal. REVOLVERS!
.38 S&WSi_...

ASTRA MODEL
BRAND NEW!
Cal••380
Almost too good to be true-but here
they are-Model 3000 ASTHA pistols in
the extra popular .380 callber and
BRAND NEW. An absolute give-away
for you who demand something BRAND
NE\V at a "surplus" price-priced so
fantastically low only because of huge
Spanish shipment. Features the thumb
AND grip safety. plus internal hammer.
The pistol that EVERYONE would LIKE
to own but only the first several thou
sand orders accepted-so dash yours ofT
today. Remember. these are Brand Newl

Ii FREE: EXTRA MAGAZINE II
MAUSER HSc AUTOMATIC!

The very latest, im
proved genuine MAU
SER .32 ACP Automatic.
Manufactured as late as
World War II by the great
Mauser Works at Oberndorf. The
most modern of the entire Mauser
series with single and double action
opcration and ullar modern design.
All guaranteed with Excellent bar
rels and fine rust proof finish.
Perhaps your very last chance for
the buy of your time. All pistols
NRA GOOD or Better. .32 ACP
ammo onlY $6.00 per 100 roumls.
Extra mag.azines only 3.95 each!

Cal. .32 ACP

A favorite of the grand old
man of France-this rugged
French model UNIQUE also
became a favorite of the
Gel'mans in World War II-so mUch
that they pushed large scale pro
duction. Featuring a large ~ine
shot magazine this potent httle
pistol was made to exacting stand
ards for use by the Germans and
for commercial consumption. A
lever type safety is placed con
venient to the thumb.
Complete with high Impact
plastic grips, this pistol is
offered in NRA good or
better condition for only
$19.95. Extra magazines
only $2.25 ea. Order now!

UNIQUE .32 AUTOMATIC!
Cal. .32 ACP

ONLY

53495!

Back a&,aln at the lowest
price ever! Tbe pride of tbe ONLY
Royal :\lountp.d Polir-e. youn
at a token price. Imagine $29951NRA Very i'ood condition and
only $29.95. As usual tbe best
for the least from Y. O. H.! •,

COLT NEW SERVICE
REVOLVERS!

•~;~. :;-"'•.-ilifjifi!·-!!j"

@T

ONLY

$4495!

SMITH & WESSON
ASS REVOLVERS!~

Cal.
.455

Heavy duty Smitry & Wes,;
son Revolver In .450)
caliber. Superb pre_war
'workmanship with com·

~:r;~~I w~: \~i~~S;hG6i~8 ONLY
mono<!Tam and only 529.95
in VERY GOOD conditlon. $29951Some EXCELLENT only
$5.00 more. A few Triple a
Locks at only $10.00 more.

Cal. 9MM Parabellum

PERHAPS 1'HE GREATEST OFFERL'l"G OF ALI.
TIME-NItA GOOD PLUS COr.:DITIO~ WALTHER
1'-38 PltiTOI..S AT AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW
S34.95-TODAY, THE OFFICIAL SIDE AR),1 OF
GERMAN NATO FonCES. Adopted by the Ger4

man Army in 1938 to replace the German Pistole
)1odeJ '08. The first production l'un completed in

tl~3a9ut:~it~cS1~r~~n~rdsa~~~~I~h~~~O~io~~t~o~OH
the hammer and Lila RrinJt pin. Also has special
protruuinJt signal pin which indicates when
cartridge- is in chamber. Current new productiol1
commercial models listed at over T\VO AND
ONE·HALF times this bargain price. Some r-;RA
Very Good only $.'5 more! 9:\1:\1: ParabelIum,
boxer pl'imed, non-corrosive ammunition at a
bargain $4 per hundred rounds. Each pistol
attro.cilvely boxed. OriA'inal Black !"azi lasl
issue "quick draw typc" leather holsters only
53.95 extra! SomE" BRAND NEW only 56.95!
Extra original magazines only $4.95! A top buy!

STAR MODEL B!
BRAND NEW!

Cal. 9MM

RUBY .32 AUTOMATIC

BROWNING .32 AUTO!

Cal. .32 ACP

The superb, unequalled Browning .32
Automatic in the latest (M22) model
-mfg. by Fnbrique ~atlonal d'Arme.s
de Guerre. Liege, Belgium, BRO\VN
lNG-the greatest name in automatic

f~~:1S~ft~I'bes~rdAftr~~ui~~npoep~ii;
.32 Auto caliber and In very good con
dition at oniy $26.95. Some excellent
$3.00 additional. Has the improved
extra capacity 9 round magazine, the
grentest m31!8Zine capacity of any .32
ACP pistol! Insist only on the finest
-make yours a BROWNING! (Extra
magazines $2.95, cleaning rods $.50.)

Cal. 32 ACP

Complete with NEW Icathcr holstcr and
NEVi extra ma~~lzlne and cleaning rod.
One of the latest commerclai STAR de·
si,Ims in the popular. readily avatlable,
9 l\IM Parabellum (Luger) caliber. Time·
tested BrownlllJ{ design. easy OlleraUon.
eight.shot ma,lt8zine. commerctal blue
finish, case hsnlened hnmmer. genuine
checkercd A'rlps nnd individually packed.

• New Leather Holster

FREE' with Maga%ine Poc;:ket!
•• New Extra. MagaZIne!

• New Cleaning Rod!

Pride of the Spanish reserve force
and Franco's favorite! The sturdy
Ruby design hIlS a lasting reputa
tion as being one oC the best auto
matic pistols ever produced on the
Iberian peninsula. All have a posi
tive thumb lever safety and long
grip \Vh icll houses the extra large
capacity nine shot magazine. Of.
fered in NRA goad condition at only
$17.95, extra magazines only
$1.95. An unbelievably low price
for a genUine, oriltinal automatic
pistol. A .bargain if there was one!

ALL HAND GUN PURCHASES MUST CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL FIREARMS ACT. STATEMENT WILL BE FORWARDED FOR SIGNA
TURE PRIOR TO SHIPMENT ON SALES TO OTHER THAN LICENSED DEALERS. WE REQUIRE YOUR CITY OR STATE PERMIT WHEREVER APPLICABLE.

The Old Hunter uses only unretouched photos so you can see how they really loolc.

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATiON - PLEASE
READ CAREFULLY: All guns and ammo shipped

HAlLWAY EXPRE~S OR TRUCK (Shippin~
Charg-es Collect) from Alexandria. Va. Send check
or Money Order. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry n<..
COD's. Rew-et we are unable to accept any "All
Heart" Sale order less than $5.00 "Money's

Worth or Money Back" Guarantee When goods
are returned prepaid Within two days after re·
ceipt, Ye Old Hunter will not answer acrimonious
letters. Send them elsewhere. Sales limited. to
continental United. States! Special sale prices,
abOve, are good for month of publication onlyl

REGISTERED DEALERS. Write on your official
business letterhead for new sensational discount
lists. Visit HUNTERS LODGE during weekdays
for greatest Dealer bargains EVER. Also martJ'
choice unadvertised items at special low pricesl

S
A
V
E

800/0



NOW! ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD AND SAVE! HELP MAKE "A JVaJioH, otR~" A REALITY!

ONLY

High numbers
ONLY

$3995!

NEW MAUSER
LEATHER SLINGS $1.9S!

ONLY

S2695!

No.4 SERVICE RIFLE!

U. S. ARMY MODEL 19171~ Cal••30-06

Superb Royal Enfield No. 4 Service
Rifle-pride of the British Empire-
used in front line service as late as

Korea-many stiU in use. StricUy a !'.:"EW iot, all care
fuliy inspected and cleaned prior to shipment-not the
over·worn grease covered leftovers as available previous

ly. All tn good or better condition and a few VERY GOOD only 83.00
more. Prong Bayonets only $1.00 When ordered with rifle. The very finest.NEW LEATHER

SLINGS $1.9S!

New leather
slings $1.95.

ONLY

$3495!
Original bayonets

only $1.9S!

ONLY

$2995!

The model you've been clamoring for all these years-the model that broke
ALL sales records in 1960! SPECIAL M9SK Mausers (World War II type)

designed for "Arctic" use. The Mauser designed to insure Wehrmacht invincibility-had it arrived
in time. Special over-size trigger-guard for "fumble proof" speed with (or without) your favorite
mittens. Stare down that charging grizzly with complete confidence. Standard SMM caliber, 24
inch barrel, modern turned down bolt handle-all for only $26.95 in NRA GOOD condition. Some
hand selected-practically new only $5.00 more. Bargain SMM military ammunition only $4.00 per
100 rounds. A unique opportunity for a fine M9S Mauser! Order yours while huge supply lasts!

MODEl 43 (M98) MAUSERS!

Cal.8MM MODEL 98 "ARCTIC" MAUSERS!

WORLD WAR II GERMAN MODEL 98K MAUSERS!
Cal. 8MM

• PERSIAN M98/29 BRNO MAU.SER CARBINES!
_ Cal.8MM .

-~.

WW II M98K type. Manufacturro in Spain
AFTER Ww II-some as late as the mid 50's. ALL

with ALL milled parts..UL with 24" barrel. ALL arsenal
reconditioned, rcblued and refinished, ALL complete with

G~\)a~c:::~~~nlc[~. a8d~nluA~~~i~r~~~; i¥~gn~ee:t l~~\O~~J~~

World War II type, With 24" barrel. Those
with milled type Trigger Guards ONLY $3.00

more. ALL carefully stored and guaranteed in NRA
GOOD condition. Be sure and take advantage of our top-

only $4.00 per 1l"oa~gun8d1~~lpAYFoWt~OURtRi'FLEUWfTI~rA~~~ru&i!tiOJ~:

The great M98/29 Brno Mauser Car-

ob~~e'uni~~eliasd~~ra~~~U)I~·~je~ t:i~~~~*:
down holt handle with"- the knurled underside- .flso the ex·

otic &addle rine'. All in good. or better condition at on17 .34.95. Bayonets
with scabbards only $1.95. Avoid bitter disappointment. Order yours now!

ONLY

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES!

CUSTOM ROYAL ENFIELD M60 SPORTER!

The final solution to all your shooting
desires. A nEAL professional conver
sion of the Iii;.cht-welght No. 1 Mk. III

performed by the world-famous Cogswell & Harrison
gunmakers of London. Completely refinished and reblucd

with sporter ramp front sight, sporter sWivels and spOTter type
black forearm tip. The best dollar for dollar buy ANYWHEHE.

Insist only on a Cogsweli & Harrison conversion-the marv~l of OUI" age!

THE }UFLE OF THE ),10NTH! Gigantic NEW
shipment of the superb SWiss Model 1911
Switzerland's finest--not to be confused with

the old Model 1889 advertised elseWhere-above all, not to lJe
confused with the un-standard, cumbersome, Inaccurate short ver

sion (3 Ye Old Hunter reject) which others may have the ~all to (lITel'. Insist

r~ir g~y~n~r~l~i~ll~~1~J5~)WzJi~v\h.~~~~s~hS~f~n.:~{nefa~\~~So~&U~rt,I~~p~~~i§~

ONLY

NOW ONLY

$3495!

IMPROVED M40 TOKAREVS!

M1938 RUSSIAN CARBINES!

Still another excltin~ Western
purchase of Eaglcr'n exolia-the
one and only :\11 U:-l8 Hussian

Carbine, One of the very last models of lhe stalwart
l\tosin bolt action series. A t-ruc Car'bine with 20"

barrel. \Vorlh double on the collector market in any condition,
but yours complete and in good shooting condition, All in
GOOD condition with oores very good! A unique opportunity!

Cal. 7.62 Russian

AM M UNIT I 0 N SP ECIALS '. .' .' pMoi~lnitm)upmerorldoeor (except Soft Point> 100 rounds. All prices below (except Soft
rounds. Shipped RR. Express. Shipping Charges Collect.

FINE ISSUE PISTOL CARTRIDGES 7.62 NATO (M.C.) (.30S Win.) Non-Cor. _._.$12.00 SOFT POINT SPORTING CARTRIDGES
7.62 -Tokarev Wistol) (M.C.)._ _ _.$~.gg 7.62x39 Russian Short (20 rds.)._.. .•$4.95 6.5 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) _ __.._.$3.50
7.63 Mause~ (PlStO!) (M.C.)·· - ·· · -··:4·00 7.6~MM Russlan (M.C.) __..__.$ 6.00 6.5 Swedish Soft Point (40 rds.) ..__._.$6.00
765 Mannllcher Plstol (M.C.)......................... • 7.6"MM (.30) Mauser (M.C.) ..._.$ 6.00 7MM Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) . ._.$3.50
9MM Luger qVLC.) (BOXer-Non-Cor.) :~.gg .30-06 U.S. M2 Ball (Non-Cor) __..__.$ 6.00 7.35 Italian Soft Point (20 rds.) .$3.50
9MM Steyr Pl!'tol (M.C·) ..M·····)..··-- ·---·····..··$6·00 .30-06 Blanks : 4.:.: 7.5 Swiss Soft Point (20 rds.) _ $5.00
9 MM Browmng Long ( .C. $6'00 .30-40 Krag (M.C.) .__ .. 5. 7.62 Russian Soft Point (30 rds.) _ $4;50
iV~tfJ;JW·~·k"j"liARy..R"j"FLlf·cARTifiDGES .;~; ~~~~~~ ~i~ry (M.C.) .....- ----.~~ ::~ 7.65 Mauser Soft Point (20 rds.) .._. .$3.50
6.5· Dutch:(M.C.) (with one free CliP ) $$6

6
·0
0

0
0

8MM German aMauS;;:r··I;"s-;:;-;;-::::===::::::$ 4.00 .30-40 Krag soft pomt (20 rds.) _ __.._.53.50
6.5 Mannllcher (M.C) __ · · • S 6 M . .. 400 S·3

MM
03 BMritish Soft Poin~ (30(4rcts .)- $$4

6
·50

7MM Mauser (M.C.) __ ._ _ ..$6.oo x5 R an;ulcher _ __ • .. auser. Soft Pomt 0 rds.) . .00
7.35 Italian In Clips (M.C.) _ $5.00 20MM Lahti A.P. (10 rds.) .._ _ ..$ 9.95 Sx"OR Mannlicher (20 rds.) .$4.50

New production KYNOCH 9 X 57 MAUSER Soft Point ammo (245 Gr.) ONLY $3.50 per 20 Rds. (Almost half-price)

IN STOCK! The new INTERARMCO·NEW F.N. produced
soli poinl ammunilion al a low $3.90 per 20 rounds.
The hunting ammunition price barrier broken al lasl!

NEW produclion-150 grain expanding bullel
- non·corrosive, non·mercuric boxer primed
- exira slrenglh case shoulder annealing.

Special KATANGA KOPPER for EXTRA long use.

Cal. .30·06 150 Gr $3.90-box 0120
Cal••303 Brilish .. 150 Gr•.. $3.90-box of 20



WHAT'SNEW

tudes of hunters who want a light
weight, easy-to-carry, easy-handling
rifle in calibers (.35 Remington and
.308 Winchester) suitable for big game
and also for varminters in the pace
setting .222 Remington.

The Model 600 weighs only 5l1z
pounds (give or take a couple of ounces
for differences in wood), and its over
all length of 371j2 inches makes for
easy handling in the brush and easy
carrying in a saddle scabbard, car, or
pick-up truck cab. The designers had
the saddle scabbard in mind also when
they shaped the bolt handle, snugging
it in against. the stock; this is the same
bolt handle as used on Remington's
XP-IOO pistol.

The ventilated rib, "custom" check
ering, and the Monte Carlo stock of
American walnut with pistol grip and
smoothly tapered fore-end, give the
Model 600 a real look of quality that
is backed up by functional excellence.
The bolt encases the cartridge head
completely; the barrel is free-floating;
the trigger is crisp, with no creep, and
factory tests show excellent accuracy.
This was confirmed by my own shoot
ing, in which 100 yard accuracy close
ly approached, even equaled, that of
good full-scale rifles.

New calibers and a "new look" are
being added to many of the old favor
ites in the Remington line. Remington
fine-line checkering is now being used
on the stocks and fore-ends of the
Model 742 "Woodsmaster" automatic
big game rifle, on the Model 760
"Gamemaster" pump action big game
rifle, and on the Model 11-48 auto
matic shotgun.

The Model 742 comes in four cali
bers: 6 mm Rem., .280 Rem., .30-06,
and .308 Win. There is a carbine ver·
sion in the :30-06 and .308 calibers.
The Model 760 is offered in six cali
bers: the new .223 Rem., the .280
Rem., .270 (Continued on page 53)

REMINGTON PRESENTS A

CALIBER. RIFLE.

AND PLASTIC SHELLS

By E. B. MANN

EDITING A gun magazine has cer•.
tain undeniable advantages. This

is acknowledged by the editors who
are on the magic list of invitees to
the annual Winchester and Remington
Seminars, events that have become red
letter days on our calendars. The pri
mary aim of these meetings, from the
standpoints of hosts and guests alike,
is the dissemination of still top secret
news about forthcoming products-to
familiarize the editors with the de
velopments about which they will be
reporting to you as soon as they are
permitted to do so. But a by-product
of the seminars is some of the best
shooting in the world, in association
and in competition· with some of the
world's best (and certainly best known).
gun sportsmen.

We met first with the Remington
. people, congregating at Great Oaks
Lodge, a club-motel facility located
only a few miles from Remington
Farms, the company's game research
and development project near Chester
town, Maryland. Remington hospital
ity was at its best, and the shooting
(ducks and geese) was the stuff of
which hunters' dreams are made. But
the Remington showcase of new de
velopments for 1964 was exciting also.

The item that caught the personal
fancy of this western-slanted observer
was the all-new Remington Model 600
center-fire bolt action carbine. This is
a sweet-looking, sweet-swinging piece
that should delight the growing multi-
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Remington Model 742 (left) has
checkered stock. Right - the all
new Remington Model 600 carbine.
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IMPROVED SHOTGUNS AND

RIFLES. IMPROVED

HULLS ARE THE NEWS

FROM W-W

I MMEDIATELY FOLLOWING the
Maryland meeting, we flew to the

Winchester Seminar, at the Riverview
Plantation near Camilla, Georgia. Here
again, hospitality (southern style, com·
plete with fried chicken, catfish, and
hushpuppies) was' unlimited, spiced
with bobwhite shooting the like of
which none of us had ever seen equaled.
But it was not all play and no work
here, either. Briefing sessions and field.
shooting tests of Winchester's 1964
guns convinced us that the design and
development people at New Haven had
been busy. Some of the news from
New Haven is still labeled "Top Secret"
as this is written, but here is a fast run·
down of the items on which releases
h,we been cleared.

The Winchester Model 70 bolt ac
tion rifle has been on the best-seller
lists for many years, in many calibers;
but success has not persuaded the Win
chester people that there was no room
for improvement. The new look of the
Model 70 is apparent in its portrait;
but not all of the changes are external.
Winchester lists the following new fea.
tures:

1. Stronger action; engine-turned
bolt, recessed to enclose cart
ridge head completely.

2. Breech bolt sleeve cap; arrests
possible gas blowback.

3. Cocking indicator.
4. Free-floating barrel (except on

.375 and .458 calibers).
5. Detachable front and rear sights;

simple removal to mount scope.
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Winchester's Model 1200 at left.
Right - new, improved Model 70.

6. New stock design: high break
away Monte Carlo comb, pistol
grip cap, checkering added to
under side of forearm.

7. New, wider, serrated trigger.
8. Dull finished receiver, eliminat·

ing light reflection.
9. New high-gloss stock finish.
Prices on the improved Model 70

start at $139.95.
Another "new" from New Haven is

the Model 1200 slide action shotgun in
12 and 16 gauge. We shot samples of
this gun at Riverview: a smooth-work
ing, good looking shotgun of typical
Winchester quality, weighing 534,
pounds (in 12 gauge, with 30 inch
barrel), with a five-shot capacity.

The Model 1200 has a rotating bolt
head which locks into the barrel, like
the locking system on the Winchester
Models 88 and 100 center-fire rifles.
The bolt is engine-turned; barrels are
interchangeable; the receiver is alumi.
num alloy. The slide employs twin
arms for smooth action, and shells can
be unloaded directly, without working
them through the action. Rubber reo
coil pad is standard equipment, as are
fluted stocks with capped pistol grips.
A new high-gloss finish is used on the
wooden parts. The price is $96.00.

Also new are the Models 255 and
275 rifles in .22 Winchester Magnum
rim-fire caliber. These are versions of
the Models 250 and 270 lever and slide
action .22s, with changes necessary to
fit them for this "junior varminter"
cartridge. Prices, for the Model 255
pump, $59.95; for the Model 275
(available only with wood forearm)
also $59.95.

From Winchester too, the big am
munition news for '64 is in shotshells.
Winchester-Western presents a new
line of plastic shells which, they be·
lieve, will solve all of the shotshell
problems, (Continued OTL page 51)
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I NTERNATIONAL SKEET and trap, after
a slow start on this Continent, have gained

considerable momentum in the last year. This
column does not propose to plug either of the
International versions of clay target games at
the expense of the home-grown varieties, but
I will try to keep readers informed concern
ing some very definite trends.

Most of the support for, and interest in
International skeet and International trap
seems to come from shooters with either of
two viewpoints, and, perhaps a blend of both.

One school of thought holds that we ought
to give more attention to the clay target
games as they are conducted under Inter
national rules so that we can come up with
better performances in such sensitive areas·
as the Olympic Games, Pan-American Games,
and International Shooting Union events.

Although a very sincere effort is made to
divorce these sports championship events
from power politics and nationalist philoso
phies, it is nearly impossible to avoid some
sense of national pride and inevitable com
parison with the performances of Western
nationals in shoulder-to-shoulder competition
with representatives from other nations or
blocs.

Strenuous efforts by military and civilian
agencies have improved the performances by
shooters from our so-c'alled "nation of superb
marksmen" in recent years. In the opinion
of many connected with the shooting sports,
much more remains to be done.

The non-political or non-national school
of thought with regard to the clay target
games under International rules and over
International ranges says simply that the
games are fun, and a welcome change from
domestic skeet and trap, with their high
scores, and rules favoring the shooter. In
this latter category will probably also be
included those who feel that the mles of
International shooting more nearly simulate
actual field shooting conditions than do the
domestic rules.

Scores under International mles are cer
tainly much lower than under domestic rules.
The old and often·voiced observation that a
hundred straight will only get you into a
shoot-off is not true in International games.
One hundred straight will get you a piece
of the world record, and almost insure your
ticket to the Olympic Games.

As matters now stand, the only serious
barrier to even more explosive growth of the
Continental or world-wide clay target games
in this country is the lack of shooting facili
ties.

The lack of facilities or shooting ranges is
more easily overcome in skeet than in trap_
International skeet is fued over virtually the
same lay-out as is ours_ Skeet shooters who

LLER

learned the game in the thirties, as did the
writer, can make the adjustment to Inter
national rules with comparative ease. In the
earlier days of U.S. skeet, the gun butt had
to be visible below the elbow. Under Inter
national rules, the stock must be held at,
or touch, hip level. The target emerged dur
ing an interval of up to three seconds after
called for. This set of rules comes as a shock
to, and is obstacle to high scores, for the
more recent crop of skeet fans. They mount
the gun before calling for a target, and are
known to give out with some unprintable
remarks concerning the puller, if a target
does not arrive instantly on command. The
International skeeter has to be "steady to
point," as dog lovers would put it. And, that
three second interval can Ieellike 30 seconds
when you are all alonc on a shooting post,
waiting for the moment of truth when a
target is at last airborne.

Existing skeet fields can add the Inter
national game by either dusting off the old
variable timer, if the club has one laying in
the storeroom, or buying a new one.

International trap presents much more of
a problem for lay-out, gun, and ammunition,
plus a few concurrent problems such as
shooter's sensitivity to the recoil of heavier
loads, reaction time to faster targets, and
long-range shooting ability.

To begin the equipment picture, an Inter
national trap field requires a total of fifteen
traps to service one shooting field of five
positions. There are three traps at each of
the five posts.

Domestic trapshooters are accustomed to
targets that fly at very uniform heights. Any
shooter who has been present at the opening
of a domestic registered trapshoot is familiar
with the care taken that targets fly within
inches of the same height on every field and
for every shot.

Under International mles, your first target
may fly three feet above the ground, at a
point eleven feet from the trap, or it may fly
as much as thirteen feet above the ground.
The bird may fly at a rate of 100 miles per
hour when you first see it, and it may fly
half again as far as the domestic trap target.

The shooter does get two shots at the tar
get, or mon, precisely, is allo:wed two shots
at the target. Shooters weaned on domestic
trap sometimes find that things have hap
pened so quickly that the second shot be
comes an empty advantage.

Because of the g.reat target speeds and
distances, especially for the allowed second
shot, it is necessary to use heavier loads than
our regulation trap loads, and this tests the
shooter's ability to tolerate increased recoil.

Shooters do not get the feel of a given
post as readily, because they fire only one

shot at each post before moving to the next,
as compared with five shots from each post
in domestic trap. The domestic trapshooter
is permitted to yell "foul" (and may be given
another target ) if his target veers at an angle
of more than 22 degrees from center. Inter
national targets are legal with 40 degre-es
from center.

Personal note: I was inclined to yell "foul"
for every target I was thrown on a closely
simulated International lay-out but, it was
fun and this version can get in your shooting
blood.

For obvious reasons, most International
events are shorter programs than the domes
tic variety. Most programs are fifty target
events, and few if any are more than one
hundred. Events of 100, 200, 300 and cven
500 shots are not at all u·ncommon in domes
tic trap. As mentioned earlier, and in keep
ing with the last observation, scores at Inter
national are not high, and over short courses.

One of the shootingest trap clubs in this
country, with some of the finest shooters, the
Waukesha Gun Club (Wisconsin), recently
held a 50-target event, with ninety shootcrs.
The great Vic Reinders, who knows shotgun
shooting as well as he knows presenting the
formula for H20 to his Wisconsin chemistry
classes, won the event in a shoot:off with
Warren Hallock, 22 to· 17, after both had
broken 45 of 50 over the 50-target distance.
And, some of the names ill that 90 shooter
entry list are associated with some pretty
high trap scores in any event.

I picked out names like Gene Durant, Ted
Bachhuber, R. L. Deckert, Julie Deckert,
Glen Everts, Frank Gehringer, Bill Brauer,
Jim Hurlbert, and some others who would
be good bets in any domestic trap race.

On the skeet side of the ledger, I note
that the "Skeet Shooting Review" has set up
a special listing for International-style events.

Some of the clubs scheduling the imported
version of skeet for 1964 are Ent Rod and
Gun Club, Colorado Springs, with Interna
tional com.petition scheduled for every month
of this year, and the Lost Pond Gun Club,
Norwich, N. Y., with a repeat of last year's
International program in connection with the
New York State Championships, June 27·28.
The Palm Beach Gun Club (Florida) sched
uled an 100 target event in February, and
Holladay Gun Club (Utah) offered 50 of
the tricky targets in February (Feb. 22 for
Utah; Feb. 26 for Palm Beach).

The National Rifle Association, very active
in the conduct and promotion of Interna
tional-type shooting for its members and
shooters of all persuasions has printed an
illustrated digest of all forms of shooting
beyond our borders, and it makes good read
ing. Included in the NRA handbook (mem
bers l.50, non-members $2.50) is informa
tion on the handgun and rifle games, which
in most cases differ from their state-side
counterparts to the degree found in the clay
target sports.

It seem.s that no matter which side of the
fence we favor, domestic versus imported
shooting events, we need to im.prove our
knowledge of how the rest of the world
approaches marksmanship, and as long as
we favor clay target games, we will be ex
posed to more of them under different rules.
Should we not learn to participate and~
collect some glory while we are at it?~
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QualityGun
By Unknown Maker

By L. J. BULL

Gun OF,.
~l\;pI~, o.

THE OLD • THE N!W • tHE UNUSUAL

Unusual action of Dreyse is shown with barrels moving forward (top); barrels then
swing to the right. Bottom photo shows action closed, strikers in fired position.

I N MY JOB as gunsmith for Shaw & Hunter Ltd., Nairobi, East Africa, I see a great
variety of hunting guns both new and old. Some time ago, however, I came across

a gun of a type that I had never seen before. It had been thrown out as junk, but I
retrieved it, and, upon closer examination, found it to be a unique firearm. The fore-end,
which had been crudely repaired with copper sheet, looked unserviceable, and that was
probably the reason the gun had been junked.

The workmanship of this gun is ot the highest order, and the action is as tight now
as it had ever been. The left barrel is smooth, but the right barrel is rifled, with four
grooves; both appear to be 20 bore, measuring .664 inches. The chambers, however, do
not conform to our modern cartridge shape, being made for a rimmed center-fire car
tridge about 2112 inches long, but with a diameter about 1/16 inch larger than the case
body about 14 inch from the head. '

The barrels are of twist, or Damascus, construction, and are 26 inches long. At the
tip of the bottom rib is a small lip, of the style used to retain a muzzleloader ramrod,
though there are no thimbles or other provisions for a ramrod. (Continued on. page 54)
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HERTER'S .22 CAL. WESTERN
SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER

By KENT BELLAH

~-------------------------

Kenneth Shackelford uses my 150 gr. Speer
load with 1.0 gr. less powder. Bullet holes
generally touch each other' at 100 yards.
There is no best load in all rifles, but these
are hard to beat. Cut cbarges about 5.0 gr.
in Norma brass.

Since the better .300 Win. Magnum came
out I'll retire myoId custom .300 Apex Mag
num wildcat. It was my conception of the
ideal .30. The battered but beautiful wood
and metal art appeals to me more than the
priceless Mona Lisa. It recalls memories of
happy days and thrilling moments.

A good 7 mm Rem. Magnum load is 69.0
gr. H-483l and CCI 250 Magnum primers
behind a 160 gr. Speer pill. This is better
than canister powders in this big hull. We
haven't chronographed it, but it's fast, flat
and accurate enough for varmints or game.
Work up from 66.0 gr.

To pin-point hits, don't sight-in at the
usual 1.5" or 3.0" high at 100 yards. Zero
1.0" high for varmints or 2.5" for big game.
For long range you generally have time to
set the scope for the approximate range, if
you've tested your load at tbat setting. Don't
depend on tables for elevation adjustments.
The only way to know where bullets hit at
400 or 500 yards is to shoot targets at that
range. Fire at least 20 rounds after final
adjustment. Precision accuracy requires a
precision zero.

Weaver's new big-nose K-6 scope is excel
lent for all-around use. The long, non·critical
eye relief is an advantage in getting on still
or running game fast. It won't gouge your
eye with Hi-V hot-shots. Magnification is not
too much for close off-hand shots. The field
is adequate for running varmints. Click ad
justments permit setting for extreme range
shots while watching game through the scope.
I like it better than a variable for accurate
range estimation. I like the constantly cen
tered reticle. The K-6 mount rings are :l4"
higher than normal, SO the big-nose will clear
the barrel.

Compare tllis with the old K-6 and you'll
want it pronto, and K-4 fans will like it when
they try it. Definition is excellent. It seems
to illuminate dark shadows where game
hides, and game "stands out" or contrasts
from surroundings. Glass the terrain and
you can spot a jackrabbit with his ears laid
back, hiding behind a clump of grass. Wea·
ver scopes have hap more improvements over
the years than any other make. Current ones
are the best ever. '

PRE (Progressive Reloading Equipment),
20 Railroad Ave., Roslyn Heights, L.I., New
York, has two fine new items. A' $21.50 Car·

WINCHESTER'S FINE .300 Win. Mag
num is sure to kill the ancient .300 H & H,
and it's a far better cartridge for reloading.
It's also sure to kill medium game at longer
range, or big game at normal range. It's an
ideal all-around rifle, adequate for anything
from little pronghorns 'way across the wind
swept prairie up to the largest U.S. game.
It bucks wind well enough to clobber var
mints where lesser cartridges fail. Case capac·
ity is just right for a hot-shot .30, that is
superior to smaller bores for big game.

This "short .30 Magnum" has an advantage
over longer hulls. Rounds chamber fast and
easy. Extraction is about as easy as operating
the bolt with live ammo. WoW made a change
for the best in current ammo. Their ISO gr.
load is my choice in factory ammo for every·
thing except very large animals. Listed at
3400 fps for 3850 fp M.E., recoil is less
than you'd expect. It doesn't jar the fillings
out of your teeth. You recover fast for a
second shot, that you'll seldom need if you
'have a decent chance and good scope. Bul·
lets not perfectly placed are apt to put an
animal down.

Here's new dope on the cartridge. Groups
with the ISO gr. factory load, lot 12 E7l,
ran nea~ 2.0 MOA (minutes of angle) at
100 yards from my M70 with a new big-nose
K-6 Weaver glass. Groups tighten at longer
range, ,as with some other hot-shots. It takes
more than 100 yards for bullets to "go to
sleep" in true flight as they twist along
hell-bent on a collision course. They strike
with the fury of a woman scorned. The 180
gr. factory load, lot 14UE51, has practically
the same 100 yard center of impact in this
rifle.

Current bullets are not lacquered in cases.
I like that. The case has a squeezed (collet
type) crimp in the single bullet cannelure.
It doesn't completely iron out on firing. If
a .3085 bullet doesn't drop freely in a once
fired case, ream the neck with a Forster
Neck Reamer in their case trimmer. Then
trim cases enough to barely face-off the
mouth, and 'debur.

Our best reloads w:ere the Speer 150-6-SP
bullet backed with 77.0 gr. 4350 and CCI
250, Magnum primers in Super-X cases, at
3405 fps, and five shot groups at 100 yards
averaged under 1.0 MOA. You can use
Speer's 165-8-SP with the 'same charge for
3338 fps, and almost, the same accuracy.
This bullet is fine for long, sustained veloc·
ity, and has the same center of impact at
100 yards in my rifle. You can cut charges
2.0 or 3.0 grains without accuracy loss, and
little velocity loss.

u.s. and Canadian Pat.
Complete job as shown

for Most guns $30

THE e6f!?:===:!I~
penileton
Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The de-kicker de luxe that is precisian
machined Into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escope for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically nOJ·ump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secon ary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~~p~;'''i~to~:~'re:.

Dept. G·4

WESTERN GUN & SUPPLY co.
3730 N. 56th lincoln, Nebraska 68504

DEALERS! Send for your
Western Gun C5 Catalog.

Catalog price: $3950

SPECIAL $1950
CLOSEOUT:

Perfect foundation for
any reloading setup.
Solid design elimin
ates jars, vibrations.
Completely portable
for club or range use.

Micro-precision inletted stocks
$7.50 and up. Glass Bedding

5 inch micro-precIsIon barrel. Ad.
justable rear sight. Heavy, custom,
full sized frame. Tenile checkered
grips. All working parIs made of
the finest weapon steel. Send
Firearms Permit No. for dealers
prices. Send 25¢ fo.' huge
500 page calalog.

CLOSEOUT
FAMOUS PACIFIC
RELOADERS 1\1

STAND '
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$29.50
3.50
2.50
3.00
5.95

11.50
$55.95
$49.95

The new Lyman Spar-T gives
you tu rret press conven ience
and speed - 200 match-per
fect reloads per hour or more
without troublesome unscrew
ing and readjusting dies - at
the price of most single-sta
tion C-presses. With its ad
vanced design and brawny
construction, the Spar-T is
built for a lifetime of service
- and, at its special bargain
k'it price, it's the buy of a
lifetime.

Look at these features:
• Massive high silicone iron steel

frame and turret.
• Verti-Lock Turret with audible

click, precision-aligned action.
• Husky re-enforcing flange and

heavy·duty, % inch stud to lock
turret for bullet swaging.

• Up-or-down stroke operation with
25 to 1 leverage.

• Alignment ramp to position shell
holder at top of stroke.

Save $6 wJth the Spar-T 'Set I

Here's what you get:
Spar·T Press
Ram
Shell Holder Head
Priming Arm
Automatic Primer Feed
All-American dies

Value
Special Spar-T Set Price

In Canada It's Lyrnan·Prenco, Ltd.

~Itktman¥ for the finest

(Optional #55 Powder Measure as shown: $16.00)

All Spar-T Accessories and Dies Interchangeable
with Lyman Spartan

r--------------------,
I Lyman Gun Sight Corporation I
I Middlefield, Conn., Dept. GM4-4 I
I Send me your big new catalog covering the full line lit I
I lyman reloading tools and eqUipment. . I
I Name ' I
I Address I
I City State IL ~----~~
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NEW LYMAN SPAR·T
6-Station

turret sJ2eed
with C-press

streng1h
only $29.50

LYMAN SPARTAN C·PRESS,
pound for pound and feature
for feature, the finest reload
ing tool in its class - and
the outstanding value. Re
loads all rifle and handgun
cases accurately and easily.
25 to' L toggle-link leverage
takes hard work out of full
length resizing and case
forming. Even swages bullets.
Spartan: Press only: $12.00

Spartan kit: Including press,
ram, shell holder head,
primer arm, complete set of
All-American Ya x 14 dies. (a
recognized $32.50 value)
$29.50

insert a rolled up 5 x 7 piece of sheet film
in the hopper. A studio will give you a
cleared film. This is a good idea with any
measure that has a clear plastic hopper.

Good plinking loads with cast bullets cost
almost nothing. You can load a thousand for
the cost of 100 factory handgun loads! Plink
ing targets are available every day of the
year. A good session is a whale of a lot of
fun at very low cost. Riflemen are missing a
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tridge Tumbler cleans and degreases ammo,
cases or small parts. Weight is 10 pounds,
complete with motor, switch, stand, sawdust,
shake-out basket, lh gallon plastic hopper
and lid. Directions say to half fill the hop·
per with sawdust, add 2 oz. kerosene and up
to 100 cartridges. Tumble about 15 minutes.
You can use any standard wet chemical.
Here are tips not in the directions.

The machine doesn't need to be bolted
down, although mounting holes are provided.
The hopper rotates 38 rpm for 58 sfpm (sur
face feet per minute). For greasy bullets add
an extra ounce of kerosene. For cases smaller
than .38 Special you can form a new shake
out basket from :14" mesh hardware cloth.

A commercial abrasive in a plastic bag
will polish all metals. Or use steel shot as
used in ind ustry, or ordinary rice. To speed
work, add :14 can of Bon Ami or other non
chlorine household cleanser. For continuous
operation buy an extra hopper. Custom load
ers will find that one man can operate two
machines with extra hoppers for large vol
ume production.

PRE'S excellent Fixed Charge Pistol Meas
ure is $17.50 with a mounting bracket and
2 charge inserts. A $4.50 stand is handy, and
can be used without bolting down. Extra
charge inserts are $1.50 each for 2.5, 2.7,
3.0, 3.3, 3.7, or 4.0 grains Bullseye. Charges
are thrown accurately enough for target loads
without a scale.

Quick-change inserts are accurately made
of .750 x .253 thick brass. 1£ you ream one
for a heavier charge or different powder be
sure to restamp it. A fine fixed charge meas
ure has an advantage over an adjustable
type. It's safer. You get uniform charges
with no chance for error. It saves time. This
clever design empties the hopper through
the clear drop tube, helping to keep sticky
powder free flowing. The clear plastic hop
per is large. The brass powder slide works
smoothly with a pull and push of the handle.
Weight with stand is 8 pounds. Workman
ship is excellent.

The insert in the measure should always be
identified outside. Adhesive tape will do. Or
store inserts with the charge written on a
string-type price tag looped in the insert.
When you change inserts slip the tag over
the hopper or under the lid. Then you'll
never goof. To keep the hopper crystal clear



the last two charges, as the adjustment could
change. When I charge a block of cases I
always examine them unde~ a good light.

Visual examination will permit you to
detect charges that are consid~rably over or
under normal by comparison. A more ac
curate way is to use a wooden dowel nearly
as large as the case, and a bit longer. Paint
a band on it, so about :Ih" is exposed when
the gauge is dropped in a charged case. Light
charges expose no band. Over charges expose
considerably more band. You can gauge 50
rounds in less than 2 minutes.

For average varmint hunting I like a .357
Combat Magnum sighted dead on at 75 yards
for hot loads. Then you cim hit to about 100
yards, but you should check the center of
impact at 38 and 100 yards~ Zero with a
two-hand hold, resting your arms on a sand
bag on a bench or other arm rest. Make
final adjustments with tbe hold and position
you use most often. Smith & Wesson target
grade revolvers. are coming through with
finer click adjustments. Directions don't tell
the click values, as various factors cause
variation. With "normal" loads each click
moves the windage approximately 14 ", or
elevation o/s" at 50 yards, or half that much
at 25. Turn (he windage screw right to move
groups to the right. To raise the group turn
the elevation screw - left. Don't make 7il
click adjustments, and the sights ~.

will hold zero. ~

tinct because they were not widely adver
tised. You have to tell the world about a
better mousetrap, or other item, before they
beat a path to your door! One shotshell
loader had much to recommend it. So did
one of the best lubricator-sizers ever made,
and several metallic presses. You can't get
repair parts for tbese tools. Items you've
seen advertised for a long time in this maga
zine will probably be available for a long
time, and parts will be available long after
improved models are made. This insures a
longer useful life, and a higher resale value.

Rex D. Sowle, Sowle's Guns, Nokomis,
Florida, has loaded precision ammo since
black powder days. His .45 ACP target load
is a H & G No. 68 bullet backed with 3.5
grs. Bullseye. After a vacation he returned
to his shop and loaded 200 rounds. Some
gave a light report and printed low. Then
"one sounded like a .44 Magnum." He found
a spider web in the measure drop tube had
caught part of each c:large. When the weight
of the trapped powder broke the web a heavy
charge was dumped.

Mr. Sowle's S & W 1955 .45 Target took
the overload without being damaged. He
now covers the drop tube when the measure
is not in use..This rare incident is worth
remembering.

When you first fill a measure it's. a good
idea to weigh a couple of charges. If it's an
adjustable measure it's a good idea to· weigh

good bet if they don't do' a lot of plinking.
A good handgunner probably plinks over a
thousand rounds for everyone he fires at
game. No wonder such people are deadly
aocurate! Big bore rifles can be loaded with
cast bullets for 8JS little as 40¢ per box.

Fred T. Huntington, of RCBS, tells me
some chaps want sloppy rifle dies that size
case necks no more than .003 to increase case
life. It won't work! Ca'ses vary too much,
especially in different makes and lots. About
.006 is' minimum for one make and lot, and
.010 isn't excessive. I've never found a RCBS
die that was too tight or too sloppy. The best
dies size necks a bit more than necessary to
take care of normal variations and "spring"
in brass, and to insure bullets are held tight.
Such dies give very long case life.

A little extra neck sizing is desirable. Then
cases fail at the mouth as they should, rather
than at the vital head, that can damage a
rifle badly. It can be serious with modern
Hi-V loads. A head failure may blowout the
magazine plus other parts, shattering the
stock to turn it into toothpicks. RCBS dies
are correctly made, and' the neck sizing part
should not be. enlarged. If your case necks
are si~ed too much they should be reamed,
or oases discarded. .

More than 9 out of 10 rifle failures with
"normal" reloads are ~aused by case head
failures. A neck or mouth crack does no
harm, except the case is ruined. For extreme
ly hot loads 5 firings are enough. Don't be
stingy with brass if you load flat out! Brass
varies greatly in quality. A good lot may give
over 50 reloads at moderate pressure for that
caliber. One or more cases in a good lot may
fail the first firing, due to an internal defect,
in factory or reloads.

Brass is somewhat like automobile tires.
Some may run over 50,000 miles without
failure, in light duty use. The same make
and type may fail in 3000 miles of hard use
and abuse. Tires may have internal defects
that oause premature failure in all makes.
You can not soup up a .30-06 to obtain .300
Magnum ballistics. If you want higher veloc
ity the best deal is to go to a .300 Magnum.
For longer case life you'll reload to a bit
less than flat out.

RCBS has a handy new item, not listed in
their current catalog. It's a stainless steel
powder spoon at about $1.15, made to dip a
bit of powder from the scale pan. You can
spoon charges in the scale pan without a
measure. It's good for test loads or short
runs of pistol charges also. Jiggle the filled
spoon until scales balance. Capacity is about
30 grains, heaping full. Bend the handle up
or down for the angle you like. This particu
lar stainless steel sticks to a magnet on a
shelf edge, a good way to keep it handy.

RCBS will soon have some excellent pre
cision powder scales, worthy of the honored
RCBS name. A great deal of research was
done, 'with numerous changes made on pilot
models. The final design is sure to be good.

Some really' fine reloading items are ex-

1611

$31.95

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 84 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from all over the
world: uniforms, helmets.
gun books, etc. - all differ·
ent each issue. Widest SEl'

leetion ava ilable anywherel
Subscription Just $1.00
per Year. Send now to:

N. Flayderman & CO.
Squash Hallow, Dept. G-4

New Milford, Conn.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

Other styles from
$18.90 to $36.50. Write

for FREE CATALOG.

DISTINCTIVE - FANCY

..JJanJmaJe Bootd
STYLES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

EL PASO
Fancy - distinctive boot for men
and women in top cal! leather.
10" to 16" ..v .. tops, steel shanks
and fully leather lined. Undershot
walking' heel.

4156-Black, Red, Yellow
4165-Black, White, Red
4276-Brown, Yellow, White

ROYAL.-WORLD'S FINEST STOCK
Left~ as well as ,:ight-hand for most popular rifles. High-quality colorfUl
hardwood. Gunsmiths report they prefer our near-perfect inlet. P.O. Ackley
sa.ys: "The ROYAL stock is the easiest of any machined stock ... to deal

$2~.50. Pad installed, $';~~hO:'P~~t~~:~1~sD~lJ6:rra~~dc~t,s$l~: I~m~~f';t:~~ilpNm:~t~~~n5~;d~~
WrIte for complete gun servIce. .

ROYAL ARMS, INC., 10064 BERT ACOSTA ST., SANTEE, CALIFORNIA

SHOOTING GLASSES
Used by marksmen and

~ hunters to get clear
~ sharp vision on target.

FREE literature on
Shooting, Vision and
information on Pre
scription shooting glas
ses. Write direct to-

Mitchell Shooting Glasses
Box 5806, Waynesville. Mo.

Ideal gift. Records kill for proud hunter.
Beautifully embossed.

Elk Turkey Mule Deer
Deer Coyote Brown Bear
Bear Skunk Grizzly Bear

Moose Javelina Mountain Sheep
~~ WoH Antelope Mountain Goat

. ' ~. - Black T~Deer, ~. fI, \ GOLD $3 ea.,
~... slerli~g $1.25 .

ea. inC. tax. fJ
at stores or order .1,

diced. No. c.o.d's.

R. J. COFFEY •
..... 2 -1206 N.•0'••~~~

Son Antonio, Texas~

AUdiin Boot CO.
P.O. Box 548-G Winters, Texas

With order send shoe size. calf of leg measurement
and foot tracing. $5.00 deposit on C.O.D. orders.
We pay postage on prepaid orders. Our guarantee_
for exchange return boots undamaged and unworn
within ten days.
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(Continued from page 31)

MYSTERY OF LEWIS BROADWELL'S PISTOL

REMINGTON - NORMA
Same Day Delivery

~
~ -=4

BADGER
SLING KEEPER - BOLT HANDLES

BADGER SLING KEEPER Made of special 1'/4"
hard anodized alloy extrusion-black with plated
clamp & screw. Postpaid $1.25.

BOLT HAN DLES Unpolished $1.25, Pol ished $2.50,
Knurled $3,00. We weld to your bolt body and
polish $8.00, wjknurled handle $10.00, or alter
your bolt for low scope $6.50. Jewel bolt $6.50
extra. Buehler Safety $7.25. Mark II $4.25. One
day service.

FREE CATALOG-Discount sheet ONLY to es
tablished dealers and sporting goods stores-we
will not honor post card or rubber stamp
requests! Phone CAstle 9-2101.

99% Orders Shipped Same Day Received.

BADGER SHOOTERS SUPPLY
Lew Bulgrin, Owner. OWEN, WIS.

Serving Sportsmen 29 Years

Get everything you want NOW. Shot, Wads,
Powder, Primers, Bullets, Loading Tools, etc.
Our stocks are most complete.

• WINCHESTER • REMINGTON
• HI-STANDARD • SAVAGE
• RUGER • REDFIELD
.S&W • R.C.B.S.
• PACIFIC • CH • WEAVER
• SAKO • FN • FINNBEAR

Ammunition

DEALERS-GUNSMITHS
FIREARMS - ALL MODELS

Get GB lin-Speed from Dealer,
or send $1.50 to mfr. GEO. BROTHERS, CRT. BARRINGTON, MASS.

GUNSTOCK
SHABBY?
JVOI(,l! OIL RE-FINISH

IT! easily, quicldy !

STOP fLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Speciolists as the best protection agoinst harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR-VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blast noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 a pro with money back guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

plies to the Smith hinge action had to do
with a breech design which rendered the
chamber gas-tight at the moment of firing.

Possibly the idea of the latch-pin and
spring latch was a simple enough mechani
cal feature that it could not gain patent
status. Gilbert Smith did patent a spring
lock in his second patent (Aug. 5, 1856
No. 15,496), but it had a rear extension that
was unlocked from the top, unlike the under
pin mechanism so familiar to collectors
which incidentally is employed in the Ger
man-made "Broadwell Patent" arm discussed
here.

Many questions remain. Did Lewis Broad
well simply take liberties with the Smith
system when he was designing arms in
Germany? Was there any particular reason
why Broadwell left the U.S. after the Civil
War?

Were any number of these pistols made in
Germany and did they see service during the
Franco-Prussian War?

Most probably there were very few of the
German-Broadwell pistols made. There are a
number of reasons for this assumption. The
pistol was completely disassembled and stud
ied. None of the parts are marked or serial
numbered as were the usual production
pieces made in Germany. Of some import is
the fact that this writer cannot find evidence
of another such Broadwell piece in collector's
hands or in the annals of arms literature.

The size and large caliber would indicate
that this pistol was made to be a cavalry
arm; a horse pistol. I don't know why more
of them were not made. It may have been
that the piece came too late for the Franco
Prussian War; it may simply have been
that the obvious expense of manufacture over
the more conventional muzzleloading cavalry
piece was prohibitive.

How does such a pistol rate with Ameri
can collectors? Undoubtedly there are those
purist collectors of Americana who would
not be particularly interested, but the fact
that Lewis Broadwell was an American,
makes this a very unusual and interesting
item. The gun would be coveted by the
collector of odd-ball guns, and should be
well-received by any general collector.-

Certainly there is much more to be learned
about Lewis Wells Broadwell. There is' the
possibility that there was some direct con
nection between him and Gilbert Smith. Per
haps this article will be read by someone
who can add a fact or two to the story from
which we'll all learn something.

I wish to acknowledge the cooperation and
assistance of Bob Ravel of Chicago in the
preparation of this article, and Barlow Wil-
liams of Elgin, Illinois, for the ~

photographs. ~

Broadwell does not sound particularly Ger
man, and way back in the memory depart
ment little bells start to tinkle.

It's a good feeling for me to encounter
such a problem; it means that some research
is in order. To some, "research" sounds like
very boring work. Actually it might have all
of the excitement of a wild boar hunt. You
know the boar is somewhere, and you know
that with time, luck, and some hard work
you will eventually get a crack at him. To
find a boar in thc depths of the forest-or
to find an answer to an important arms ques
tion in the dusty records of firearms history
-well, the thrill involved is quite similar.

It wasn't hard to get a line on "Broad
well;" he is mentioned in a number of texts
on firearms. Several things were learned.
One, that he offered a percussion, breech
loading system (a carbine) to the Confed
erate government during the Civil War, while
a resident of New Orleans, Louisiana. After
the Civil War, he obtained a U.S. patent on
his breechloading arm (No. 49,583 of August
22, 1865). As suspected, "Broadwell" turns
out to be Lewis Wells Broadwell, an Ameri
can who, living in New Orleans, had at least
some Confederate affiliation. Returning to the
pistol in question, What, if anything, did
Lewis Broadwell have to do with an arm that
was obviously made somewhere in Germany?

To make the study complete, I sent to the
U.S. Patent Office for a copy of the Broad
well patent, checked on other possible Broad
well patents, and secured copies of the
Gilbert Smi th patents as well.

In searching for other Broadwell patents,
I learned something very interesting. On
December 20th, 1870, L. W. Broadwell was
granted a patent for a feeding mechanism
for repeating firearms, and his address is
given as "CarIsruhe, Grand Duchy of Baden."
We now know that Broadwell moved from
New Orleans, sometime between 1865 and
1870, and went to Germany-now the Ger
man-made pistol makes sense! It was also
learned that Broadwell had other patents
registered from other parts of Germany and
even one from Russia!

After the usual delay, the packet of patent
copies arrived and the serious work of de
ciding who patented what was in order. From
a careful study of the patent papers can be
deduced a number of things.

One; Lewis Broadwell's breechloading sys
tem, patented in 1865, bears no resemblance
to the pistol pictured here-nor to the system
attributed to Gilbert Smith.

Two; the idea of the latch-pin that un
locks the Smith system, by forcing up the
spring latch was not patented by either Lewis
Broadwell or by Gilbert Smith.

Three; the Gilbert Smith patent that ap-

~-~JfAGEJfAGIC-';'~~~
ml\im~tmitIlUllml:'ldif:l'iHljmi'"
~ARKABLE INTERIOR BALLISTIC LUBRICANT

Positive lubrication for all types, styles of ammunl..
tion. Eliminates old-fashioned greases. Improves ac
curacy. reduces barrel wear in rifles, shotguns, pistols.
Extremely economical. Easily applied. merely add ace
tone. Efficient, practical. Your gun is valuable. Keep
it that way with SWAGEMAGIC. Unconditionally
~aranteed results with any type ammunition.
2 oz. concentrate makes 1/2 pt. - $3.40 Postpaid.
4 oz. concentrate makes 1 pt. _ 56.70 Postpaid.
8 oz. concentrate makes 1 qt. - $8.75 Postpaid.

Calif. residents odd 4% Role,'! tuz.
G&H RESEARCH CO., BoX 804-0, NORTHRIDGE, CAL.

Dealers: Fully mixed SWAGEMAGIC Is avaiJable.

Powerfully Accurate. New 8-shot target .22
shoots .22 long Rifle ammo with amazing
accuracy. Pride of W. German gunsmiths. A
tight well made and exceedingly accurate
handgun. Great for target shooting, varmints,
or prowlers. Features: side gate loading,
ejector rod, steel RiflED barrel with blade
front sights. Fires easy-ta-obtain Rem.,
Western and Pelers .22 long Rifle ammo. Choice of 2".4' or 6" barrel
$14.95. Leather holster $2.95, 100 rds. French ball ammo. $1, 50 rds. 22 Long Rifl~

ammo $.80. Shipped F.O.B. L.A., express collect. C.O.D.'s require $7 deposit Salis.
Guar. Purchaser must be of legal age. L.A. res. please purchase at our store.

SEAPORT TRADERS, INC., DEPT. G-4, 1200 North Soto, Los Angeles 33, Calif.
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ram an easy way, but the prospects of it are
mighty slim.

Several years ago in Montana, I shared a
sheep camp with Carter Smith (which isn't
his real name) and guide Casey Bohl (which
was his real name). Case was crowding 70 at
the time, but he was as 1viry as a goat and
fatigue was something which never occurred
to him.' He would hunt from dayhreak to
dark and never slow down very much.

Smith wasn't much more than half Case's
age, but a good life in the city didn't make
him .much of a climber. Still, he had one
important factor in his favor, he wanted to
bag a bighorn so badly he could taste it
and he almost connected, too.

One day Case and Smith climbed toward
a basin in which the old guide had often seen
sheep in the past. They traveled slowly,
which was wise, so that Smith could make it
all the way. Still, near the top, he had to
quit. But just for the hell of it, Case con
tinued on to see if there were any sheep
in the basin. What he saw were three fine
rams, and all in a position where they would
be sitting ducks. Case practically ran back
down to 'where his hunter was waiting.-

Bighorn heads are ready for the
trip home from a successful hunt.

Smhh made another effort to reach the
top-and shooting range of the sheep, but
it wasn't any use, neither his legs nor his
lungs would take it. Just fifty short yards
from a shooting position he collapsed. Con
sider how it might have been if he had daily
walked the stairs to his office instead of
using the elevator-or it he had hiked or
pedalled a bicycle every evening, anything to
get into shape! The truth is that more rams
are not bagged because of poor physical con
dition than any other reason.

It shouldn't even be necessary to discuss
firearms with prospective sheep hunters, but
Mac Kenzie assures me that it is. Far too
many, he relates, arrive in camp with rifles
they don't real13 know. In some cases' the
rifles have never even been fired before;
and there is no sensible excuse for this. But
let's consider what makes a good sheep rifle in
the first place.

BASICS FOR BIGHORNS
(Continued from page 21) .

consider it. That includes Malcolm "Mac"
McKenzie, whose natural habitat is the south·
ern Alberta Rockies and who is surely among
the most intense and capable of all sheep
guides. "I live at least ten day,s a week dur
ing the sheep season," is the way he explains
his feelings about it.

Two years ago, after a successful Septem
ber hunt, we discussed the ingredients neces
sary for bagging a trophy ram. "If you were
a hunter," I asked, "instead of a guide, what
would you do to stack the odds as much as
possible in your own favor?" Mac's list of
answers· could be called a "Basic Guide for

.Bighorn Hunters." Every sheep hunter should
.commit them to memory.

1: Engage a really qualified, experienced
outfitter or guide who operates in good
sheep range.

2. Get in shape. Work seriously on physi
cal conditioning long before the hunt.

3. Carry a rifle with which you are fami·
liar and which you can fire with ac
curacy.

4. Carry the best glasses you can afford.
5. Hunt high; get on top of the sheep and

stay there.
6~ If you see ewes and Iambs, you're al·

most always in the wrong place. Go
elsewhere.

Let's examine them in more detail, con
sidering outfitters, for example, bec·ause here
is where any bighorn adventure begins.

Before selecting an outfitter, get acquainted
with the man as thoroughly as you can by
mail. Write long before the season opens and
before outfitters are all booked up. Ask for
references, and contact the references; if
you're corresIJ{lnding with a reliable out·
fitter, he'll be happy to have you do this.

Find out how long the man has been in
business and what his hunting success has
been in recent years. No outfitter can guaran
tee you game, let alone a good ram, but
general success is a good measure of the
man's ability. I would also suggest that any
sportsman who is planning his first sheep
hunt advise an outfitter of his age, weight,
and physical capabilities. With that infor
mation, an outfitter can better predict the
chances of scoring.

Another point, which is somewhat delicate,
we had better mention here. In some areas,
including Alberta (which may be a ram
hunter's best bet), the law requires a guide
for each non-resident hig game hunter. That's
both good and had. For one thing, there are
simply not enough good sheep guides to go
around. An outfitter, probably an extremely
capable guide himself, may take on a party
of several hunters. If be is lucky, he will be
able to hire qualified guides for all the
hunters. But more often than not, to comply
with the law, he 1vill hire anyone available.
Make ahsolutely certain you will have an
experienced guide-unless you do not need a
guide in the first place.

The value of being in shape for sheep
hunting cannot be over·emphasized. Of course,
bragging-size rams have been killed by hunt
ers almost 1vithout leaving camp. But geneI"
ally, sheep hunting requires more eflort
more sweat, riding and climbing-than pur
suing any other game. You could collect a
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Re-cycles

... and this new MEC
Shotshell Reloader

"thinks" for itself

progressive speed

See it at your dealer's or write Mayville Engineering.
Mayville, Wisconsin for MEC's'complete catalog.

You are looking at the totally new MEC 310 ... the single stage tool
that performs with the speed of a progressive type. It boasts features
no other reloader can ... regardless of price. First, there's the new
Programmed Charging Mechanism that not only meters powder and
shot more accurately ... but does it automatically. Its. built-in
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reloader in the industry ... bar none! And it's completely safe. Oh
yes! It'll process up to 310 hulls per hour.
Price? $69.95 complete. All assembled, tested and ready to go.

MAYVILLE ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
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Basically, a good sheep rifle should be
flat shooting and light enough to lug through
mountains without undue labor or discom
fort. It should have a scope sight no smaller
than 4 power, and a sling with detachable
swivels. Some mountain hunters may dis
agree, but I believe it should be sighted to
hit dead center at 200 yards_

A discussion of the best caliber and bullet
combination for this kind of game could fill
this entire issue of GUNS, but why pursue it?
It's much more important to be able to shoot,
whatever the gun. To be brief, let me just
describe my own preferences.

For many years I used only a model 721
Remington .270, with a custom stock and a
4X scope. I figured it was ideal and still
believe it's a splendid choice for bighorns.
In any case, it collected a couple of fine
heads for me. One year I anchored a Stone
sheep exactly where he stood, 250 yards
away, with one 150 grain bullet from a 725
Remington .280. Now I'm using a model 700
Remington 7 mm Magnum with a 3X-9X
Leupold variable scope. It's made-to-order
for sheep-or any other mountain game a
sheep hunter is likely to encounter.

But neither the 7mm nor the .270, nor any
other, is worth carrying unless the hunter
has burned plenty of ammo in it firing on
targets at various ranges-up to 300 yards
if possible. He should fire until he knows
exactly what he can do with the rifle and he
should have confidence in it. Thc alternative
is frustration and disappointment after ar
rival in the mountains.

Binoculars are almost as important, but
not such critical factors as the rifle. You can
bag a sheep without good glasses, but hunt
ing without them is a handicap. Many guides
do virtually all of tlleir hunting by glassing
logical sheep country-which is another way
of saying that good binoculars are worth
thousands and thousands of footprints.

That brings us to the remarkable critter
to be hunted. Except possibly for the white
mountain goat, no North American animal
lives and thrives in such lofty, unfriendly
real estate. But, as in any kind of hunting, a
sportsman is likely to be more successful if
he knows something about his quarry, its
habits, weaknesses and what makes it tick.

First, be assured that any bighorn ram
has extraordinary eyesight as well as good
senses of smell and hearing. Bighorns are
mainly grazers of grasses (although desert
bighorns in the Southwest are browsers), but
they will also eat sedges, heaths, willow, and
buds in season. Keep this diet in mind as
you hunt.

A ram may spend a large part of his life
in one comparatively restricted area and
naturally the top sheep guides keep these
ram areas catalogued in their minds, and
can identify a "ram basin" without even
seeing any rams in it. After hunting seasons
close, rams may drop down to lower-than
normal altitudes, both to find the bands of
ewes and to find forage not covered by snow.
But ordinarily rams live carefree bachelor
lives on top of the world. Except during the
rut, they do not associate with females or
young sheep. So, it's well to repeat this
important point; if you are finding ewes and
lambs in numbers, go elsewhere.

Until he passes two years of age, the horns
of a ram are small enough that he's not
distinguishable from a ewe. A five year old
ram usually has a half-curl and at eight his
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horn is a three-quarter curl, which makes
him legal game in most places. A top trophy
ram,. therefore, must be at least ten and
maybe twelve years old. Very few ever reach
this age; severe winters, disease (maybe
from domestic sheep), loss of teeth, and
perhaps predation are constantly culling out
the older animals. This explains the relative
scarcity of the truly big record-book males.

Incidentally, it is possible to tell within a
few years the age of a ram. The horns have
growth rings (as on scales of a fish and the
trunk of a tree) -a deep ring designating
each year of life. However the ends may be
frayed, broken or "broomed off" from fight
ing or other eros-ion.

Except in National Parks and similar
sanctuaries, decades of hunting have in
grained a great wariness in bighorn sheep.
They're constantly alert. Except in extremely
stormy weather they spend a large portion of
every day bedded down in sites carefully
selected to have good vision all around. Often
the bedding places (which an experienced
guide or hunter can actually smell) are lo
cated on rocky spines, drop-offs or protrud
ing rimrocks-all places difficult to approach
without being seen.

But bighorns do have one notable weak
ness. While they constantly stay alert for
danger from below, they seldom look up. It
means that a hunter who gets on to,p of the
sheep and stays there is improving the odds
in his favor. In other words, it's most essen
tial to spot the sheep first-and the best way
to do it is to approach from above.

Getting above rams also (usually) deprives
them of us-ing their sense of smell. Air cur
rents tend to rise upward along mountain
slopes, and a rising air current makes an
attempt to approach a sheep from below
completely futile.

Last fall, high in Montana's Sun River
country, I had a dramatic demonstration of
a bighorn ram's alertness. I had climbed to
a dizzying ridge with a perfect view all
around. I glassed the steep slopes below me
and spotted something that was neither rock
nor bus-h. I adjusted the focus of my glasses
and found it was a medium-size ram whioh
seemed to be sound asleep.

Since I had no sheep permit, I had to be
content with watching the animal. All at
once, and for no accountable reason, the ram
stood up, stared down the mountain below
him and, running in my direction like a
scalded tomcat, almost ran over the top
of me.

Fifteen or twenty minutes passed before I
discovered what spooked the sheep. Two
mounted men-a hunter with his guide-
came riding up from the valley. The sheep
hadn't even seen them, but the rising air
current had carried the message. But that's
only half of the incident. They stopped to
chat with me, and had no idea they were
within miles of a sheep! That's the differ
ence between being on top and not being on
top. It's also the story of bighorn ~
sheep hun.ting-anywhere. ~

ANTELOPE AND DEER
HUNTlN~, COMBINATION

CHADWICK .HUNTING SERVICE
1029 EAST SECOND STREET

CASPER, WYOMING

$12.50

PISTOLS-A MODERN ENCY.
CLOPEDIA by Henry M. Steb
bins with A. J. E. Shay and
O. R. Hammond.

Contains eight chapters on the
choice of pistols ... the cnr
rently American made models,
the most useful or challeng
ing old-timers and the most
worthy imports; plus six chap
ters on the often neglected
topic of ammunition. 26 chap
ters in all covering every
pistol Interest.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN
FIREARMS, edited by Bob
Brownell
Over 1.600 exploded view
photos. blueprints, sketches.
schematic drawings, cutaway
photos of thousands of modern
American-made guns. The
most comprehensive book of its
kind ever published-an indis
pensable guide for every avid
gun enthusiast. 1,066 pages.
Book bound $20.00

THE WEBLEY STORY by Wil.
Iiam C. Dowell
Big, 337-page volume traces the
enUre history and evolution of the
Wehley guns and the Webley broth
ers. Includes 240 photographs of the
most prized Webley models. There
are chapters on muzzle loading
guns. percussion cap and ball arms,
pin-fire. rim·tire, plus detailed and
comprehensive data on the ammo
used. Presents a vivid picture of
handgun development in England
and the interrelationship of these
guns with guns from other parts
of Europe and the United States.

$16.00

$8.50

$15.00

THE SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
by Col. Charles Askins.
The complete picture on shot
guns ... design, manufacture.
shooting form, ammunition ...
all in one neat package. Not a
dry chronology of these items,
but a highly readable story of
shotgunning spiced with ad
venture and humor. 365 pages,
more than 100 illustrations. A
"must" volume for the shotgun
enthusiast.

CIVIL WAR GUNS by William B. Edwards.

A colorful and dramatic .book for the' Civil wa~ buff
and arms man regardless of his specialty. Above all
it is a story of America for all Americans. In 36 chap
ters. 444 pages, this fascinating book brings you the
complete and exciting story of all the guns used in the
Great War Between the states, Confederate and Fed
eral. This is the first time such voluminous facts have
be~n br.ought together in one lucid, readable and un
hurried volume.

$3.95

$2.95

NAMc.E _

ADDRESS _

CITY ---,_ ZONE- STATEc. _

Please allow 10' days for delivery

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S
BOOK by Col. Charles Askins.
A noted expert shares his
wealth of gun handling "sav
Vy" with you. A book that
will definitely aid you In be
coming a better shot, perhaps
even a champion. Authorita
tive description of methods,
techniques, handguns of all
types. Knowledgeable shooters
will need this book. For the
beginner and expert aIlke.

$8.50

$12.50

SMALL ARMS OF THE
WORLD by W. H. B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Joseph
E. Smith. The most authori
tative reference ever published
on miIi tary small arms. Spe
cial emphasis on U.S. and
U.8.8.R. weapons. 711 pages,
more than 1700 illustrations
covering identification. cali
bers, ammunition, stripping,
asseIllbly. safety and history.

$15.00

THE BOOK OF PISTOLS AND
REVOLVERS by W.H.B. Smith.
Revised and enlarged by Kent
Bellah. A brand new 1962 edi
tion . of this comprehensive
handgun refernce book for the
identification and mechanics
of the world's handguns. 774
pages. hundreds at ll1ustra
tions.

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST ed·
ited by John T. Amber.
An encyclopedia for rifle, pistol
and shotgun reloaders! 260
Jumbo pages! Fll1ed with orig
inal articles by foremost world
authorities. Includes: complete
catalog section of tools and
components, self-computing
bullet energy chart. die and
shell holder chart, cartridge
dimension tables-plus tips,
notes and shortcuts from ,ex
perts on choosing and using
handloadlng tools.

1964 GUN DIGEST edited by
John T. Amber.
World's finest gun authorities,
have again created a sparkling
collection of articles, facts, fig
ures, illustrations and tables.
on every facet of guns and
shooting. The only complete,
unique and up-to-the-minute
gun book. Fully priced and
ll1ustrated Catalog Section at
all domestic and imported
guns and accessories.

CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAYI

Order for yourself . .. gifts for your friends!

GuM MAGAZINE~
THE BEST IN FIREARMS BOOKS

Book Dept., GUNS MAGAZINE, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, IIi. G-4b
Enclosed Is $ In full payment for the books I have checked below. I understand you will pay postage.

Circle the books of your choice.
$15.00 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD $ 8.50 - THE 'SHOTGUNNER'S BOOK
$ 8.50 - THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK $16.00 - THE WE-BLEY STORY·
$ 3.95 - 1964 GUN DIGEST $12.50 - PISTOLS, A MODERN ENCYCLOPEDIA
$ 2.95 - HANDLOADER'S DIGEST $20.00 - ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN FIREARMS
$12.50 - BOOK OF PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS $15,00 - CIVIL WAR GUNS

SAVE! SAVE! If you are
a member of SHOOTERS CLUB
OF AMERICA, write in your
membership number and deduct
20% from list prices shown.
Save on your book purchases
-join the SHOOTERS CLUB
now! See ad in this issue.L-, _
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7.50
8.40

53.0079.50

9.00
11.50

The late Georg Luger's
masterpiece! 9MM
caliber, "Good" shoot.
ing condition. Some holster
wear is in evidence but for
a Model '08 that is "Hand·Picked"
add $5 and you've still got the
world's greatest gun bargain!
Ammo for your' Model '08

~7~~ $~ecit~~r10~ol~~:~sG~~; $3995
the Model '08 only $4.98!

SWISS ARMY REVOLVER commercial finish.
bead type front sight. All NRA V.G. condo
Some excellent (add $3)

BROWNING .32 AUTOMATIC 9 round mag. for
.32 ammo. Latest M22 model, V.G. Condo
Excellent add $3)

P-38
AUTOMATIC
As pictured •.. famous
9MM - WW 2 German
P-38 Automatics. All in
NRA very good condition.
Comparable guns have sold
elseWhere at tWice this price.

~~~;t ;!oa,.it a spe:i':..fPl'~H~~~:i!rc~~~;
~~~rlle::: ~~~d~i~~uln~i-:e8.a~~ $3495
out, add $5.

ORIGINAL BLACK
LEATHER HOLSTERS
Only $3.95
ORIGINAL EXTRA

~~I~~~~NES ,$495

POWLEY COMPUTER FO
HANDLOADERS

Far any centerfire rifle. $3.50 at your deafer.
Write for description of Large Riffe PMAX
pressure gauge. MARIAN POWLEY, 17623
Winslow Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44120

MARYLAND ARMS CO., INC.
Dept. G·2. Box 7BBB Baltimore 21, Maryland

*** NE'N SCOPES ***Retail Your Cost
$37.50 $24.40

45.00 29.95
4B.50 31.50
59.50 3B.70
59.50 3B.70

.45 AUTOMATIC CLIPS $1.35 ea.
Minimum order $2

HANDGUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed statement
that you are over 21 years, have never been convicted of

~~~i~t.°ir a;~u~nSlt'itei"o~ic~Ni~n~eq~ri~e: :~!~\\~e pf~as~ ~~5
same.
SHIPPING: Send check or money order. All guns shipped
via Railway Express. Express charges C.O.D. On all other
items please include Parcel Post costs.

** M 1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES **
15 round magazine ....••.•......•••.. ea. $ .45
30 round magazine .....•..•••.••..•... ea. 2.20

~~~be;lir:;;;: ~~~~ .c~~~r.s::::::::::::::~.~~~ :~g
~.~~ 3~::c~g:rea~f;;Vg' rod and 'bru~h ·in· web' .. ea. 1.00

carryi ng case .............••••.••••set 1.50
Carbine stripper tool .....••.•.•••••••• ea. 1.00

THE

CREST CARVING CO., 401-A S. CYPRESS, LA HABRA,

NOW ... the ortg-inal thumb-hole stock with drop at heel further
improved with Cast·Off. Made for most popular actions. 40 other styles of
rifle stocks and pistol grips. Stamp for brochure.

house where the vet set up a "field hospital."
He gave Dude a transfusion of lukewarm salt
water and sewed up the gash in the dog's
hide. Dude lived, but less than a month
later he pulJed the same stunt, and a sharp·
tusked hog severed both sides of Duke's
jugular vein.

While a .22 caliber bulJet will put a hog
down, it must be placed in the right spot~

the brain. Otherwise, you'll then have a very
irritated, and potentially dangerous, beast
on your hands. Like any other wounded ani
mal, a javelina will go for a man as quickly
as it will a dog, it just depends on which is
more convenient, the hound or the hunter.

It is for this and other reasons I prefer a
handgun larger than the .22 when hunting
the hogs. The heavier calibers are much more
effective at putting a javelina down and keep
ing it there, especially when a body shot is
made. In fact, I do not recommend a .22 for
anything but a head shot. I have seen a hog,
carrying five .22 slugs in its body, almost
kill a dog before the pig died.

Another reason-and a good one-is that
the European boar or wild hog; both the
import from the Continent and its formerly
domesticated kin, are found in parts of
Texas, quite often in javelina territory, and
a hog hound will trail, and attempt to bay,
a 350 pound "Russian" boar as readily as it
will a 30 pound javelina sow. If this should
happen, a .22 definitely is not the proper
gun to use-unless you're shooting from one
of my favorite tall rocks.

The javelina's nearsightedness gives the
hunter quite an advantage. While it is diffi
cult to hunt the animals successfully without
dogs, it can be done. But the hunter often
must use his eyes, ears, and nose to find his
quarry.

When hunting afoot, it is best to move
slowly and cautiously through the brush. Al
though the animals might wind you, they
very often will freeze in their tracks, appar
ently attempting to locate or identify the
intruder. If the hunter is quiet and uses his
ears, he might be able to hear the hogs
grunting and rooting long before the animals
are sighted. And, while the javelina utilizes
its nose to detect the hunter, the hunter can
do likewise.

The javelina is equipped with a mammary·
type gland on its back just a few inches for
ward of the tiny appendage that serves as a
tail. The strong-smelling musk emitted from
this gland can be detected easily several
yards away, even by a hunter with a bad
head cold.

But this type of hunting is a hit and miss
proposition. If you really want a trophy and
aren't too squeamish, use dogs. For fast
action· and stimulating excitement, hogs,
dogs, and handguns are an unbeatable~
combination. ~

HOGS, DOGS AND HANDGUNS

Seldom do javelinas run for more than half
an hour before they hole up or decide to
fight. But the chase is fast, and the terrain
the hunter must cover is anything but easy.
Almost every plain that grows in the rattle·
snake-infested country of South and South
west Texas is covered with thorns, from the
the curved spines of the clinging cat claw
to the hypodermic needles of the tasajillo.
It's not easy, therefore, to keep pace with
the dogs, unless you're on horseback or rid
ing one of the popular off-the-highway scoot
ers. No matter how you travel, a pistol or
revolver strapped to your hip is far more
convenient than a rifle or shotgun. Almost
all of your shots will be made to order for
a handgun-at close range and in heavy
brush.

A fight between javelinas and hounds is
one with no-quarter-asked, and no-quarter·
given. If the hunter's bullet doesn't interfere
in time, there is a good chance a dog rather
than a hog will die.

Dude, a brave but brash border collie, was
a good example. One winter morning Dude
outran the pack and was snapping at a
boar's heels when the hog took refuge in a
shallow cave. Dude should have barked
"bayed," but didn't. He charged into the
cave, and seconds later he staggered out, in
about as bad a shape as I've ever seen a dog.

Fortunately, a veterinarian, Clifton Shep·.
leI' of Dallas, was hunting with us that
morning. We carried the dog to a ranch

(Continued from page 30)

hunt for javelina and a dry run.
A herd of jave1inas will run from a dog

for a while; then the animals will take a
stand and fight. Occasionally, however, the
irritable little animals will actually seek out
a dog and attack it. No matter how cumber
some the short-legged javelina looks, it is
surprisingly quick and agile, so much so that
few javelina dogs live to a ripe old age.
Most of them, even the experienced ones,
finally go the way most hog dogs go-in a
valiant fight to the bitter end.

The major problem confronting the hunter
using dogs is the chase; it's usually short.

-----:i.~~~~t~~:----,-;-------'
Genuine Mother of Pearl,
Ivory and Stag Grips
Free Catalogue
BOB FREILICH CO. 396 Broome St.,

NYC 13, N.Y.
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45 cal.
500 gr.

375 cal.
300 gr.

338 cal.
250 gr.

Dinsmore Shooting Glasses
Designed with the shooter in mind, espe

cially the claybird addict, the new, Dinsmore
glasses have several good features. The tem·
pIe covers, sweat bar, and the nose pads are
plastic covered. The glasses are fully adjust
able for ear-to-nose length, the nose pads can
be moved to suit your face, and the 75 mm
wide lens gives plenty of protection. In short,
you can bend and fit the frame to fit your
face, and the glasses are unconditionally
guaranteed. Glass is heat treated and impact
resistant, comes in light green ($19.95) and
in smoke and regular green ($17.95). Dins
more glasses can be bought either directly
from M. B. Dinsmore, Box 21G, Wyomissing,
Reading Pa., or through your gunshop.

Weatherby. The FMJ bullet penetrates deep
ly without rupturing or riveting" and is
suitable for heavy and dangerous game~

For the .375 H&H Magnum fan, Joyce has
a 300 gr. FMJ, and for the .458 Win. Mag
num, the 500 grain bullet should be just the
ticket. Accuracy of the bullets is exceilent,
and our .375 pre-war Model 70' consistently
delivered groups just a fraction under MOA.

While we are on the subject of Hornady
bullets-if yo.u'll write to Hornady Manufac·
turing Co., P.O. Box 906G, Grand Island,
Neb., they'll send you their new loading data
for the .308 Norma Magnum and the .284
Winchester. We spot checked some of those
loads a while back, found them right ~
in line with those we worked up. ' ~

cents, black or, white, and those patches
really stick. Pull the backing tape out of one
end of the box, and the ready-to-go-on-the·
target patch pops out the other end. One of .
the toughest adhesives on the market makes
the patches stick to anything, and of course
you don't have to lick 'em!

Hornady Bullets
Something new has been added to the

Hornady line. In their Full Metal Jacket
(FMJ) line-up of heavy, big caliber bullets,
Joyce Hornady now offers a 250 gr..338 full
patch bullet with a nickel silver jacket. The
FMJ's all have the nickel silver jacket, and
bullet performance, tested in the moist sand
recovery box and in the barnyard lime recov
ery box, show excellent bullet performance.

The .338 bullet gives the old Winchester
caliber a new degree of versatility, and the
bullet can, of course, be loaded for the .340

Pacific's Newest
For years we have chamfered and deburred

the conventional way, and every time we have
wondered when somebody in the reloading
tool field would 'come up with a tool or
gadget that would give the handloader a
break from the tedious twisting and turning
of the chamfering tool. 'Well, at long last,
Pacific Gun Sight Company has hit the jack
pot. Their Chamfering and Deburring Lathe
is just the thing for us hull fillers. We
mounted ours on a small board that we can
clamp into the bench vise, and were ready to
tackle any chamfering job. Once you're
through with the inside deburring, unscrew
the deburring tool, turn it around, put it
back into the lathe, and ,you can finish the
job in jig time. Also available is a Primer
Pocket Reamer. A wonderfnl time and
bother saver, you should have one on your
bench-take a look at one in your gunsh(}p,
and you'll buy it.

(Continued from page 14)

grind d(}wn some very fine and thin-bladed
screwdrivers, have counter-sunk a stock
screw, have polished the bolt of a rifle-the
list is just too long to give here. Your gun
shop can order one for you if they don't
st(}ck it, but a number of sh(}ps that we know
keep them handy-for the customers and for
their own use. And the fact that the profes
sional uses the Moto-Tool should be enough
recommendation.

GUN RACK

gunsmith. Well, here is one tool that will
do darned near any mechanical job that you
throw at it~the Dremel Moto-Tool. The
Dremel people have three different sizes on
the market, and all of th~m come in a handy
metal box that holds not only the tool, but
also all of the accessories that go with it.

The various bits ~e easily put into the
Moto-Tool chuck, and tpere is no end to the
various jobs you 'can turn out with one of
these Dremel tools. We have used ours to

Target Patches
If ,you shoot a great deal, then -the costs of

buying new targets for every five or ten shots
CartTUn into a tidy sum. Like everybody else,
we' have been licking the conventional past·
ers, and have not. been enjoying the experi.
ence. Recently, we disc,overed something new

'-'-self-sticking patches. The Time Products
Co., Dept. G, 385 Burlington Rd., Riverside,
Ill., markets black and' white patches under
the name Time Target Patches. First of all,
the box 'of 500 patches retails for only 98

THE RASP with a coarse and a fine cut.
Since 1937, when I designed and

offered this rasp, it has been the favor
ite of the professional and amateur
gunsmiths.

For fast cutting and ~mooth finishing,
use this barrel infetting' rasp.
Sizes 11:>", %" and 34" diam. 2" long.
Price: as illustrated ...•.•••. each $3.00
Set of 3 rasps and one handle ••• $8.00

MAIL SOIt FOR NEW GIANT
'GUNSMITH SUPPLY CATALOG

FRANK MITTERMEIER, INC.l(~~i)
"Gunsmith Supply Headquarfersll

3577 E. Tremont Ave., New York 65, N. Y.

TIME PRODUCTS COMPANY

Division of Professional Tape Co., Inc.
385A Burlington Rd., Riverside, III. 60546

The NEW Way to Patch Targets
,No licking-no muss or fuss
Just pop out and stick on!

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR

l1et.J
SELF - STICKING
TARGET PATCHES

..-----~'I _ BLU-BLAK I
~~l SUBDUES

I ~~~;::::ers ~~~ns~!:~!~:u. I
. BLAKcd 10 to 15 years ago report the finiehes

I "fltill "in perfect condition" despite this salty air I
and the hard service many of the guns have had.
I consider this a remarkable tribute to your
wonderful bluicg process."

I J. T. FOREHAND I
PORTSMOUTH, VA.

GUNOWNERS : Most BLU.BLAK
shope give you a 5 to 10 year

I guarantee; you know you Bre get- I
ting "honest value" gun-bluing.

. H. Tom Collord, Pres.
LYNX-LINE GUN PRODUCTS DIV.&=39;;:4.=t2.ho__ ..
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(Continued from page 19)

67 bullets for hand loading

21 devastating Hornady ways
•.. 21 special varmint bullets
in 7 different calibers ... 22,
6MM, 25, 6.5MM, 270, 7MM, 30

With Hornadys you can choose
the right bullet for the job,
whether you're shooting the
latest in varmint rifles or just an
ordinary hunting rifle. Hornady
varmint bullets give you extra
thin jackets for immediate and
violent expansion on impact
precision manufacture for opti
mum accuracy-and new Secant
Ogive Spire Point shape for
greater efficiency, more varmint
stopping power over long ranges.

It's varmint season right now
or any time. Just load the right
Hornady Bullet and you're in
business. A card will bring you
our new brochure illustrating all
67 accurate, dependable Hornady
Bullets.

oI-:.1ady
B~LLETS

HORNADY MFG. CO. DEPT. G GRAND ISLAND, NEBR.
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On another occasion I drove twenty, rough
Jeep miles over a mountain road to gun a
fabulous "graveling up" place on a wilder
ness river in southwestern Oregon called the
Blue Slide. I stood on the top of a ledge
and gunned bandtails passing below me, the
most intriguing shooting I have had in any
number of years. At ranges around 45·50
yards, those bandtails came down the wilder
ness river, not only covering ground at a
great rate, but losing elevation as well.

Flight patterns of bandtail pigeons, as you
may suspect, are plenty erratic. Frequently,
they will come all·out at you, the contour of
the ground outlining their elevations-drop
ping down for a swale, rocketing up to clear
a ridge, swinging by a tall tree, zooming over
the .top of another. Quite often they will come
over a pass in small flocks, wcll strung out.
At times I have seen as many as three hun·
dred storm over from their roosting trees to
a feeding area, a compact, blue roaring mass.

Pass shooting bandtails, however, is only
one phase of the gunning. When pass shoot
ing slacks off you can get wonderful jump
shooting directly in the huckleberry or cas
cara thickets where they feed.

Jump shooting has many elements of ruffed
grouse gunning, but with a few angles of
its own. Catfooting along, you come into a
bandtail feeding area, and usually you can
hear the sound of their activities-the clap
ping of wings as they balance precariously
on a swaying limb; the occasional snap of a
limb as they overtax its strength.

Eventually in your stalking, you flush one
out. He goes spiraling up through the trees,
and you are lucky to get a shot at all, luckier
if you connect. Watch the best opening, your
gun at a good "skeet ready" position. There
is a good chance that in the exodus a band
tail will pass through that clear spot. The
shot is touch and go; no time for more than
a fast swinging snap. After you have emptied
your gun, one thing is sure-two, or maybe
a half dozen pigeons will go through the
opening you watched while you are frantical
ly reloading. Readied for another shot, you
may watch it in vain while the rest of the
flock sort themselves out of the brush and
take off-that's the way of bandtail pigeon
gunning!

After putting up the flock you can do one
of two things; wait here for their return
a very good thought if it is early in the day
or you can scout the cover for the best place
to take incomers when giving this area their
attention again. In any event you are going
to have plenty of second thoughts about the
shotgun and loads you carry.

Shooting band tails calls for a specialization
in loads and guns beyond that of any other
type of' shooting; it calls for a specialized
shooting t~chnique, too. Watching a gunner
take a fast winging teal over decoys, I can

, tell if he's heen prowling the autumn pigeon
coverts on the west coast. If he has, he'll
have a fairly light gun; not more than 7
pounds, and he'll have a fast, decisive swing
no poking, no slow sustained lead.

For my money, the best bandtail gun is a
double, either side by side or over-under,
weighing not more than 6%, pounds, and in

BANDTAILS-HIGH VELOCITY PIGEONS
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and means-something I'll touch on directly.
First, though, consider this superb west coast
upland bird.

A bandtail pigeon weighs about 14-15
ounces. He is so loosely feathered that you
may get a cloud of feathers without so much
as touching him. He is migratory, moving
north in spring, south in autumn; affording
good gunning in all the coastal states of
Washington, Oregon, and California. Quite
a 'few nest in my hunting grounds in south
western Oregon. Tbey build a rude platform
of twigs and deposit one, rarely two eggs.
The squab is usually on the wing by the first
of August.

Migratory, yes-but here all comparison
with ducks, geese, and shore birds stop. To
visualize bandtail pigeon migration you must
be an upland gunner on the west coast. The
woods will be comparatively empty, with a
sprinkling of resident bandtails calliug from
the tall firs, settling into the feeding areas.
Then, during late August, this upland cover
will fill wilh clouds of bandtail pigeons, strip
ping the cascara trees of their berries. Red and
blue elderberries mIl get their attention.
Black huckleberry is also another prime food
preference.

All this adds up to some beautiful gunning
-frustrating gunning on occasion, for it
takes a wide stretch of skill and shotgun
versatility to measure up to bandtail pigeon
shooting. Essentially, this gunning falls into
two parts; pass shooting and jump shooting
-neithcr comparing with any other type of
gunning - though comparisons are always
made.

Randtail pigeon shooting over a pass is
always compared with duck and goose pass
shooting-but there is all the difference in
the world. If you had a teal sizzling over a
pass, all out, and laying down a flight pat
tern comparable to a windwilled snipe, the
comparison would be much more apt. A band
tail may loaf over a pass at 30 miles an hour,
rising and falling as the contour of the
ground suggests, or he may arrow over at
55-60 miles an hour, as graceful in flight as
a chimney swift.

Rest of the bandtail pigeon gunning is
pass shooting. Here, during the early morn
ing flighting, you get all the different shots
incomers, high overhead passing shots-you
name it, a bandtail will present it to you
on a pass.

Once, gunning a pass three miles from my
cabin, alone one mid·September day, I took
a limit straight, all incomers. They came from
a reforesting, near a creek where they had
watered and "graveled up" during the pre
ceeding evening. They roosted in the shelter
ing firs, then came over the ridge I occupied,
flying toward a huckleberry brush a quarter
mile distant.

I Hood at the brow of the ridge beside a
small hemlock and took eight incomers as
they came over at a high 45 yards. I caught
one well out in front, dropped him with my
first barrel, then took another directly over
head. There was no deviation in their flight
pattern this morning-no change of altitude
as they came directly over my snag on a
direct route from their roosting trees to their
feeding area.



my case, in 20 gauge Magnum. If you can
keep the weight down to this limit, in a well
balanced gun with 30 inch barrels, so much
the better. Short tubes do not appreciably
contribute to a faster gun, if the weight is
the same. And, when fast, precision gunning
is called for at ranges from 45 to 55 yards,
the extra barrel length is all to the good.

Getting the ideal gun for this shooting
hasn't corne easy for me. I've tried everything,
including 12 gauge with 26 inch barrels, and
all choke constrictions.· I even had two
doubles custom made before I latched on to
the right combination.

Stocking should be on the straight side;
19/16 inch drop at comb, 214 inch drop at
heel, a down-pitch of 1% inches; and a
length of pull of 14~ inches. These stock
dimensions have proven good for all field
shooting for the average gunner.

I say double guns for' bandtails for some
very basic reasons. For this gunning you
must have the ultimate in balance. You also
must have two instantly available chokes,
capable of delivering two pattern densities
with about 10 per cent difference. For most
pass shooting, a good full choke delivering
80 per cent in the left barrel is about right.
This should have a complementing right bar
rel delivering 70 per cent. On days when
flight patterns change, and ranges close down
to 35·40 yards, then two modified barrels, or
a modified left and improved cylinder right
barrel is just the ballistic ticket.

My solution to this' specialized gunning
problem has been to put as much choke as
practical in the barrels, then adj ust with
handloads. Here is how I bring off this par-

ticular ballistic caper:
My long range, 70 and 80 per cent hand

loads are made as follows: Ilh ounce of
size 7 shot, 32 grains of AL 8 (or 26 grains
of AL 7) powder, loaded in a 20 gauge
Magnum, 3 inch shell. The heart of this
load is ,the wad column. It is made as fol
lows: One .135 or .200 paper over powder

wad, depending on the shell type; eighty
pounds of wad column pressure applied to
the over powder wad; one ~ inch perforated
felt filler wad. This perforation is made with
a % inch leather punch, the hole carefully
centered in the wad. T(}p this off by using
an Alcan PGS (}r a Sportshell pressure plug
plastic wad, inverted under the shot charge
(skirt up), finished with a star crimp.

This loading gives me 80 and 70 per cent
patterns, while conventional, handloads in
the same barrels give me 74 per cent left, 60
per cent right. These two loadings give excel
lent coverage for most pass shooting. And
in my double I have instant selection of two
different chokes for the required bandtail
gunning ranges.

For shorter range shooting, I have de·
veloped a special spreader load. This is
achieved' 'vith the same shot and powder
charges as the long and medium range loads,
using 7% shot, instead of the size 7. The
perforated filler and inverted plastic wad are
not used; instead, I use a paper nitro, .200
over powder wad, and one % inch fibre filler:

My shot charge is spooned into the shell
in about three equal segments, each separated
by one "B" thin Alcan over shot wad. You
now have a shell with the shot charge almost
equally divided into three segments. You may
want to use three HB" thin over shot wads to
make a load with four divisions, this will
give you more spread than 'the three segment
load. One cuution---do not use nitro wads for
these divisions.

I have found that a spreader load with
three shot segments. produce improved cylin,
der and modified patterns in my 20 gauge
Magnum double. Patterns are very even and
consistent from shot to shot.

To prevent confusion, I reload the extreme
long range shells in bright yellow Alcan
cases, the intermediate range loads use the
distinctive red Winchester-Western cases;
Remington cases, with their characteristic
green color, do honors for my handcrafted
spreader loads.

All this adds up to a specialization beyond
that of ordinary field gunning; but the west
coast handtail pigeon is tbat kind of bird.
He simply doesn't brook any ballistic slack
ness anywhere, any time---pass shooting or
covert. This I think, is the reason he is a
favorite of a large number of
western gunners.

CENTENNIAL ARMS BREAKS THE PRICE BARRIER
MODERN BLACK POWDER SHOOTERS

CENTENNIAL ARMS CORP.

(A) VIRGINIA
FLINTLOCK PISTOL:

(8) HARPERS FERRY FLINTLOCK
PISTOL MODEL 1805 - DATED 1807

(D) KENTUCKY-TYPE
FLINTLOCK PISTOLS:

The Kentucky Pistol is a unique Arm and is a very attractive
one for the collector to acquire or· for the shooter. This
Flintlock is a typical "KENTUCKYII pistol, practically none
of which are exactly alike. Many of the Kentuckies were
made to order by local Riflemokers for customers to carry
on Military Expeditions of the late 18th and early 19th
Centur.ies. This handsome pistol hqs varnished wood, brass
mountings and a casehardened locKplate. Caliber .44, Rifled

Bore for shooting.

Made for the Army at Harpers Ferry Armory, this was the
first U.S. Pistol to be manufactured at a National Armory.
It is a tribute to its attractive lines that the U.S. Army
Military Police adopted crossed Harpers Ferry Flintlock
pistols as their insignia. This flintlock is 16 inches long
and has a round, steel barrel 10 inches long. This striking
pistol has a rifled bore in .54 caliber, with handsome
varnished wood and brass mountings. The lockplate is
casehardened and is marked with a spread eagle, U.S. and

HARPERS FERRY 1807.

3318 West Devon Ave., Chicago 45, Illinois•

ALL

PISTOLS

SPECIAL

$5995

Mould and Flask
with each Pistol

~or only $79.95.

With th,is ~d only.

This beautiful Virginia Manufacture Pistol is 16 inches long
and has a round steel barrel 10 inches long. The Virginia
Flintlock was patterned after the Harpers Ferry with only
slight changes, such as, a swivel ramrod which proved
much stronger and the grips and brass buttcap are slightly
shorter. Pistol has a rifled bore in .54 caliber, with hand
some varnished wood and brass mountings. Lockplate is
casehardened and is marked with "VIRGINIA" and

"Richmond 1812".

(C) NEW MODEL ARMY
18~O Colt New .Model Army .44 Cap and 8all Revalver.
Now better than ever: completely proofed for better and
safer shooting. Beautiful pistol with an 8 inch barrel, wal
nut grips, blue finish and round cylinder. NOW special

'finely engraved cylinder for $7.95 extra (engraved cylinder
, model pictured above).

All Guns Shipped Express Unless Postage Accompanies Order.
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Instantly shows true range!

T READ
TARGET DISTANCE

IS DOUBLE ON DIAL
INSTANT MARKSMANSHIP! Just focus this pre
cision optical instrument on any target Dial instantly
shows distance in yards. Lets you adjust sights for
deadly accuracy every shot. Terrific for varmint
hunters. Just 12 inches long. Deluxe set including
Rangefinder. Leather Holster Case. aod 5x Telescope
Eyepiece for easiest long-range fOCllsstng-$29.95 com
plete. or you may order the Rangeflnder alone for
$19.95. (Also available 250-Yd. models from $9.95.)
Ideal gift. 30 Day Money-back guaT. Send check to:

loe.lers: I FEDERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Dept. HC·:4
~ 114·06 Rockaway Blvd., JAMAICA 20, N. Y.

Keep your guns FACTORY NEW'

E:'~:~in~~u~~dl~Cc~.n~.II~~~
all accesaories in sturdy STEEL BOX.~

~~d~:~~~cS~:~unt-i:
Kit $3.50, Rifle Kit $3.25, 1iIiiii~....-...iII..... J'~~~g~i~~~·~iibers availablea~

}lardwlI.re and Sporting Goods Dealen. IDEAL GIFTl

~ LABORATORIES, Ine., D,pL "G" DNALASKA, WIS.

is integral with the sidewalls, is not an
assembly of several parts. This unit-type de
sign produces the strongest and safest shot·
shell ever marketed."

The new plastic shotshells will be made
in 12, 16, and 20 gauge field loads. For
1964, all .410, 28, and 10 gauge Winchester
Western shotshells will be paper; all Super
Skeet and Super-Trap will be Mark 5 and
available in either paper or plastic; all
Super-Target loads will be paper and not
Mark 5; all low-brass plastic loads will be
Poly-formed; all high-brass shells will be
the new compression-formed type. There will
be no change in price structure for any of
the new shells.

More news from New Haven is promised
for later in the year. But the big news
Winchester-Western, Remington, and all of
the companies which make up the firearms
and shooting sports industries is that they
are expending every effort, this year as in
the years past, to give you the best guns, the
best products, for the best in sport-and to
protect your right to the enjoyment ~
of that sport. ~

such as shoot-offs, splits, torn flanges, and
reloading difficulties.

The objective of Winchester research was
an all-plastic shotshell of unit-type construc
tion which would incorporate the basewad in
the shell itself. Wanted also was a shell
which would not only make reloading easy
but which would permit multiple reloadings
with complete safety and easy operation.
Here is Winchester-Western's own report on
the achievement of those objectives:

"One indication of the strength of these
shells is the fact that ... they do not even
require a metal head! We are marketing
them with brass heads, but only because
customers have been educated to expect
brass heads. Proof that they are not needed
lies in our reloading tests.

"Using regular production 12 gauge shells
and reloading with the normal Ilfs ounce
trap load, we found that the shell would
stand reloading from 25 to 30 times. The
part that failed then was invariably the
brass head. By replacing the worn-out brass
head with a new one, we found that the all
plastic shell stood up to 50 reloadings.

"Hand in hand with the amazing reload
ing capabilities is the fact that there is a
marked increase in safety. The unit-type con
struction is such that gas leakage through
the basewads cannot occur. During the firing
of thousands of these shells at both high and
low temperatures, we never encountered a
single split basewad. In these shells, the head

WHAT'S NEW FOR '64-WINCHESTER

HOW MANY OF THESE ISSUES HAVE
YOU

MISSED?
~[difiDJt4..fJt GUNS QUARTERLY
... 'Yln.w.lJfJ.uJuLaL/Jfl.JL.-ha./f-,fJ# CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!

CITY ZONE__STATE _

Back Issues, GUNS QUARTERLY, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, Illinois

ADDRESS _

NAME _

G.4c

o Volume 5o Volume 3

o Volume 4

I enclose $, for the issues I have checked below@50cpercopy.

o Volume 2

o Volume 1

j----------------------------------------------_.
I
I
I

These frve vo(umes of GUNS QUARTERLY
are fast becoming "collector's" copies.
Here's your chance to get these luxury edi
tions while limited supplies last. Every issue
is a goldmine of priceless reading matter in
all fields of gun interest-superlative color
lithography, including special gatefold mas
terpiece of historical gun art. Regular price
for GUNS QUARTERLY is $1.00 each, but
you pay only half-50c per copy. Hurry,
stocks of some issues are very low and will
be exhausted soon, so send your order
in todayl Mail handy coupon.
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(Continued from page 27)

Harlan's first .270 group measured
1112 inches; four shots ·at 100 yards.

worthy objectives in themselves. Have you
cver noticed how mature a youngster acts
in the field or blind when he's in the com
pany of adults, even if other youngsters are
present? To my way of thinking this is a
far more desirable activity and outcomc than
watching television.

The activities related to hunting and shoot
ing that bring father and son together are
numerous. There is the planning and pack
ing for trips. Cleaning of firearms and game
can be made enjoyable for father and son_
Time spent traveling to and from the place
of shooting would probably otherwise be
spent apart. During the long winter evenings
we spend many pleasant hours loading shells.
All the boys participate in this activity, and
they are of real assistance, and they learn
what makes a shell perform. They learn to
appreciate the cost of shells and form an
attitude of conservation of ammunition, even
if it is cheaper to load them than to buy
them.

Although we live in a densely populated
area, we are able to use our hand trap often,
and near our home. When we visit relatives,
we usually have II gun, some shells, the hand
trap, and a case of targets iI\ the car. We
don't always shoot, but we all have fun when
we do. I know of no better way to teach a
youngster to shoot a shotgun' than by shoot-

two birds and I with one. When I returned
in mid·afternoon, I was elated to find that my
son had his limit of 10 birds. He was a
happy kid, by any standard, and you can
guess how I felt.

Since this first hunt, Harlan has continued
to score heavily on everything he attempted.
At eleven he outshot four adults' and me on
the opening day of the dove season. He has
consistently killed his limit of ducks, quail,
pheasants, and bandtail pigeons. Shooting
pigeons in the Los Padres National Forest
last winter, he made a double on these swift,
powerful flyers, reloaded and killed a· trail
ing single. The birds were at least 50 yards
from the gun, and downing them was a feat'
that would warm the cockles of anyone's
heart. All of us can recall vividly any triples
we've made, but I won't forget two green
winO" teal foldinO" dead to two quick shots
fired by Harlan ~n his first duck hunt.

The actual hunting is merely one aspect
of the overall picture. The safety, sportsman
ship, and good manners learned afield are

KIDS AND GUNS GO TOGETHER

It finally dawned on me that weight alone
did not determine the handling qualities of
a gun in the field. The advent of the 20 gauge
3" Magnum answered the need. Here was
a gun shooting loads from % of an ounce
to P.4 ounces of shot, and in fact it could
kill anything that a 20 gauge or 12 gauge
can kill.

The gun handled like a dream because it
was not only light but also well-propor
tioned. We decided on the 20 gauge with 3"
chambers. To this day we have no regrets
or reservations regarding the choice.

Tbe next problem was what type of gun:
automatic, double barrel, over and under, or
pump. By our previous standards singles and
bolt actions were excluded from considera
tion. All are good. But safety caused us to
favor the double and the over-and-under.
There was no question that they were better
for handloads. Crossing ditches and fences
made the gun that breaks a safer firearm,
and visual inspection of barrels and cham
bers was also considered. Lastly, it was felt
that either the double or the over·and-under
was better proportioned and was handled
easier by youngsters.

Over-and-unders in 20 gauge 3" Magnums
with single trigger and ejectors were $250.00
and up. Several doubles with single trigger
and automatic ejectors were available from
approximately $160.00 and up, and we finally
settled on the AYA Matador double with 2S"
barrels bored modified and full, single selec
tive trigger, and automatic ejectors. Two of
our boys now own such guns and the third
will have his i~ another. year.

The boys received their shotguns on the
Christmas closest to their tenth birthday.
Before Chri~tmas dinner, they had both pat·
terned their guns and shot 25-30 shots at
hand-thrown targets. Man, what a Christmas!
We had to scrimp and save to buy those
guns, but my wife and I loved every minute
of it. Our sons had accompanied me on
hunting trips,. but after the first boy received
his shotgun, the p~oof was to be in the
shooting. We had. many pleasant sessions
with the hand trap. For his tenth birthday,
the oldest boy was allowed to shoot a round
of skeet, and he broke 'IS out of 25! Natu
rally, I ·almost. popped my' shirt buttons. He
gave every indication. that he'd excel in
shooting and hunting.

The first .shotgun target of the season in
California is the dove. Opening day found
my dad, a doctor friend, my son, and myself
in a grain field. A low fog ruined the morn
ing shoot. The doctor' and I had to be at our
offices by 9:00 A.M. Anxious for my son to
kill his first dove, I sent him out to flush one
which I saw light in the stubble some 60
yards in front of us. As' he approached, the
dove escapea in the fog, but· another flew
directly at him about 25 yards high-a very
difficult angle. He dropped it with one shot.
While I was praising him, another passed
him froin left. to right, and he piled it up
with a single shot. While retrieving the sec
ond bird, still another came by from right
to left and he made ·a 'beautiful 45 yard kill.
I was so amazed that I missed an easy shot
at a dove which slipped by me.

The doctor and I left for work, he with

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTGUN
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $3 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

HOLSTERS by DON .HUME

Free trial offer'
Money Back Guarantee.

Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are
you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, now pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for the sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS hal aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,
revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money

loving prices. The money you save on the
purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't offord to be

without this unique publication.

AcJcJre _ n.

5000

Nome __ _ ..

As a special introductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.
That means you get '25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues
you already have. Fair enough? You betl

Fill in the coupon below and moil it today!

Jordan Holster-Constructed from heavy
S:lddle Leather.. Metal in holster extends

into belt loop. Welt and' plug ar:e hand
stitched with waxed linen thread. For,

double·action only $9.85
River Belt-Heavy skirting. Solid brass buckle.
Width 2" only, Give waist size $7.20

~~~~~c~i~~~ ~:~i' c~~g~ai~t~~;..2:', .O~$ig:\~
CATALOG 35c. Refunded on First Order. Postage Paid.
Bona Fide Dealer Inquiries Invited. Okla. Resid. Add

20"/0. DON HUME LEATHERGOODS .

Route 1, Dept. G, Park Hill, Oklahoma
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1436 E; Davis St., Arlingfon Heights, III.

DETROIT BULLET TRAP CO.

For the person who enjoys shooting
-here are hours of l'un and enjoy.
ment. Practice in yard, garage, or

basement. No chance of RICO
CHET or BOUNCING and lead stays
CLEAN. A model for every need.

Write for FREE "Home Range Brochure"

• Dept. G 4-64

~
FAMOUS DETROIT

BULLET TRAP

Designed
and Tested
by Experts

IT'S BOTH FUN AND PRACTICAL

TO OWN A HOME RANGEl

<>
THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC GUNSTOCK INLAYS
Hand Cut on Precision Machinery from Finest
Quality Sheet Plastic. Send for New Catalog
of Latest Designs. Complete Instructions.

~ C. D. CAHOON, Boxford, Mass. """Ill!II(

FREE
'64 Gun Guide

Just out!

Brand new catalog of the world's most complete
line of sporting firearms. Latest models of auto
loading and pump-action shotguns • high-power
and .22 autoloading rifles • Olympic winning
target and field autoloading pistols • Western
style and Officer's model revolvers· Derringers.
More than 100 illustrations. All the gun features
and performance data you want.

Mail this coupon today -- it's free.
r-------------------------~I High Standard Mfg. Corporation GM·4C I
I 1817 Dixwell Avenue, Hamden 14, Conn. I
: Please rush my FREE copy of the new 1964 :
I High Slandard Calalog. I
: Name ,................. :

: Address :

I City Zone Slale.................. •

~-------------------------~

This was difficult to believe, and we reo
checked. We weighed powder and shot,
loaded and checked again. The results were
the same-excellent patterns, good penetra
tion, very mild recoil.

After much experimenting, hunting, shoot
ing, and patterning the 20 gauge 3" Mag
num, I'm convinced that we made the correct
choice. I was so convinced that I purchased
a Browning over and under 20 gauge with
3 inch chambers and 28" barrels - bored
modified and full-as my own upland gun,
and this compact 20 gauge Magnum meets
the needs of the tyro and veteran alike. It
should be noted that 20 gauge shells are
lighter, more compact, and less expensive
than 12 gao load.

Including your sons in your hunting and
shooting may mean that you'll have to forego
certain invitations, membership in hunting
clubs, and hunting with your cronies ... but
the rewards and dividends of your efforts
will be immediate and lasting. Hunt.ing suc
cess is not solely measured by size or weight
of the bag or the number of shots fired, but
by the companionship and sportsmanship
that you and your son can ~

enjoy together. ~

'fllMfNEY
PRECISION TRIGGER

For the serious
competition and
varmit shooters.
Available for U.S.
Enfield, Mauser,

Winchester model 54
& 70, Jap 6.5 & 7.7.
Optional features:
Outside Trigger Pull
adjustment, Set Trig·
gers, Thumb Slide
Safety, Trigger Shoe.
Send for information.

More accuracy! No more "surprise shots" ... YOU
can adjust your Timney. and it STAYS where you set it. For SPRINGFIElDS • MAUSERS _ U.S.
100% guaranted! Finest quality. precision machined. ENFIElDS - JAPS • WINCHESTER Model
heat treated, NO WELDED OR CAST PARTS. Top marks· 54 & 70. New improved design for eas
men the world over demand a Timney Trigger. Over ier installation. Complete instructions
100,000 in use. Ask your gunsmith about Timney. included.

SPORTER SERIES ,s~J
Hunter's economy adjustable trigger for ~\"
Springfields, Mausers, & U.S. Enfields. $8.95 "

~SP;::O;:R;:T;:S::M=A::N=':S::::E::::R::IE::s====::::::::~J.J
Hunting & target trigger, fully adjust·
able for pull, creep, & backlash For
Springfields, Mausers, & U.S. Enfields. $10.95 .

~ f:'~"Ry'~,:S;;~~""~.'~,fS",,"",
.'" '" Bolt lock optional, requires milling. fac·

tory inst. add $5. Send Action & Bolt (no
$'15.95 stocks). For Springfields & Mausers only.

10 further improve accuracy and prevent missfires - we
recommend our super Speed· lock Spring - $1.00

STAY C®IM
TARGET!

ELIMINATE "TRIGGER SLOP"

r------·
I SEND FOR
: FREE book,
, "TRIGGER
, FACTS."
l Complete
I trigger in-
: formation.
I Models, op
I tional fea
I tures. En·I close 10¢
, postage & I
I handling. IL ..:

ing hand-thrown targets with coaching_ He is
free from spectator pressure and the rushed
feeling he's likely to get at a gun club. By
using a hand trap, a shooter can practice all
angles and shots until he has mastered them.
Handloading shells and patterning of guns
has not only been a pleasant experience, but
also taught the boys the limitations of the
shotgun and shot sizes, as well as their
proper use. Recoil has been no problem with
the 20 gauge Magnums. They weigh 61h
pounds, and I fully expected them to kick
like the standard weight 12 gauge guns with
which we experimented. The boys rock back
and reel under the recoil of any 12 gauge
gun fired with 1:14 oz. loads, especially if
fired in a light double. Conversely, very little
difference is noted by them between a 1 oz.,
]1!~ oz., or a ]14 oz. load fired in the 20
gauge shotgun. The oldest boy has fired
many 3" 20 gao loads at ducks without ill
effects.

In developing these 3 inch 1:14 oz. loads,
I could not believe that they should perform
with such mild recoil, and patterns were
hetter than those from my 12 gauges. Next
we made penet.ration tests and found that
penetrations equal to that of other loads.

WHAT'S NEW FOR '64-REMINGTON
(Continued from page 36)

Win., .30-06, .308 Win., and .35 Rem., with ever produced," according to Remington ex-
a carbine version in the last three calibers. perts. A new, larger, and very senSItIve
The Model 11-48 shotgun comes in all five primer is used in these loads (it fits all
gauges: 12, 16, 20, 28, and .410; and the Remington, Peters, and competitive shells),
Model 1100 Remington gas-operated auto- and the base wad is enclosed in plastic,
matic shotgun ("the shotgun with up to 40 giving uniform height for easier reloading,
per cent less recoil") wj]] also be available provides a positive gas seal, and prevents
in 16 and 20 gauge. det.erioration after repeated reloadings. Rem-

The Remington line of bolt action .22 ington reports that "patterns with the 'Power
caliber rifles was broadened to include both Piston' in paper or plastic are up to 5 per
wood and nylon-stocked models and the cent denser at the target, with extremely
nylon-stocked .22s will still be available. uniform shot distribution, less shot deforma-

Better performance and easier reloadability tion, and with the shot string concentrated
is Remington's claim for their new line of for a longer period after leaving the muzzle,
shotshells with the "Power Piston" wad thereby delivering better patterns
column: "the finest target loads we have at longer ranges."
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(Continued from page 33)

simply bought more bollow points and saved
a re·sighting job.

While testing an 8-mm 98 Mauser, on
which a receiver sight had been instalIed,
I found it shot about eight inches high at
50 yards with Western Super X ammo. Out
of curiosity, some Remington Core·Lokt, of
the same bullet weight, was tried. This came
into the bullseye nicely with a bit of sight
adjustment remaining, so this job was ac
complished by merely changing ammunition.
It can easily be seen what mixed loads
would do in this rather extreme case.
Knowledge of the variations caused by mixed
ammo can be used to advantage when sights
are installed on rifles. If it is found that
either the receiver sight will need to come
to its lowest point of adjustment or a higher
front sight is needed, it is wise to use a

front sight high enough to permit the re
ceiver sight to position at least 1/16 inch
above its bottom position, allowing for
adjustment either up or down if you change
ammo later. '

One common opinion, which is basically
false, is that lighter buIlets shoot higher.
There is no established rule for this one, but

Gap between receiver and sight
lets you adjust for other ammo.

locked breech position. To cock the gun, the
mainspring housings are pushed in, and are
caught and locked into place by a spring
catch (this had been broken and lost, and' I
could not see what it looked like). Firing is
conventional, the right barrel fired by the
front trigger, which is set by pushing it
forward.

Extraction is ingenious. On opening, the
barrels go fonvard, and extractors at the top
and bottom of the shell heads hold them at
the face of the breech block. Then, as the
barrels swing to the right, the shells are slid
sideways across the face of the breech, clear
of the extractors, and can be removed with
the fingers. With a little practice, this could
be done very fast; as fast as a conventional
double, in fact.

I haven't worked - up enough courage as
yet to repair and fire this gun-maybe it's
just as well. Can you throw any light on the
origin, makers, or caliber of this gun? ~
If you can, I'd like to hear from you. ~

The top rib is engraved, in silver, "F. de
Dreyse, Sommerda," perhaps the name of a
relative of the famous Nicholas Von Dreyse
who developed the Prussian needle gun. The
front sight, now missing, was dovetailed into
the top rib, and the rear sight is adjustable
for elevation. The breech is inlaid with silver
scrolIs, and silver animals are inlaid into the
trigger guard and opening lever. On the
operating cam is engraved the folIowing "0,70
Randschluss sp."

To operate the action, the lever under the
fore-end is pulled to the rear. This moves
the barrels forward in line with the bores
for about % inch; they then swing out to the
right. This movement is effected by a cam,
operating in a slot under the barrels. At the
same time, the strikers are pushed to the
rear along with the mainspring housings.
Cartridges are then placed in the breech,
and the lever is pushed forward. This closes
the gun and moves the barrels back to the

MIXED AMMO WON'T SCORE

QUALITY GUN BY UNKNOWN MAKER
(Continued from page 39)

A good suggestion is to select a bulIet
weight for your caliber, which is also most
efficient for the game you are hunting, or are
likely to encounter. In our part of eastern
Washington, big game is mostly whitetail,
mule deer, and black bear. If you own a
.30-06, 150 or 180 grain bulIets are most
suitable. Accordingly sight the rifle in with
a fresh batch of ammunition. What should
the owner do with his remaining mixed
ammo? The most sensible solution is to put
up a practice target, fire it, and see for
yourself how it performs. This will convince
you of the facts, while enjoyably getting rid
of the fodder that could easily have caused
you to miss a nice buck or bear.

Allowing various assortments of old and
odd calibered ammunition to clutter up a
gun cabinet can result in taking the wrong
caliber ammo afield. When you selI or trade
a gun and change calibers, gather -up alI
ammunition for it and make a package deal.
Dealers are not usualIy interested in old
broken boxes of ammunition by themselves,
but can include it as a "go with the gun"
offer.

In .22 rim fire rifle magazines I have found
everything from 20-year-old, copper cased,
low velocity cartridges, to mixed Shorts,
Longs and Long Rifles of solid and hollow
points. Targeting a rifle with a tube full of
muddled ammo like this gives frightening
results. But actualIy, the correction is easy.
Get one' make and type of ammunition, zero
in and continue using it.

One day, whil~ hunting ground squirrels
,with my .22 rifle, I exhausted my supply of
.22 Long Rifle, hollow point, Super X ammo,
for which I had carefully sighted in. When
I switched to a box of solid points, squirrels
were repeatedly missed at around 50 yards.
Re-checking the zero revealed the solid points
grouped well, but were out at IO o'clock,
just enough to miss squirrels. Since hollow
points are the better hunting rounds, I

It's EASY! With
Gunberth* Plans 6- Kits

All details on Plans, Kits and
Hardware are listed - io big.
fully illustrated. , "

"Handbook"--Catalog,
which also contains tips on
design and construction.
Send NOW! Only $1.00 ppd.
(Refunded first $10,00 order)

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G-44 Hazleton, Pa.

City ••••••••••••••••••.•. State .••••••••••..•

Name .

FREE! from PARKER
THE WORLD'S MOST WANTED

HUNTING & FISHING

CATALOGS
OVER 10,000,000
NOW IN CIRCULATION

WORLD'S FINEST HUNTING &
FISHING EQUIPMENT AT LOW
WHOLESALE PRICES • '64 MODELS
BRAND NAMES • GUARANTEED
Specify Hunting, Fishing or Both

PARKER DISTRIBUTORS (G-54)
1 PENN PLACE, PELHAM MANOR, N.Y.

YOUR OWN PRIVATE HUNTING OR FISHING
LODGE on wheels ... ready to take you to a favorite
retreat no matter how remote. Lightweight, raw·

_hide tough. the DREAMER pickup coach ignores "No
Vacancy" signs. It's at home anywhere, everywhere!

"

(Actually, the Dreamer thinks it's a motel.)
...::--~ Write for free colorful information.

TRAVEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
._"lO<Uf .....TlD Dept. 214 • OSWEGO, KANSAS 67356

-Address •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$20 plus $6.50 taxes yearly gets you your own
640 acre wildlife hunting paradise near Canadian
border. One of the last accessible big game refuges
in North America. These are abandoned timber
leaselands (now re-forested) of Provincial Forestry
Dept., many readily accessible by original logging
roads. Thousands of exclusive lakeland campsites.
Heavy second growth timber teems with every
imaginable kind of wildlife. Including bear, moose,
~Ik, caribou, timber wolves, lynx, wolverines, deer,
geese, ducks, muskies, huge northern pike, walleyes,
pickerel, rainbow and steel·head trout, rnaskinonge.
One of these secluded hunting paradises can be
yours to enjoy for the rest of your life. No other
hunting lodge may be erected within at least one

_ mile of yours. Many are over 20 to '50 miles away.
Send -$1 (refundable) for maps, pictures, Govt
regulations,. official application blank. DIrector,
a.S.C.A., Room 335, 56 Church, Toronto 1, Canada.
(Enclosed is one dollar) (refundable)
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Looking for a real general-purpose scope? Then look at the Model
va Weaver-Scope! For long or short range shooting at any kind
of game. you have the right power-from 21;2x to aX-instantly
available. A % turn of the eyepiece does it all. You see a magnified
target. clear and sharp. With the crosshair always centered in the
field of view, you aim easily and accurately. See the versatile
Model va at your dealer's. It's just $69.50 without mount, or
$79.50 with factory-installed Weaver-Adjustable Mount.

2'hx to ax variable

true versatility

advanced hand-loaders use to dispose safely
of small hatches of ammunition loaded "too
hot" (too great a powder charge), is to store
it in a refrigerator for a few hours, then tar
get it out while still cool. A cool dry base
ment is an excellent place to store ammo.

For general hunting purposes it does not
matter a great deal which ammunition you
choose, if caliber and bullet weights are ade
quate. Commercial ammunition and bullets
are all of good to excellent quality. The most
important thing is having your rifle shoot
where you are holding your sights at the
instant of trigger release.

The easiest solution is; get one make, bul
let type and weight, zero in carefully and
stick with it. If you do change ammunition
for larger or smaller game, or any other
reason, zero your rifle again. The practice
always does you good anyway-if it ~
isn't with mixed ammunition. ~

Name' _

Addre$'"-$ ~--------

City State' _

U.S.A. BY AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN

send for
FREE

full-color
1964 catalog

MADE IN

model

ing a match, without re·zeroing. Why then
shouldn't it he unthinkable to use mixed
ammunition during your matches with game
and varmints? Better yet, when you replen
ish your supply at any time, try your rifle
again, and be certain it is still zeroed. Even
different lot numbers can change your sight
ing·in. But generally speaking, any make and
type will perform quite consistently from
year to year. This is part of a big job the
factories do for you.

Still another factor given scant consider
ation by many hunters is ammunition stor
age. A box kept in a cool dry basement will
act differently than one left in a hot dry
attic for a period of time. Hot dry storage
renders ammo more potent, and with age
can even become dangerous. The rifle you
sighted in slowly on a hot 95 degrees-in-the
shade day, can shoot differently when it is
10 degrees below zero. A favorite trick some

GUN COVERS
New govt. surplus, approx. 9" by 55". waterproof
green polyethylene, for rifle or carbine, heavy~duty

tUbular, welded end seams, slip-on. Protection against
water, dirt, moisture. Good for storage. Also usable
for golf clubs, fishing rods, blueprints, etc. 10 for $2
ppd.; 100 for $10., 500 for $30., 1,000 for $50,
F.O.B. Chicago. Include check with order,

H. HARMELIN, 7605 ESSEX, CHICAGO 49, ILL.

most of the time the exact opposite is true.
For instance, a .30-06 that is zeroed for 180
grain bullets, it is far more apt to shoot no
or 150 grain ammo low and left, rather than
higher. This is very evident in bolt action
rifles with a fore-end up-thrust bedding
tension. Here barrel vibration peculiarities
enter into bullet or muzzle pointing. A .300
Weatherby Magnum I once used occasionally
as a giant varminter, grouped well with a
variety of loads, yet with no grain bullets
jt shot four or five inches at eight o'clock
at 50 yards, when sighted perfectly for 180
grain round nose Speer bullets.

I have seen different loads and bullet
weights shoot almost into the same group,
while in the next rifle almost every degree
of a circle was covered. It can not be taken
for granted that a lighter bullet will shoot
higher. The only way to be sure, however, is
to test it yourself in your own rifles.
Frequently a hunter will buy some lighter
bullet weight ammo for long range shooting.
Many times he won't be shooting more ac
curately at the longer ranges, but perhaps
twice as low, and to one side as well. Here
sighting in is essential.

More ammunition variation came up during
my annual winter .30-30 handloading pro
gram. In slack season we load all the .30·30
cases in the shop for over-the-counter sale.
It is essential that this ammo be of approxi
mate factory velocity and striking point on
the target. A charge of 32 grains of "c" type
ball powder with the Speer's 150 grain bullet,
proved futile when I discovered it shot six or
seven inches lower than Remington or West
ern ammo at a mere 50 yards. Thinking this
to be a matter of adjusting the powder
charge, I loaded two' cartridges each in two
grain jumps from a very mild load of 25
grains up to 34 grains. In the shooting test
with a 94 Winchester, all these loads grouped
in a spot slightly larger than a silver dollar.
hut again approximately six and a half inche~
low. This powder had to be abandoned for
32 grains of 4895 or 3031 which placed the
point of impact within the factory ammuni
tion category.

If your rifle shoots low, more powder is
NOT the solution for a handloader. This
theory has been known to blow up guns!
Increasing the charge of the IMR type pow
ders often gives the opposite result-shoot
jng lower. Here again, barrel vibrations, the
jnvisible little men and technical factors take
over. The advanced handloader is somewhat
of a technician, and usually experiments un
.til he arrives at the most accurate load with
jn safe pressure limits, then sights in his rifle
for this combination. He is very conscious of
what mixed ammunition can do, and he
avoids it like poison. The factory ammo con·
sumer can likewise often find one make and
type of ammo that performs better in his
rifle. If so, he should zero for this and keep
using it.

On the height of precision and efficiency,
bench rest and competitive target shooters
consider it unthinkable to switch loads dur-
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VOPLEX HUNTER'S GLOW BELT in bril
liant red·orange fluorescent, can provide a
safer season for all hunters. Other features in
clude a special sling for resting the gun butt,
and a tunnel loop in the back for pinning on
the hunting license. Manufactured by Vogt
Manufacturing Co., Dept. G-4, ·Rochester,
New York, the belts are priced at $2.95, and
are available at most sporting goods stores.

KLEIN'S SPORTING GOODS big 1964 All
Sports mail order bargain catalog is now
ready, and it's free. All of the finest equip
ment is offered at lowest prices. If you're a
hunter, shooter, fisherman, camper, or boater,
write today for your free co'py. Write Milt
Klein, Dept. G-4, 227 W. Washington St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60606

DIXIE GUN WORKS, Dept. G-4, Union
City, Tenn., has empty cases in hard·to·get,
obsolete ammunition. If you have an old gun
in any of these calibers that you would like
to shoot again, here is the basic brass that
can be reloaded to suit your shooting needs.
Cases are offered in such calibers as : .33
WCF; 40-70 WCF; .40·90 Sharps Bottleneck;
.50 Carbine; .50-70 Govt., and others. Prices
range from $6.95 to $8.95 per box of twenty
cases.

NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL of Conser
vation offers a comprehensive home study
course that will prepare you for a career in
the outdoors. They also offer a full week of
summer training in Wyoming, where you
learn first hand the workings of a wide vari-·
ety of c·onservation jobs. Free 16·page fact
book is yours on request. North American
School of Conservation, Dept., G-4, 941 N.
Highland Ave;, Los Angeles 38, California.

Write / Call / Wire
EXOTIC SAFARI'S, 23 Miller Rd.
Wilmington, ~Iass., Phone 658-8571

SPECIAL GROUP RATES TO lUEMBERS
OF SPORTING CLUBS AS LOW AS $299
EACH.

all expense paid
inehuling round trip
air fare fram l\liami

ITINERARY: Lve. Miami for B/quilla, Co
lombia. Arr. at noon.· Check into hotel, enjoy
shopping, sight seeing. Next morning take
flight into interior; proceed up river via motor
boat. shooting Crocodiles, Water Hogs, etc., en
route. Spend 5 days hunting Jaguar, Wild
Boar, Tapir, Game Birds, etc., with the best
equipment available.

SOUTH AMERICAN SAFARIS
From

$429

WEATHERBY MARK XXII .22 rifle is
totally new in design, functioning, and dis
tinctive beauty. It features either semi·auto
matic or single shot firing, dovetail groove
for scope mount, single pin take down, and
shotgun type safety. The finely finished and
checkered stock has a Monte Carlo comb
and the distinotive Weatherby fore-end treat
ment. Priced at $89.50 at your local dealer.
For more information, write Weatherby, Inc.,
Dept. G-4, 2781 E. Firestone Blvd., South
Gate, California.

CORE-MATIC lead wire cutter is preClSlon
made and engineered to cut uniform cores as
fast as the handle is pulled and the wire
is fed. "Auto·ejection" eliminates individual
core handling. Ruggedly constructed to last
a lifetime, it is offered by Roman Products,
Dept. G-4, Box 15568, Lakewood, Colorado
80215.

BEAR ARCHERY PRODUCTS are known
thro~ghout the world for quality and depend
abjlity. The Bear line of archery tackle is
complete in every way, from the finest bows
and arrows down to brush buttons. New for
1964 is the Bear Premier Bowsight that fea
tures a wide variety of apertures and arrow
rests. It adjusts to windage and elevation in
seconds-you simply sight it in and forget it.
Free folder from Bear Archery Co., Dept.
G-4, Route 1, Grayling, Mich.

27,000
RPM

FORT WORTH, TEXAS, 76101

HQuick-Draw" Holsters

Never be
rore has aD
achromatic tel e·
scope sold for an,.
where near this am
low pricer You Ite
sharper pictures at a
because of the super campau
Acbro Lens. No color, DO fuzz.
~~~e~:e~~:radJ~~~leei~erl~nt for tarf{et
shooting and wfde angle viewing. Higher powers
~~r2 Iggfe:~::f{ttea¥'1atks~~~<&rgyYd~~~::::::~~e:gtf~~ing
g~~t;'n:eo~~ti~s.p~~r~eme~lai~e~ieae~cin:ttr~~~-=-~~~:~tSio~
lenses. A precision American made InstrufTlent. uncon
ditionally R'uaranteed. Carrying case included. Send only
$6.98. Cash. check or money order. We pay pORtae-e.
Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-99

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

FREE CATALOG

Tough flexible Neoprene pocket clip holds and loads

::rO~~ld~~::~t~~itand S&W ~odels in 38 $1.98
& 44 Spec., 357 & 44 Mag., 5-shot inc. Pcmtpaid
Specify both revolver make and MODEL NAME. Satis_
faction guaranteed. .
MULTI-LOADER Belt & Holster units. Hold 2 push·
button released modified Speed Loader clips-12 rounds
-in structural Nylon cases. FREE BROCHURE. Special
police discounts.

Hunt Engineering, Inc. 264 Coronado Ave.,
Dept. GM-3 Long Beach 3, Calif.

(iun Holsters

~ ~~~o~~w~~~n
Belt ond· Holsters with

Tondy's "Eosy·-to-Follow Pot
terns!" SAVE MONEY with

."Reody-Cut" Be/t & Ho/sterK;ts.
Our FREE Catalog illustrates 6
Popular Kits. ORDER NOW-Set
of 6 Holsters and 3 Belt Patterns
and Instruction~- . $100

MONEY.BACk GUARANTEE. Only. . . .
. POSTPAID

P. O. BOX 9776
EL PASO, TEXAS ZIP CODE 79988
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DREMEL MOTa-TOOL
A Must for Gun Shops
Hi-torque Moto-Toolis ideal
for precision grinding; pol
ishing, sanding, carving, in
letting, etc. Weighs only 13
ounces. Produces 27,
000 RPM. Handles as
easily as a pencil.
Three models available
from $16.95 to $29.95.
Choice of gunsmiths
since 1936.
Write for FREE Moto-Tool Catalog.

DREMEL MFG. CO.
Dept. 614-0

Racine, Wisconsin



Only Herrett's
stocks are made to
your hand pattern!
Every shooter's hand
is different. That's
why Herrett's made-to
measure stocks help
your shooting • . .
they're made for you!
Write direct to me

for free litera
ture.

POWDER
MEASURE

STAND

THE PERFECT DECORATOR
FOR DEN, BAR, OR GUN ROOM

• Receiver & Barrel of Cast Aluminum
Beautifully Anodized Black

• Authentic Wood Stocks
• Real Detachable Clip
• Genuine Rear Sight
EDWARDS-BARNES CAST PRODUCTS CO.

5244 Elm, Houston 36, Texas
(Add $1.50 for Shipping and Handling)

Authentic Rep!icas
Reproduced in
Actual Size, De
sign and Balance.
Solid Cast Alumi- He-man trophies
nurn. Finished in for Den, Rumpus
Gunmetal Black. Room. Cabin. Etc.

START COLLECTING NOW
Army .45 Auto - Luger - Colt Cobra

Fast Draw .44 - Mauser Automatic - lap Nambu
Send cash, check or money order only.

LYTLE NOVELTY COMPANY, Dept. G
9909 Greenleaf Avenue, P.O. Box 2146, Whittier, Calif.

JAY'S GUN'N LEATHER SHOP

618 SO MAIN ST

SAUKVILLE, WISCONSIN

--tH It" STOCKS, , S BOX 741.' .r11r "TWIN FAllS IDAHO

Wisconsin Residents Add 3% Sales Tax

NEWl Smoothline Jordan holsters and belts.

• RELOADERSr
WILL FIT POPULAR

POWDER MEASURES
STATE TYPE OF MEASURE

WITH ORDER

M1928Al SUBMACHINE GUN
MEN! 60 STYLES FOR

W-I-D-E
FEE T !
Eto EEEEE Only
Sizes 5 to 13

Men only. Casual,
dress, work. shoes
that really fit.
Top quality, pop~

ulor prices. Monev
Back Guarantee.
HITCHCOCK SHOES INC.,

HANDY PEGBOARD TOOL KIT provides
the tools you need for minor repairs. On the
16" by 16" pegboard are the following;
chrome steel hammer with rubber grip; wire
cutting pliers; heavy duty scissors; two 15
amp. fuses; regular and Phillips screwdriver
with rubber handles; thumb tacks; and an
assortment of nuts, bolts, screws, and nails,
in plastic jars. The complete kit is priced
at only $5.95, postpaid. From Thomas Edlyn
Co., Dept. G-4, P.O. Box 362, Collingdale,
Pennsylvania.

ACCD-RISER GRIPS, made of precISIon
moulded Dynite, offer the best fitting target
grips that are adjustable for the shooter's
hand. Each is convertible for right or left
handed shooters. These Fitz grips are avail
able for the S&W .38 Master, Ruger autos,
and the S&W Models 41 and 46. Accu-Riser
grips for the Colt .45 auto and Hi-Standard
Supermatics are available for right handed
shooters only. Price, $9.95, from your dealer
or Fitz, Box 49797, Dept G-4, Los Angeles
49, California.

"80 HOLIDAY HOMES" book offers com
plete selection of cabin plans: designs for
A-frame cabins, traditional chalets, contem
porary cottages, luxury lodges, rustic chapels
and group-use lodges. Book available for $1.50
from: Home Building Plan Service, Dept.
G-4, 2454 N.£. Sandy Blvd., Portland, Ore.

RELOADER SPECIAL is offered by RCBS,
Inc., Dept. G-4, P.O. Box 729, Oroville, Cali
fornia. This regular $45 value includes the
RCBS "Jr" press with primer catcher, uni
versal priming arm, aqd removable head type
shell holder, plus one set of RCBS rifle or
pistol dies in your choice of any of 25 cali
bers. The special price for this combination
is now only $39.90, saving you $5.10.

LYMAN HAZE FILTERS, available to fit
all popular hunting scopes, reduce dawn
and dusk haze, and increase visibility. This
haze-compensating filter slips easily on the
eyepiece to make the scope more effective in
deep woods, rain, or cloudy conditions. It
does not restrict the field of view, and is
compact enough to be carried in the pocket
when not in use. At your dealer, or write
Lyman Gun Sight Corp., Dept. G-4 Middle
field, Conn.

MODERN .22 CALIBER DERRINGER
pistol has four barrels chambered for the .22
short cartridge barrels. This reproduction of
a famous pistol of the 1800's has blue fin
ished barrels, polished brass frame, and
ornately figured plastic grips. Only 5 inches
over-all, the pistol weighs about 10 oz. Single
pistol is priced at $34.95; pair of pistols are
$64.95. From Navy Arms Co., Dept. G-4,
689 Bergen Blvd., Ridgefield, N.J.

THE NEW 11th EDITION of the Williams
Shooter's Catalog has been released by the
Williams Gun Sight Co., Dept. G-4, 7300
Lapeer Road, Davison 10, Mich. Containing
266 pages, this large, comprehensive edition
features sections on rifles, handguns, shot
guns, scopes, sights, mounts, and allied hunt-

. ing equipment. Scores of new products are
introduced in the new edition. Price; $2.00.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
(Continued from page 9)

ing round. If you cem find cases, you will
have no trouble with bullets, as the 7.65 mm
will handle any of our .30 caliber bullets.

If the 7.65 mm cases that are available do
not suit you, the rifle can be rebarreled to a
good standard American cartridge.-G.B.

~:I&Ii'~~~
USERS RtPORT om ',000,000 GUARAHmD JOII200,OOO

lONG lift '. NO SCIlATCHING • NO GAlllHG
MANUFACTURED BY

~.1)(e&~.e..
C1MlnTED CARB'Dl CARBOLOY CUAOl MARlI

P. O. BOX 226 • COVINA, CALIF.

Hand-Cannon
While trading guns I have acquired a

hand·cannon. Since I know nothing of its
value or origin, I must seek help.

It is about 4% inches long and the barrel
has an inside diameter of %, inch. It appears
to be made of copper alloy, and is mostly
barrel with a flower and leaf design on each
side and crude sights on the top. Near the
back is a small hole for igniting the powder.
It has no numbers or letters.

Can you tell me anything as to its age,
value, or authenticity?

Charles K. Wilson
Naples, Florida

About 99.9 per cent (or better) of those
hand-cannons that one encounters these days
are reproductions, and of very little value.
They should be considered as a novelty or as
a modern fabrication by serious collectors.
From the drawing you enclosed, yours looks
very much like those sold by Dixie Gun
Works of Union City, Tenn., for about $2.00.

Certainly there must be one or two of them
somewhere in the world that are genuine
antiques. I am sure that I am not qualified
to give an expert opinion concerning such
a piece. I suggest you contact the curator of
Oriental art at a reputable museum.-G.B.

Oviedo Maus~r

I recently acquired a rifle that I'd like to
know a little more about. The rifle is a 7 mm
Mauser actioned military type with about a
22 inch barrel. On the barrel is a crown and
the inscription: FABRICA DE ARMAS,
OVIEDO, 1920.

The rifle appears to be in very good condi
tion and I'd like to sporterize it unless it is
not advisable. Could you tell me which
model the Mauser action is as well as some
general information about the rifle.

LCDR B. H. Miles, USN, Ret.
Ridgefield, Wash.

Oviedo is the name of one of the Spanish
arsenals. Obviously your rifle is simply a
Mauser that was made in Spain.

If you wish to use that rifle in the original
caliber there is no reason why you cannot
"sporterize" it. I would suggest going easy on
the cash outlay as it is possible to' put far
more into it than you will ever get out.

I'd have to see it to tell which model you
have. The original Oviedo Mausers were the
1892 model, but what exactly they made in
1920 I'm not sure. If you have an 1898 ~
you have a very good rifle.-G.B. ~

EYE AID for RIFLEMEN "" Ion
The MERIT LENS DISC has provision forUIMm-,
a prescription ground lens 10 fit your own
eye. It avoids the steaming of glasses &
gives sharp bull's eyes in all positions as
the lens is always in correct relationship
to your eye. Standard Lens Disc $ 9.00
Delux Lens Disc $11.50
Delux Master Lens Disc $13.00

for HUNTERS
More Game, cleaner kills with MERIT IRIS
SH UTTER Hunting Disc on the peep sight

~rick~~~j~:t'eOJi~~e~l~~esIgni~\~n~o~h~;~:r0:ig~1
In any light. No.4 Hunting DIsc $6.50

.All 2}/'e3e NRA MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS

for TARGET SHOOTERS
The MERIT MASTER DISC with 1'1.- flex
ible rubber light shield has the famous
MERIT IRIS SHUTTER which gives you
instant choice of 12 different click adjusted
apertures. All in one disc. This means the

~~~~:~~ p~~~~vr!e~nl'~B~a!~~i:~lp~~~~~i~~d.con-
Master Disc $ 8.50
Delux Master Disc $11.00

MERIT DELUX DISCS ARE SIMILAR IN
APPEARANCE TO OUR REGULAR DISCS.
HOWEVER THE CLICK SPRING IS INTERNAL
AND ALL PARTS ARE HAND FITTED TO MIN
IMUM TOLERANCES. Bnilt like a fine watch.

SHARPER SIGHTS and CLEARER TARGETS

for PISTOL SHOOTERS
END SIGHT & TARGET BLUR WITH MERIT OP- MELTING POT
TICAL ATTACHMENT. Fits all glasses. Will not mar Perfect, Uniform Bullets

"@
"_lenS'SimPlyopenorClosethelrisat400t0500anHour!

. ..- Shutter for perfect definition of sight $15.80 aut aTfacake~t,.tnhqeb;aubttet••I' ,... & target. Used by national cham.pions. "" ""

•~ ~•. ~ Standard Optical Attachment $7.00 g~:vi:J f~~lt~re~~[:1 c~:t d~~~gn-f~~:m below

~.~ De~i:h O~~c:~fnt;a~~ef~~ture $8.00 1II!!!!!!!!!!!J ~~r~t~~· HUe~~s °rn gv: ~~. !g~~:~~'n~to:t ~~L~~

Order direct with MERIT GUNSIGHT CO. Dept. G4, 6144 Monadnock Way. Oakland 5. Calif.
nloneyback guarantee. Free catalog.

101' Ollt'}
. A Year's Subscription to

'.;~,,~T'HE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE
The world of guns and shooting is thoroughly covered in The
American Rifleman, sent to you each month as one of your NRA
membership services. You'll keep abreast of shooting and hunting
activities; relive firearms history; learn the practical use of guns

. for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col.
lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially

valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hunt; amateur gunsmithing and reload
ing methods; firearms legiSlation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.

Annual Membership in the
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION

Over 600,000 hunters and shooters-the members of NRA-invite you
to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where ta hunt and low.
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms, spare
parts and military targets as are made available for sale to NRA members at cost
to-government prices. Yau can 'participate in year around shooting programs and
be eligible for marksmanship instruction. In addition, NRA will introduce you to
a rifle and pistol club in your community, or help organize an NRA club. And your
support will help preserve the ri!;lht .of free Americans to own and use firearms for
lawful purposes.

1:2_,;:;_1&"'::,:_11&_:::_6£__;;&
f I Please enter my subscription 0 $5.00 Endo~ed_

I to THE AMERICAN RIFLE- , .
MAN. enroll me as an NRA . ; ;

'Ii ~~;.~:.::: ..~~~~.=~._~~.~.~~ __: ~.:~::E.::~.:~.~ ~
. Join NOW! and receive

~~~;;~~~i=II:,~ii:~~i~:iiA;I:~i~;~::'~I' ~~~1;~~~;:~?~L'';::;::~::;;'::f;;;;:;'O='~;;::::::,';;'• V>J ~ :~~~~~TION
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RELIABILITY
I

Largest Primer Selection for Reloaders
Magnum Primers for High Performance Loads
Superlative Accurate HIGH HIGH Velocity

22 Long Rifle Ammo

Cascade Cartridge, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho

OWER

ACCURACY

Handcrafted
for YOU; fits
Inside trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 21,~ oz.
top grain soft
COWhide, rivet
ed nickel clip.
..... $2.95 PP.

CCI TRADEMARKS NOW
I

AVAILABLE IN .22 LONG!
\ ......

RIFLE HIGH VELOCITY.

ASK YOUR DEALER!

........Master ........ Expert ........Sharpshooter ....Marksman ........Unclassified
Which one of the above are you? Check one. Write Dept. G-4

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

~~ S."d .., ,", d.",ip'i•• Ii,.,.,"ro

1127-SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CR~P WHITCO
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leather p O. DRAWER 1712
riding crop, with 18 inch dagger hidden inside. .
Practical collector's Item: attractive for den or BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS
patio. $5.00 PP.

New Ideas In Top Quality Holsters

APRIL 1964GUNS

LEARN GUNSMITHING
COMPLETE 2-YEAR COURSE

Degree of Associate in Science.

THE GUN COLLECTOR'S
HANDBOOK OF VALUES

By Charles Edward Chapel
(Coward-McCann, Inc., New York, N.Y.,

1963. $10.00)
This sixth and completely revised edition

is greatly enlarged and the values assigned
to the numerous guns listed have, in most
cases, been increased to keep abreast of the
current values. For the collector, this Chapel
book is a must, and if you trade or buy, even
only one minute with this book will be well
worth the time and mo::~:r spent. For the
student of guns, for the man W~1O likes to
identify guns, and for the alk.:·ol':1d gun
buff, the Chopel books are always interesting.
If you are contemplating gun collecting, yOll
should buy this book before you acquire your
first gun. It is noteworthy to see that author
Chapel plans ot1:er revisions as the spiraling
prices demand-the latest edition is clearly
marked 1964·1965 values.-R.A.s.

AMERICA'S OLDEST
Complete Cour!';e. V.A. Appro"aJ. LARGE SHOPS,
!\il00ERN EQUIPi\lENT, COMPETENT STAFF. Recom
mended by leading Arms Companies. WRITE DEAN
OF STUDENTS

TRINIDAD STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE
TRINIDAD, COLORADO

I'LL DIE BEFORE I'LL RUN
By C. 1. Sonnichsen

(Devin-Adair Co., N.Y., N.Y., 1963. $6.00)
Beginning in the 1840's, when Charles W.

Jackson's "Regulators" fought their long,
bloody feud with the counter-organization
the "Moderators," to the last fight between
the Reese family and their feuding rivals,
this book follows the course, causes, and the
effects of the great feuds of Texas. That

(Continued on page 66)

THE QUIET CRISIS
By Stewart L. Udall

(Holt, Rinehart & Winston, New York,
N.Y., 1963. $5.00)

From the introduction, by John F. Ken
nedy, to the last prophetic sentence, this
book is an inspiring message for all who
stand in awe of nature.

The history of our nation's struggle to
preserve the land, and the stirring story of
the men who fought against the exploitations
of forests, resources and wildlife, are bril·
liantly narrated by Mr. Udall, our Secretary
of the Interior, who says; "America today
stands on a pinnacle of wealth and power,
yet we live in a land of vanishing beauty, of
increasing; ugliness, of shrinking open space,
and of an over·all environment that is di
minished daily by pollution and noise and
blight."

If you are a hunter, sportsman, or just
like the outdoors, I urge that you read this
book, and heed the wisdom of Thomas J effer
son, Thoreau, John Muir, and the others who
are represented within its pages.-J.R.



(Continued from page 23)

NIKE ZEUS-MISSILE KILLER

object was an enemy or a friend; 2-whether
or not to fire at the target; ·3-when to fire
at a target; 4--ho·w many missiles to fire at
a given target; 5--which battery should at
tack a target; 6-whether or not target was
destroyed. These human beings contribute
to the defensive missile system one thing
vital to a successful defensive operation:
logical decisions which direct the efficient
utilization of the defense. .

"In the Nike Ajax and Nike Hercules
systems it was feasible to use human beings
for this purpose. However, the nature of the
ICBM, that is, its tremendous speed, requires
instantaneous and effective decisions to be
generated with such speed and of such a de
gree of correctness that the human being's
ability to supply them has been surpassed.
In effect, we must substitute for the human
brain an electronic brain capable of resolv
ing instantaneously in the logical manner,
all of the problems of decision as to how,
when, and in what fashion to employ the
defensive capabilities."

To understand the Zeus System, let's first
take apart what it supersedes. The factors in
the obsoleted soldier-gun "system" are pin
pointed in the schematic drawing on page 23.
Here, the duck hunter is about to bag a
60 mph mallard with an "automatic" shot
gun. The "sensor" (his eye) identifies the
"target" as Sunday dinner material (i.e. not

a stray crow) and then, working with the
"computer," gauges range, elevation, velocity,
and lead. The results are telegraphed to the
central nervous system which injtiates and
coordinates complex muscular and skeletal
movements comprising the "gun - position
servo" and weapon actuator. Years of trial
and error and learning provide the "feed
back" among all system elements reqwred
to bring home the legal limit.

Let's distinguish between automated and
automatic. Automation is the substitution of
scientific devices - mechanical, electrical,
chemical, electronic, etc.-for human obser
vation, decision, and effort. Automatic, as it
applies to firearms, refers to a weapon's
ability to self-load; fully automatic when
holding back the trigger results in a con
tinuous stream of bullets. A fully automated
weapon system is one which operates with
out human interference, from target detec
tion and discrimination to kill. (The most
common automated gadget is thc household
oil burner.)

What ties together the rifleman's "sensor,"
"computer," and "servo" is a complex organ
ism composed of specialized, interacting cells
held together by skeletal muscles. His skull
houses the 15 billion cell brain which re
ceives, interprets, and organizcs messages
from the senses (eyes, ears, etc.) along in
tricate nerve pathways and then controls and

coordinates body movements and reactions.
Hitting a duck calls for good sensory acwty
and involves thousands of signals and move
ments of great complexity, precise timing,
and synchronization. The hunter does his
part by practicing enough to sharpen up the
required refinements of judgement, reactipn,
and muscular control.

Originally, the military came up with semi
automated weapons, as in WW II automatic
anti-aircraft guns. In the diagram on page 23
we see this applicd aboard a ship in a man
ner similar to the Army's 75 mm "Sky
sweeper." Requiring manual control, this
development featured electrical gun posi
tioning based on computer fire data supplied
by radar, plus automatic loading; all beefing
up and extending the soldier's senses and
muscles.

Now, let's look at the Zeus Defense Cen
ter System, a vast complex sprawling across
more real estate than three or four Pentagon
Buildings. The receiving antenna of the Ac
quisition Radar is a huge hemisphere 100 ft.
in diameter, filled with 42 box car loads of
plastic foam laced with metal slivers. Its
transmitting antenna is as large as a base
ball infield. Surrounding this is a 65 ft. high
metal fence to shield personnel from the
powerful radiation. The Discrimination Ra
dar does the impossible: it studies incoming
nosecones and picks out phony decoys sent
along in a saturation salvo to confuse the
defense. The massive Target Track Radar
has a needle-thin beam for precision follow
ing of the hostilc warhead. Guiding the
AMM to intercept point is done by the Mis-

•
For the BEST

production made
RIFLE BARRELS

with these featuresSTAINLESS STEEL BARRELS
NOW AVAILABLE THROUGH .30 CALIBER

ULTRARIFLED

. . .
• Highest Quality
• Low Cost
• Best Discount to Gun

smith

• Most Calibers 22 to 458
• Chrome-Moly Steel
• Button Rifled since

1953

• Finest Inside Finish
• Record Holding Barrels
• Straightest Sporters

MUZZLE LOADER BARRELS

We are now able to make very good deliveries on muzzle
loading barrel blanks. These blanks are made in 32, 36.
40, 45 and 50 caliber. They are all CUT RIFLED with a
twist of one turn in 48" and grooves .010" to .012/1 deep.
Lands and grooves are of approximately equal width. (
The material used is specially processed for our purpOse,
cold drawn to octagon shape with an especially fine finish
that will require little or no polishing. These are avail
able in 1*6", %". 1*6", 1" and Ha" at $27.50 each. We
also supply 1%" barrels at $32.50 each. These blanks are
threaded for breech plugs and the DOUGLAS name and
caliber is branded on the top flat. Finished length is 42".
You may order these barrels with a twist of one turn
in 57", 66", or 75" at an additional charge of $5.00 each.
These prices are subject to our regular gunsmith's dis~

count. Write for complete information or order from
this ad.

The Douglas ULTRARIFLED* "button rifled" barrel is the finest produc
tion made barrel obtainable today. Day after day these barrels insure
the attainment of highest accuracy for its owner, are the least trouble and
the most profitable for the dealer-gunsmith. You can depend on Douglas

barrels. Write for free descriptive data.

-PATENTED T. M. REG. MADE EXCLUSIVELY BY G. R. DOUGLAS.

II From the rifle barrel capitol of the world II

G. R. DOUGLAS CO., INC.
5504 BIG TYLER ROAD CHARLESTON 2, W. VA.
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The very finest quality 100% virgin wool goes into these latest style "Oxford"
blazers. Rich to the touch with discriminating tailoring, featuring the modern
natural look. The official SHOOTERS CLUB brassard is available for the breast
pocket. Ideal for dress and casual events. Order yours now and wear it proudly.
Choice of favorite masculine colors in every size range. *Add 75¢ extra for
cloth emblem.

CLIP- COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!

Special Otre"r: Ventilated Poly.
Choke & }'eatherAlre Ventllated
Rib, regularly $56.45 ••. NOW

,149.95 plU8 11.75 return postage.
A perfect combination tor sure
kill shooting! POI)'-ehoke's Vent
Rib keeps barrel 0001 ••• CrisP.
clear Sighting plane ..• made to
fit your gun like original factory'
equipment. Send complete gun
for 5 day Installation.

46
46
46

44
44
44

HOPPE'S GUN BLUE
••• for good gun care
Deep·penetrating Hoppe's Gun Blue
allows color matching of any gun
barrel and will restore original
finish without rubbing. Not a paint,
not affected by solvents, excellent
for touch-up. 2'01. bottle, $1.00,
includes steel wool, directions. At
better sporting goods dealers. If
dealer cannot supply, send $1.00
plus 25¢ for postage to factory.
FRANK A. HOPPE. Inc.
2352 North 8th St., Phila. 33, Pa.

The encycloPedia ot shotgunning.
Acclaimed by experts. Chapters
on ballistics. handling, etc. Learn
how you can eQulp your shotgun
for shooting every conceivable
shotgun target. No need tor ex.
J)ellllive extra barrels. New Poly.·
Chokes provide amalling 10%
Increase In pattern etrlelency.

Write tor tree Handbook now.
PLEASE lOt ••• POSTAGE
& HANDLING.

Famous FRANZITE Grips, made by Sports. Inc.,
are handsome, unbreakable, inexpensive. 400
sizes in 7 colors. New catalog shows latest
designs for almost any gun made-Colt, Smith
& Wesson, Luger, Hi·Standard, Ortgies, Mau~
ser, etc. Ivory, pearl, walnut, onyx, Agate,

~~~rs'm~~z:;eite~t;.g~.s;i~~~~~v;~~i~:ia~~~er
SPORTS, INC. hSei;t~e J]~~~) Ci~fg~g~,roI~f~~aJO'640

Wool BLAZER
insignia

Specially low priced! $2.,95*
. I.

NOW! .. OFFICIAL
SHOOTERS CLUB
BLAZER!
Handsome 1000/0

with official Club

Regular:

Short:

Long:

NAME --'- _

ADDRESS _

CITY----- ZONE__STATE _

Please allow at least 15 days for delivery

SIZE:
(Circle
One)

Shooters Club of America • 81 SO N. Central Park Ave•• Skokie, Illinois
Please send, postage pre-paid, the official club jacket in the size and color
in.dicated below. Payment of $ enclosed. (Add 75c extra for emblem).

COLORS, (check one) D Navy Blue D Black D Red D White D Camel

D Olive Green D Maroon
34 35 36 37 38 39 40 42

36 37 38 39 40 42
36 37 38 39 40 42

of the "brain" which checks it out as being
a lethal warhead in 3 micro·seconds. Alerted,
the Target Track Radar beam locks onto the
real warhead and feeds continuous data on
its position to the Target Intercept Com
puter. Calculating instantly the intercept
point, this "brain" selects a rocket, warms
it up and blasts it off. Then, the last radar
follows it and provides command guidance,
controlling the Zeus until it is ordered to
detonate, destroying the target.

Recently, Western Electric received a
$213,385,000 contract to develop the Nike X
System with faster computers, sharper ra
dars, and the souped-up Sprint, adept at low
altitude interception. Eventually, the Nike
Zeus and Nike X will merge into a second
generation system with greatly enhanced ca
pabilities for handling the missile threats of
the 1970's.

"In the beginning," says Army In/anna
tion Digest, "the problems in ballistic missile
defense seemed appalling in their enormity."
Solving them became "one of the most com
plex Research and Development jobs ever
undertaken." Today, the project is "accel
erating toward the point of production deci
sion."

Will the next war-if it ever comes-be a
war of robot fighting robot, slugging it out
intercontinentally, with the foot soldier
watching it all on TV as envisioned by the
science fiction writers? Could be. We have
our first military robot, and it works. GUNS
salutes the "fastest guns alive," Uncle~
Sam's Nike Zeus and Nike X. ~

Marshall Ray Corp.
Dwight Clothing Div'

l

sile Track Radar. The major brain and cen·
tral nervous system, with 20,000,000 connec
tions and untold miles of wiring, is the
Target Intercept Computer, coordinating the
heavy flow of data among the radars, and
directing each "bird" to the lethal burst. It's
a super-speed electronic brain capable of
200,000 arithmetic operations per second.

How does this gigantic array of electronic
superlatives duplicate a live gunslinger and
then proceed to handle a sharp·shooting
chore far beyond mere mortal capacity? The
diagram at the top of page 23 presents it
in detail, and clocks the Nike Zeus "fast
draw." The chart assumes warhead speed of
18,000 mph, interceptor speed of 7,200 mph
and target acquisition beyond 850 miles.
Thus, the nosecone is darting in at five miles
per second or YJ:ach 23 (about ten times
faster than a .30·06 slug), while the Zeus is
shooting up at 2 miles per second, or about
Mach 10.

Here's what happens. The broad beamed
Acquisition Radar, the most powerful in the
world, ceaselessly sweeps hundreds of mil
lions of cubic miles per second. It "acquires,"
or picks up, an incoming enemy missile
hurtling earthward from its 600 to 1,000 mile
apogee (high point) when the intruder bounces
back a signal to the domed receiver. These
impulses are translated into fire control data
and fed into a "brain" which computes tar
get track and point of impact and asks the
Discrimination Radar whether it's a dummy
or the real McCoy. The DR beam latches
onto the object and sends its electronic pic
ture to a Rogue's Gallery in the memory part
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1600-7th Ave., S.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

======::::State

improved • more effective
money back guarantee. send $1.

NEW METHOD MFG. CO., Bradtord, pa.1

-------1
'--------1

_J

Just one easy-fast application of MINUTE
MAN GUN BLUE will restore steel or iron
surfaces! Not a paint or lacquer-no heat..
ing! Patented chemical! Complete kit with
each purchase!

R. W. SPROWLS

GUN METAL""~~
NOW MADE NEW!

-blueing gives new beauty,
natural protection!

needed for mass production can be fabricated
for approximately one-fourth the cost of
other modern automatic combat rifles," and
that the AR-18 can be produced "for about
half the cost ..."

To kick-off the promotion of their new
baby, ArmaLite conducted a demonstration
at the Lorton Reformatory Rifle Range at
Lorton, Virginia. Conducting the demonstra
tion were Charles Dorchester, and Burt
Miller, a retired Air Force Lieutenant
Colonel, who is now a vice president of
ArmaLite. The company also invited T ISgt.
Vern Duchek of the Air Force, who has
spent a great deal of time shooting and
testing the AR-15, and who has had more
experience with it than anyone else.

To demonstrate the reduced recoil of the
AR-18, the weapon was fired while holding
it against the shooter's chin; the extensive
demonstration also included firing two AR
18's at the same time, one from each hip.
Demonstration firings, at ranges from IS to
100 yards, showed that the accuracy of the
AR-18 claimed by ArmaLite was not an
exaggeration. To show the rapidity with
which the magazines can be changed, the
gun was fired full-automatic at two silhouette
targets six feet apart and at a range of IS
yards ... two clips of 20 rounds each were
fired within about five seconds.

To top off the demonstrations, ammunition
cans were filled with water, and shot at with
.223 rounds and 7.62 NATO rounds. The
7.62 NArO bullet merely punctured both
sides of the can, while the hydrostatic effect
of the .223 bullet caused the cans to explode.
Then, closing the act in a blaze of glory, a
four-foot square concrete block wall was
demolished by a stream of fire from the AR
18 within a few seconds, demonstrating the
lethal power that can be carried by one
AR-18 armed soldier.

Where the AR-18 will go from here is
anybody's guess at this time. Whether Arma
Lite will now, as they did with the AR-15,
sell production rights to some other manu
facturer, or whether they will produce the
rifle, remains to be seen. One thing is cer
tain; we'll be hearing more about this
weapon in the near future, and before the
echos of the M-14 vs. AR-15 scuffie are
stilled, there will be a growing rumble com-
ing from some of the hallowed halls ~
in Washington, D.C. ~

Complete line of Target Shooting Equipment and SuP
plies, Reloading Equipment and components for rifle,
pistol, and shotshell. F. N. ACTIONS-BARRELED
ACTIO.NS-BISHOP STOCKS. Latest gun Books. Many
other items. (RETAIL ONLY) Write for latest price list.

TARGET & VARMINT
SHOOTERS' SUPPLIES

"1'.'

RARE ASTRA "400"

Model Revolver - original 4"
barrel - Good Condition
Limited Suppty. Send pur
chase permit if required.

RARE WEBLEY
REVOLVER Caliber .455

Caliber 9MM Steyr, (also .38 ACP & .38 <
Super). 53/4 " bbl. 9-shot magaZine. -..
NRA GOOD. Supply limited. Extra $1995magazines. $2.95 ea. CLOSE OUT
PRICE $19.95.

NEW BAR~EL5 - IN THE WHITE - $14.95

(Shipped ppd. for aoc additional)

$995 JAPANESE RIFLES & CARBINES

enable it to fulfill a wide variety of combat
functions: anti-tank or anti-personnel gre
nades can be fired from the standard rifle;
a bayonet lug is integral with the front
sight; a telescopic sight mount can easily
be installed onto the receiver. Other features
of the AR-18 include a bolt stop, which holds
the bolt open after the last round has been
fired; a convenient latch which drops an
expended magazine with a flick of the
trigger finger; a select-fire lever, operated
by the shooter's thumb without removing the
hand from the pistol grip; a rear peep sight,
adjustable for windage and elevation, where
aperture size automatically decreases when
the range setting is increased.

Let's look for a moment at the reduced
manufacturing cost, and see what it can
mean, not only to the taxpayer, but to the
small country that might be interested in
adopting this weapon for its army. Hand
in-hand with reduced production cost goes
the fact that practically all of the machine
tools required to produce an AR-18 are
generally available, or are of the type that,
if new equipment must be purchased, is
readily converted to producing civilian goods
after production of the rifles is completed.
This means that initial tooling costs are at
a minimum. How inexpensive is the AR-18 to
produce? ArmaLite claims that "tooling

( Made by one of the world's largest "button-rifle"
barrel makers. Fully guaranteed.
Threaded for '98 Mauser in Calibers .264 Win-Mag'.,
7MM Hem-Mag-., .308 Norma.Mag., .30-06, .308
Win., .270 Win. and .243 Win.
Also a few barrels threaded for Sako Action in Cal.
.243 onty.

BEAUMONT SHOTGUNS

LIGHTWEIGHT

HINGED TRIGGER GUARD
Made of anOY. comptetc
with fonower spring, For $895'03 and '03A3 Spring-
fields, atso '98 Mauser;
specify rifle.

Cal. 7.92
Short (Kurtz)

'Vith 30-round mag.
Fail' conet. Special selection

,$10.00 additionnl. Shipped ppd. for _$2.50 additional.
Sight hoods $1.95.

GERMAN MP44 MACHINE PISTOL
$39.95 (as illustrated)

~~;;;::;;;~~ BRAND NEWr"toiii " ai:: SPRINGFIELD BOLTS
. NEW Altered for scope. New condition

$39
' 5 $3.95. Include 40c postage. Issue

bolts 99c each + 40c postage. 6 for
$3.00 + 75c postage.

Cal• .43

. ~ WORLD FAMOUS ROLLING BLOCK MUSKET
~C::;........J- CIRCA THE PERFECT MANTEL OR WALL DECORATOR

- 1860's Acclaimed the World's finest rifle in 1867 ~
Made by Remington nearly a century ago, this 32" long-barrel musket is now a prized collectorls
item. Famous in the late 1860's ... adopted by six foreign governments as their standard arm
... honored at the 1867 Paris Exposition as the IIworld 's finest military or sporting arm. II Truly
today's ideal mantel or wall decorator. Complete, NRA fair. Your satisfaction guaranteed. Order
now for best selection. ONLY $18.95.

I JUST ARRIVED! Mauser Bolts altered for scope. Ex. Condo Spec. M93 or M95. $3.95 plus 40¢ ppd.

ttr7 P. O. Box 35-64 • Zero Prince St.
'V POTOMAC ARMS CORP.· Alexandria, Va. 22313

<Continued from page 25)

Very rare 24.gauge Dutch Beaumont
nltlitary shotguns "as issued" to the Complete mechanically, stocks and

Royal Dutch and East Indies Armies in the bores poor condition, sold as parts
1870's. A single shot smooth bore, now about source and decorators only. Choice of 3 rare

rl~n~r~~~ :~~.e~ri'if~~l s~~W~hto5:;:AC:oT~~~~ri~~dctu~~: rig~e~~~n6.ly~~~r~8li~~rs~k~'~'i~gi;le3:aft~i6~~a
~tor/decorator item. NRA good. ONLY $19.95. One tow price $9.95. Send for individual parts price list.

Add $2.00 for each rifle for Parcd Post prepaid delivery. Complete list of rare c~llectoT'3 ,guns now avaiJable.

THE AR-18 COMBAT RIFLE

So far, you will notice that we have not
mentioned caliber, fire-power, and ballistics.
The reason for this is that both the AR-18
and AR-15 are similar in all of these respects.
They both use the _223 caliber (5.56 mm)
ammunition, which was developed by Arma
Lite in 1959, fired from a 20 round magazine
at a rate of 750 rounds per minute. Both
weapons have selectors for full- or semi
automatic functioning. Both the Army and
the H. P_ White Laboratory are conducting
extensive tests which ArmaLite expects will
show that the range and accuracy of the
AR-18 is identical to that of the AR-15_
Charles H. Dorchester, president of Arma
Lite, said that an off-the-shelf AR-15 will
fire three-inch groups at 100 yards {match
accuracy for the M-I and' M-14) , and the
AR-18 has matched this performance.

One feature of the AR-18 that, according
to an ArmaLite spokesman, makes it superior
to the AR-15, is the hinged buttstock. The
buttstock, made of a new polycarbonate
plastic which is said to be virtually in
destructible,' when folded back, reduces the
over-all length of the rifle to only 28:1.4
inches. This length, along with the full
firing capabilities, makes the AR-18 ideally
suited for paratroopers, cotnmandos, armored
personnel, and guerilla fighters.

The AR-18 design offers provisions which
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Full color art print of historical gun
if you join now. Painted by noted
artist Ja mes M. Triggs. 11 x 14-in.
Limited supply available. Act today!

BONUS GIFT!

ALL NEW 1964 EDITION!

Cloth Emblem - Adds a decorative touch to your hunting
or shooting jacket. Wear it with pride.

• Numbered Membership Card - Officially identifies you as
a member of the Club. Refer to the number when partici·
pating in any of the club services.

'You get all these valuable benefits
and privileges with your membership:

• Subscription to GUNS Magazine - Brings you complete
coverage of the gun world: tips for better hunting ... ways
to improve your shooting ... handloading techniques ...
news for collectors ... reports on all kinds of firearms:
sporting, military, police. If it's about guns-it's in GUNS
... finest magazine in the firearms field.

• Information Library SelYice -Answers any questions you
have about firearms. Non-members pay $1.00 per question.

• New 1964 Redbook of Used Gun Values - The latest,
up-to-date revised edition! Over 125 pages listing the current
price values on thousands of firearms.

• Shooters Club Newsletter - Special reports on anti-gun
legislative activities. Timely information about new products
-authoritative field testing results.

• Discount Book Club - 20% discount on hunting, shooting,
firearms books. Savings alone more than pay for annual
membership fee.

• Classified Advertising Discount - 20% discount on c1as· •
sified advertising in GUNS Magazine's "The Gun Market"
section.

• Official Decal - For your car, home or club. Attractive
red, white and blue colors. Display it proudly.

CLIP COUPON BELOW AND MAIL TODAY!

AD DR ESS, --;- _

NAMLE _

CITY ZONE-STATLE _

D Check here if you wish to receive only GUNS Magazine at the yearly
rate of $6.00.

G·4SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA

8150 N. Central Park Ave.

Skokie, Illinois

Please enroll me as a member of the Shooters Club of America in the
category checked below:

D Full membership including sUbscription to GUNS Magazine and all other
benefits described above. Payment of $7.50 for one year enclosed.

D Associate membership including all benefits described above except
subscription to GUNS Magazine. Payment of $3.00 for one year enclosed.

D Junior membership available to those 17 years and under. Includes all
benefits described above except subscription to GUNS Magazine. $2.00
payment for one year enclosed.

i-------------------------------------------
I
I
I
I
I
I
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per ward insertian including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date June 1964 issue (on

sale April 25) is March 7. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS MAGAZINE,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BINOCULARS, SCOPES & SIGHTS

SCOJ~E MOUNTS-Brochure 18G will help yOU select the
proper mount for your seove and rifle. \Vrite Maynard
Buehler Inc.. Orinda. Calif.

BOOKS

BOOKS: You name it-we find it! Gun books a specialty,
International Bookfinders Box SOOS'G. Bel"crly Hills. Callf.

ADDRESS COLOl\"EL NEY for his NOTES on GUER
RILLA WAR. $3.50 postpaid. Box 6303. N.W. Station,
\Vashin~ton. D.C 20015.

nI];~LEi\1EN: "The Shark Hunters" $2.95 Postpaid. Ray
Buntin~. Milford, Delaware.

.30 CARBINE MANUALS!! :Most comprehensive volume
ever published. on world's most popular weapon! Superb
Army, AF Technical and Field :Manuals skiIlfully edited.
combined and supplemented. Over 170 pages, 120 illustra
tions; detailed coverage of over 124 major topics such as
use, disassembly, maintenance. repair and rebuild, tech
nical inspection. DOUce automatic conversion. much more.
Large 6"x9" format, handy heavY-duty manual binding:; a
must for every GunbutT, DCM Purchaser, Gunsmith. Out
standing value as published @ $3.98; special carbine
craze sale, only $2.98 ppd! (Dealer inquiries invited).
Free Literature. Normount Armament, Box 21lCBGU,
ForestRrove. Oregon.

COLLECTORS

HURRY: SE~D 50¢ for l\forley Catalog-Hevery damn
thing we gun collectors love." :Morley, 10 Fiske, l\£ount
Vernon. NY.

NEW COLLECTOR SERVICE-Rare military books, man
uals, war relics. weapons, uniforms. helmets. accoutrements.
medals, isnsignia. documents, photos. paintings, prints.
44 Page Illustrated Catalogue 50¢: refundable with pur
chase. Peter Hlinka. Historical Americana, DePt. G 226
East 89th Street. ~. Y., N.Y. 10028. .

GU:olS - SWORDS - Knives-Daggcrs-Flasks. Big list
25¢ coin. Ed Howe, Cooper 1\Iills 10, 1\1aine.

CIVIJ.I WAR and Custer Period ReJics. List 15¢. Thomp
son's, Box 164, Ha\'elock. Xorth Carolina.

ENGRAVING

ENGUAVIl\"G BY PUUDHO~IME. Folder $1.00. 302
\Vard Building, Shre\'eport, Louisiana.

FISHING & HUNTING

COLLAPSmLE FARM-Pond-Fish-Traps; Animal traps.
Postpaid. Shawnee, 39342 Buena Vista, Dallas 4, Texas

FOR SALE

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia., waterproof, burns' under
H~;;r,; J~d;~'ri, \\icl~~ ft., $2, ppd. William Zeller, Keil

STATE PISTOL LA\YS, Booklet describing current pistol
regulations of all states $1.00. Federal Gun Laws Booklet
$1.00. ]:lenry Schlesinger, 211 Central Park \Vest, New York
24E. N.Y.

FIRE rO\VER UKLDIITED! A first in carbine acces
sories! 30 ,cal. ~~-l carbine "50-RD", CONTI~UOUS
tee~ magazlOe, WIth l\l-2 carbine magazine catch only
$9.00 each. 3 for $25.00 PPD!! Skokie Valley Arms 'Corp.
P.O. Box 146-Dept. Dl, Skokie. Illinois. '

GUNS & AMMUNITION

WIl\"CUESTERS, COLTS. LUGER" plus many others
Send lOt for l8-page list. Chet Fulmer, Rte. 3. Detroit
Lakes, Minnesota.

RARE LONG Out or Print Gun Digest First Edition of
1944 now available! Only $2.95 at local stores or postpaid
(New 1.964 Gun D~ge.st also available, $3.95 pOstpaid) from
~~~ ~J.gest ASsoclatlOn, Dept. G, 4540 W. Madison. Chi-

EARl\" EXTRA MONEY witb YOur Hobby. Mail 10c to
Mt?dern .Gun Repair School, 225-F Taft Ave., Green Bay,
WlSconslO. Learn how YOU can become a top-grade repair
~e~o~~ly~~:-iS~~~~:. time. Experienced instructors give you

SJ.LENCERS: lIIAXDI and O.S.S. Models. Complete De
taIls of Construction and Operation with DrawinR's, $1.00.
Gon,c<>, Box II29-GlII-4C, Los Gatos, Cam. (9~031).

GUNS, CAMERAS, Tools. Boy without money or debt.
MembershIp catalog and instructions $1.00. Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Mailmart, Box 1129-C. Los Gatos. (95031).

CIIURCHILL (GUN~iAKERS) LTD. World famoos gun'
smIths. Models from $390.00 to $2.000. Send $1.00 to
32 Orange Street, London, 'V.C.2, tor lists of new and
used shotguns.

KLEIN'S BIG All-Sports Bargain Catalog now only 25¢
(was $1.00). Cash or Credit. KLEIN'S, Dept. G, 227 W.
Washington, Chica2:o 6.

10,000 G~ BARGAINS I I ! lIodern-AntiQue Guns, Ac
cessories-Giant Bargain Catalog 50¢. Agramonte's, Yon
kers, N.Y.

CUSTOM SHOTGUNS FOR $49.95 Add Poly-Choke's
great new FeatherAire Ventilated Rib and the e\'er-popular
PolY-Choke to your gun. XOW I Combination price saves
you $1.95. 5-10 day ser-rice. "'rite for additional informa
tion or, even better. forward complete gun to Poly-Choke,
Dept. 494C, Hartford I, Conn.

HA),'DGUl\"S-SIXGLE ACTIOXS. muzzle loaders, der
ringers-Fast Draw Holsters. Free Catalog. Walt's Weap
ons, Box 368, Avondale. Arizona.

CASES - ONCE FIRED - Postpaid - 30.40 - 30.06
- 308 - 30.30 - 32W - 300S - 35R - 358 - 8mm 
38Special - 30Carbine - 45ACP - 223R - (Formed 
7.7Jap - 7.65 - 7mm - 257R - 244 - 243 - 22.250
2508 - 222R - 6. 5x55) Others. Rifle 6¢ - Pistol 
Carbine - ShotsheU 2¢ - 1\Iicaroni, 65 Taylor, East
~Ieadow, N.Y.

EUROPEAN GUN CATALOG Pictures, Descriptions,
and prices of the finest guns made at Ferlach. Austria and
imported by us. Forward $1.00 plus 10¢ postage. Klepeis
Importers, 1510 So. 16th Avenue, Yakima, 'Vashington.

WINCHESTEH: SADDLE RING Carbine "Stud & Ring"
All models 1866 to 1895. $3.95 each. lUng only $1.00 each.
Dealers wanted. A. B. Cherry, Box 94946, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.

CARTRIDGES FOR COLLECTOHS: 40 page Illustrated
catalog #3, 50¢. Over 2,000 items. James Tillinghast, Box
532. l\Iarlow, N. H.

CUSTOU 03-30/06 Springfield Rifles - Engraving 
Brochure & Color $1.00. Brochure .25¢. Springfield Custom
Guns. 449 E. 14 St. 4H-115, New York 9, N.Y.

U.S. 30-06 cal. high number Springfield rifles. Very good
-S39.95_ Excellent-$44.95. l'erfect-S49.50. U.S. 30-06
cal. Enfield rifles. Very good-$29.95. ExceUent-$34.50.
U.S. )11 30 caL carbines. Perfect-S74.95. U.S. :'oIl 30-06
Garand ritles. Perfect-$89.D5. British ~rk. 3 303 ritles.
Very good-$14.95. British l\Ik. 4 303 ritles. Very good
$18.95. British ::\Ik. 5 303 jungle carbines. Very good
$24.95. Excellent-$29.95. Argentine ~lod. 91 7.65mm
)lauser ritles. Very good-$19.D5. Like new-$24.50.
Spanish :Mod. D5 7mm Mauser carbines. Very good-S19.95.
Perfect-$22.95. Spanish :\Iod. 1953 (~lod. 98) 8mm
)fauser ritles. Brand Xew-$34.95. Persian )[od. 98 8mm
)lauser carbines. Good-$34.95. Very good-S39.95. Brand
new-$49.95. German )[od. 98 8mm )Iauser ritles. Yerl'
good-S29.95 German Mod. 1871/84 11mm )[auser rifles.
Good-SI8.95. Peru-rian )Iod. 1909 7.65mm )lauser ritles.
Fair-$24.95. 000d-$29.95. Exccllent-$39.95. Peruvian
Mod. 1935 30-06 )Iauser rifles. Very ~00d-$49 95. Peru
-rian Mod. 1909 30-06 )Iauser ritles. Very good-S39.95.
Russian :\Iod, 91 7.62mm :\Ioisin ritles. Good-$9.95. Very
good-:$12.95. Russian )10d. 1938 7.62mm )Ioisin carbines.
00od-$19.95. Verr good-$22.95. ltaUan Mod. 1938
7.35mm )fannlicher-Carcano carbines. Very good-$14.95.
Italian Mod. 91 6.5mm )'lannlicher-Carcano ritles Good
$9.95. Very good-$12.95. Swiss ),fod. lOll 7.5mm Schmidt
Rubin rifles. Good-$I3.D5. Very good-$I6.95. French
~fod. 1916 8mm Lebel rifles. Good $9.95. Very good
$12.95. French )fod. 1886 Smm Lebel rifles. 000d-$15.95.
30-06. 303 British. 7mm )fauser. 7.65mm Mauser. Smm
:i\fauser. 7.62mm Russian. 7.35mm Italian military am
munition. at $7.~0 per 100 rds. Dealers inQuiries im'Hed.
Free gun list. Freedland arms Co., 34 Park Row, Kew
York 38, N.Y.

-GUN EQUIPMENT

GUN SCREWS. Gun Taps, Gon Drills. 6/48 or 8/40 screws
%,"-¥./' dozen 50c. l:lrofessionals 2-Flute taps $1.20. Spe
cial hard steel drills 45c. Cobalt drills tor 6/48-$1.06,
8/40-$1.12. Solid Carbide drills 6/48-$3.95. 8/40
$4.20. Loctite--tightens all loose screws, tube 80c.
E'verything postpaid. Catalog 18G free. :'\{aYnard Buehler
Inc., Orinda, Calif.

GUNSMITHING

GENERAL GUNSMITHING-Repairing, rebloing. con
version work, parts made. Inquiries Invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek. CaUf.

GUNS~nTHING-Learn profitable hobby. Build .22 Tar~et
Pistol, Campers Pistol, Gun Cabinets, Blue Guns. 5c stamp
brings illustrated information. Guns, Postotnce Box 362-G,
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808.

REBARRELIl\"G. CHA)ffiERIXG. BARRELED Actions.
Barrels. Basic Preturned. threaded and chambered. Com
plete rifle building. Srocks of exotic woods. For those who
want the finest in custom guns. V. L. Forsgren-Barreling
Expert and Rifle Builder. Raute #1, Helper, Utah.

FIXE CUSTO)! Rifles made to your specifications. Mili
tary ritles rebuilt. Blu-Blak bluing, new barrels fitted.
Chambering for standard. impro-red and Wildcat cartridges
including Weatherby line. 308 Norma, new 300 and 284
Winchester. Model 92 Winchester conversions to 256, 357,
and 44 Magnums Write: Don 1\fott, Box 341, Douglas,
Arizona.

,SPRIXGFIELD. E~FIELD. ~iAUSER. and Jap Owners,
eliminate trigger slack. Improved trigger letod' Install a
Cougar Anti-Slack trigger and Sear boot. Installs easily
Xo drilling or tapping. Hardened, tempered. and contact
surfaces micro finished. Specify rifle. Sent pOstpaid with
complete instructions. $1. 00. Dealers wanted. Cougar and
Hunter, 5070 TahQuamenon. Flushing..Michigan.

GUNSTOCKS

CUSTO)! STOCKS: Your design or ours. Precision shaped
and inlet using new carving machine. Your blanks or ours.
YA:\IA. Mesquite & \Valnut seasoned blanks available.
Longarini, Dept. G, Dana Point, California.

INDIAN RELICS

POTTERY, SPEARHEADS, Axes, Arrowbeads. 10 for
$3.00. List Free. Hsde's, Rosemar Road, Parkersburg,
W. Va.

INVENTIONS

IXVEXTIONS; IDEAS developed tor cash/royalty sales!
RaYIl;Ond Lee, 2104X Bush Building, New York City 36.

INVESTIGATORS

INVESTIGATORS, FREE Brochure, latest subminiature
electronic listening devices. Write Ace, Dept-8X, 11500
N'V 7th Ave., Miami 50, Florida.

LEATHERCRAFT

FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-J51, Fort Worth, Texas.

METAL DETECTORS

THEA.SURE. GOLD, SILVER. RELICS. Find them with
new 1964 models. Free information, Raytron, Dept. 4-D.
Box 715, North HOllywood, California.

MISCELLANEOUS

CROSSBOWS for Target, Hunting and Carp-Shooting.
Factory-Direct-Prices. Jay Co. Box 1355, Wichita, Kansas.

NAZI ITEMS bought & Bold, orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; "Usts 25c"; LenkeI. 812 Anderson, Palisades. N. J.

YOUR OWN Business Without Investment! Sell adver
tising matchbooks to local businesses. No e:lperience
needed-rree sales kit tells how and where to get orders.
Part or full time. Big cash commissions. Match Corpora
tion of America. Dept. GE-44, Chicago 32.

HAXDCUFFS, $7.95. Thumbculfs. $9.95. Leatber re
straints. Fetters. Collector's specialties. Catalog 50c.
Thomas Ferrick. Box 12-0, Newburyport, Mass.

LIKE S\VEET OKIOnS? Blue Ribbon Assortment 500
sweet onion plants $2.50 postpaid fresh from Texas Onion
Plant Company, "Home of the Sweet Onion", li"'armers
ville, Texas.

100 FOREIGN COI~S $2.95. 2 Mexican Silver DoUars
$1.00. Stewart, Box 63500, Phoenix 5, Arizona.

SUB)(ACHI)JE GUK Assembly Charts. Exploded view
drawings in 3D measure 18 by 24. American Thompson
)IlA1; English Sten )!Kll; Russian "Burp" PPSH 41;
Danish )Iadsen 1950. $? each, 3 for $5. PPD. Delbert
'Yilson. 5641 Davit A-re., Santa Ana, Calif.

FEDERAL SURPLUS AGENCIES Running Tremendous
Public Surplus Sales- *** Airmail for Nationwide "Loca
tiom; & Details"-$1.25-Surplus Service, Box 425 (GUL
Kanuet, Nc\v York.

SMOKE: FISH. 'MEATS. Smoker Instructions and Recipes
$1.00. Smoker Clay. 36 Heinrich Heinstreet, \Voltskhelen,
Germany,

------
GRAXDFATHER BOYER'S technique for natural and
perlwnal treatment of piles. Folder in plain envelope for
$1.00. Boyer. Box 892. Tupelo. Mississippi.

MINIATURE CROSSBOW. range 200', length 18", Fiber
~lass bow. cocking mechanism. dozen Arrows. guaranteed.
$3.95. Xittany Crossbow, Box 8lC, Penna. Furnacc, Pa.

SO~OS I)JTO S$$$$$$$$$$-New. unknown Songwriters,
Songpoets. Composers share 1-33 ),{illions yearly. Any kind.
we collaborate. publish, promote. Free appraisals. free
samples. details. Send Kordyke Publishers, 6000 Sunset,
Hollywood. CalifornIa 54-90028.

GOVER)r,,'f),IEXT LAXD now a-railable in 25 States. Mil
lions of acres low as $1.25 acre. Exclushe new copyrighted
repOrt! Send S1.00 to U.S. Land DiSpOsal, Box 18177-F:\I2,
Indianapolis 18. Indiana.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT

FREE CATALOG. 208 Pages. Sne on Reloading Equip·
ment, Calls, Decors. Archery, Fishing Tackle, Molds,
Tools, Rod Blanks. Flnnysports (SS), Toledo 14, Ohio.

SCHOOLS

MISSOURI AUCTION SCHOOL. Free catalog I 1330-102
Linwood, ~ansas City, Mo. 64100.

TAXIDERMIST

SALE: OPEN Mouth Rugs-Tiger, Bear (Black, Grizzly,
Polar) Jaguar, Cheetah, Zebra, Leopard. We tan skins.
Hotmann-Taxidermist-1025 Gates, Brooklyn 21, N.Y.

WANTED

NAZI ITEMS. Fine Lugers. Only Orig. and priced for
Resale. State condition & price Bernal Tolan, U. #1.
Hillsdale, Michigan.
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$650
with
1 shell

Additional shells $.75 each
You're always "on guard" against robbers, mashers
and other criminals when you carry this innocent
looking TEAR GAS Device. Nickle plated, spring
steel clip. Not a firearm.

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. NO COO'S
Not MAILABLE, Sent by Express, charges collect.

This product is not intended for sale in states or
localities whiG.h have laws forbidding their sale .

BOX 706, Radio City P. O. New York 19, N. Y.

• Work with the latest
equipment-in modern shop
and classrooms

• Day or Night Classes
• Advance rapidly-based on

personal aptitude
• New classes starting every

week
Graduates located in 48 states and
foreign countries! V.A. approved for
ALL classes of veterans. This is not
a correspondence course.

OUR INTEREST IS GUNS ONlYl
\Vrite for free catalog und infonn:ltion 011

~,course andC~~~~ADO SCHOOL

@ OF TRADES, INC.
1535 Hoyt Street,

Denver IS, Colorado

The New Sensational

"PEN GUARD"

PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS Est. 1918
DEPT. G 11 S. 16th ST., PHILA. 2, PA.

GENUINE IVORY • STAG • PEARL
ROSEWOOD • PEARL-O-L1TE • STAG-O-LITE

WALNUT TARGET GRIPS
Send 4-cent stamp for new illustrated catalog

and price list - Now at special savingsI

THE FINEST
REVOLVER
AND

PISTOL GRIPS

TEAR GAS DEVICE
Larger, 40% More
Powerful
Shell

the Sf ~e4'b"
ock y Ke

all Wallt

sift or rake snow with the fingers numbs the
hand - barehanded shooting is numbing
enough.

Fortunately, the wadcutter type bullet is
seldom used for defensive purposes, the
square cartridge mouth is the most difficult
to load fast. Round nosed and semi-wad
cutter bullets feed into cylinder chambers
quickly and fill the empty chambers most
easily from a palmed ammunition supply as
the cylinder is rotated by the other hand.

The belt-loop type cartridge carrier, us
ually worn by uniformed officers and some
detectives, is slow to use. Cartridges must
be pulled individually from the tight loops
and pressed separately into each empty
chamber. The leather box type belt carrier
with bottom drop is faster, delivering six
cartridges at once. Care must be taken to
keep from crushing the box; once smashed
flat, it may prevent ammunition from drop
ping freely, and trying to remove rounds
from tIle top is a slow process.

Some pouch-type belt cartridge carriers
grasp six rounds in leather lips allowing the
shooter to extract as many as he needs with
out disturbing or dumping the remainder.
Feeding three rounds into the cylinder in
one motion gets the combat revolver back
into action faster than any single loading
system; this is a good technique for reload
ing from an exposed position.

Handloaded ammunition must be full
length resized to ease chambering, and to
allow usage in other guns of the same cali
ber in an emergency. Handloads should
have bullets seated deep enough to fit the
chamber without forcing, and all primers on
combat loads should be double checked to
make certain none are protruding. This
fault can bind the cylinder when closing or
revolving.

One of the failings of the standard PPC
shooting method is the nearly reflex reaction
which "forces" the shooter to empty his gun,
particularly at close range, at the first tar·
get presented. British Commandos were
taught to fire a two shot burst at each men
acing target. Some advanced combat courses,
such as the Hogan's Alley type, demand that
the shooter conserve his shots. A combat
course, using wax loads and slide-projected
combat scenes, taught at the U.S. Marshal's
headquarters at Anchorage, Alaska, required
shot conservation and instant target selection
to prevent impulsive shooting of non-dan·
gerous targets.

Gun familiarity is of prime importance to
the police officer as well as the armed citizen.
Along with accuracy training, development
and practice of a safe and efficient reloading
habit will create confidence-and this ~
good habit may save your life. ~

131 SHOP has it! ~;~~~~iO&t""(lil~.For popular rifles and shotguns,
Want to "do-it-yourself"?
I3ISHOP'S 90% Finished Stocks are for you.
Want a Custombilt Stock?
BISHOP is the recognized leader in custom stockmaking

. . . and only BISHOP has the Custom©Fitting Chart.
free catalogs now available! Thru 'he b.e"er .gunsmiths, E. C. BISHOP & SON, INC.

hardware and sporting goods deale" or wrote due" to: WARSAW, MO., U.S.A. Dept. J25E

Left hand, under pistol butt, is
aid to steady hold and accuracy.

ammUnItIOn, and clothing are normally
"worn" in the same position.

Getting used to reaching for a handgun
through layers of outer clothing appears
difficult, but it can be done with some speed
if a satisfactory method is found and prac
ticed. Reaching for reserve ammunition
should be an automatic and subsequent move.
When heavy winter clothing is worn, the
llandgun will often be carried in the pocket
(In the side of the gun hand; sufficient spare
ammunition for a full recharge, in the other
pocket.

The self·loading or "automatic" pistol is
faster and simpler to load than the revolver;

ALASKA PPC
(Continued from page 18)

charged magazines, carried handily, make re
loading an instant job. Loose revolver car
tridges often get mixed with car keys or
11andkerchief, or may slip out of the pocket
through a small hole. They are best secured
with a small rubber band to make a small
package. A dozen rounds or so can also be

tored in a snap lid glasses case.
Reloading techniques vary with the situa

tion. Getting caught out in the open in a
.dangerous condition requires a great deal
nlOre calmness and loading dexterity than
heing able to reload in the relative safety of

. :a protective barricade. In both cases, the re
loading must be done speedily and correctly
the first time. Groping on the ground for a
.dropped cartridge or two is no way to begin
the second chapter of a life and death story.

now cover often makes recovery of dropped
rounds nearly impossible, and any effort to
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Once-fired .38 Special cases: in factory boxes.
$14.00 per 1'1; bulk $12.50 per M. f.o.b. Laredo.
Empty .38 Spl. boxes. 3 for 25c.

Orders of $50.00 or more shipped prepaid.

Exclusive

CUSTOM
MADE

ACCESSOR. ES
by Beckelhymer's

PISTOL SHOOTERS ~
who demand the best . ~
equipment count on ~.. ' •
Beckelhymer's Cus- .
tom-made accesso- iiO
ries to help perk up
their scores. These
miniature sketches
illustrate but a few
of the products we
offer to improve the
lot of shooters-and
to make shooting a
more enjoyable sport
for all.
Limited space in this
ad precludes even a
brie/ description 0/
the items shown.
Write us about your
requirements and
we'll gladly send you
detailed in/ormation
and prices.
...------ SPECIAL 1

I~I
I-'"

~I

~,~J#f ~""~!,,

T-l00 TARGETHOLDER
- PORTABLE-

• Takes up to 24" x 24" target.
• 4' high. Ideally suited to rifle

and pistol.
• Steel construction with painted

finish.
• Slips apart quickly and fits 2"x

27" carrying tube.
• Four spring clips permit fast tar-

get change.
• Complete with three targets.
• Carry your own target range!

~ 54 9 5 Postpaid
~/,1 • No. C.O.D.

:I ",;1 SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
~ ... ,.. OR MONEY REFUNDED

Product Masters Mfg. Co.
5013 Aldrich Ave. No., Dept. G44, Mpls. 30, Minn.

(Continued from page 59)

Dr. Sonnkhsen was able to gather so much
complete information on the various parties
concerned with these feuds is amazing-that
he was able to chronicle it in an exciting and
interesting volume is a credit to his abilities
as an author and historian.-J .R.

THE DEER HUNTER'S BIBLE

By George Laycock
(Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
New York, N.Y., 1963. $1.95)

This is a fairly complete book for the
beginning hunter. George Laycock covers
gear, guns, where and when, the varieties
of deer, and some other basics. Interesting
are the chapters on camping and hunting
deer with bow and arrow, but little mention
is made about deer calling, rattling up a
buck, the use of scent, and some of the
tricks now in use. Quite outstanding are
some of the photographs, and the ~

section on deer weight.-R.A.s. ~

_....

----------------------_.__.

INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE!!!!
"Pressure-Fit" Handgun Cases

• Dark Brown Cowhide Grain Leather~tte Drill
• Pyroxylin coated to withstand scuffing, wear

: ~net~~ro~i~~f~kr~at~~d~~dg;:i~c:,ndR~~ye:el~~\Chcovered
Polyurethane (holds gun motionless).

A CASE TO FIT ALMOST EVERY HANDGUN
With Carrying

Description Handle
For Guns up to 10" long - ;':; $ ~:~~ $l~:~i

For Guns up to 12" long - was 9.95 11.45
now 7.88 8.88

For Guns up to 14" long - ~::. 1~:~~ 1;:~~

Send check or money order for prepaid deliverv
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED

~pOk£Sl)tall'Sl(JJOl)te-COe'COk gpecto.Qt~ CO.
LITTLE SIL.VER. NEW JERSEY

ANTIQUE WEAPONS
Don't miss th is fasci nating 125 page,
1498 photo Catalog. Fill in Coupon,
(please print), mail entire ad.

ROBERT ABELS, Inc. ~~.;Uy~~~i~~~O~~~:
Send me your Catalog # 31 with backgrounds,
1498 photos of old guns, daggers, swords, ar·
mor. I enclose $1 to cover handling and post·
age.
NAME •.••....•.••••.•..••.••••.•••••
ADDRESS •.••••.•.. , .•......•..•••••••

CITY lONE STATE ..
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Made the
decision to order

--~,~~a~c:us:t:om gun?

Order it
with this worthy

•companion ... a
B&L scope

If you're ordering a
custom gun, you want the best of
everything you can afford ... stock, barrel, inlay work,
and, of course, the best available scope. 0 Plan on a
Balfor A Scope ... the highest quality scope you can
find. The B & L optical system is superb and in all
other respects this new 4x scope is custom quality.
Tough new finish that's virtually scratch - proof ...
tight new design that stays fog - free in icy rain or
steamy sun ... slick new all- weather lubricant that
keeps performance at 4.0 ... strong new alloy that takes
all the slams and jolts you can give it. All these great
features are combined in a 4x scope that costs only
$49.95-just about half what you'd expect it to! You
can't afford not to investigate the Balfor A. Or, if you
need more versatility, look into the Balvar 8A- new
variable 21,2 - 8x scope at $99.95. All Bausch & Lomb
scopes are fully made at our plant in Rochester, N.Y.
- offering you over 100 years experience in optical
manufacturing. See them at your dealer's! Send 25¢
for 85 -page manual, "Facts About Telescopic Sights".
Bausch & Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y. 14602

BAUSCH & LOMB Y HOOTING
SPORTS



How the newWinchesters went on safari
with David Ommanney-our man in Africa.

And why we chose Tanganyika as the proving ground for our '64 rifles, shotguns and ammo.

In his Land.Rover, our professional
hunter leads the safari across the
Serengeti Plain. Nearest you, in his
all-Winchester baqery, is the new
Model 70-458 Magnum. Price $310.

New feature on our new Model 70s*
is this "free-floating" barrel. The
stock's fore end does not touch it.
No uneven pressure. Therefore nat
ural vibration,straighter shooting.

·excepr on the 375 and 458.

We took along our new shotguns,
of course. Here, Ommanney swings
on sand grouse with the '64 Model
1400 automatic ($134.95). Our new
slide-action Model 1200 is $96.00.

With gunbearer Salim, Ommanney
returns from building leopard blind.
Besides great herds of all kinds of
plains game, there are many big
"cats" in Northern Tanganyika.

A single bullet (Solid) from our new
458 bagged this fine Cape buffalo. It
hit him in the left shoulder; was re
covered, in perfect shape, from just
under the skin of his right shoulder.

,
Only shot shell used was our new
plastic Super-Speed and Super-X
"compression-formed" Mark 5. "I
never saw a shell made like it, or
one that shoots so hard," said David.

This leopard was first of Africa's
Big Five to fall to Winchester's new
Model 70-300 Magnum ($154.95). A
single shot was enough. "This rifle
really lays 'em in," says Ommanney.

This rhino was 100% safe (even from
the 458). Like the giraffe and the
cheetah, the rhinoceros is "Royal
Game" in Tanganyika. We could
shoot him only with our cameras.

On the last night before we struck
camp, our man, in Africa summed
up: "It warmed my heart to see the
new Winchesters at work. The way
they did their stuff wa~ smashing."

1t'INCH£JI'£ll®~®_ •
WINCHESTER·WESTERN DIVISION "lin
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